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Chapter 1. General Introduction

A vertical measurement scale is required to repeatedly assess and monitor students’ abilities throughout their school careers (Young, 2006). Advanced computer technology, which is available today, serves as a foundation for implementing vertical scales and related complex measurement models, such as item response theory models (IRT; de Ayala, 2009; Lord, 1980), in computer-based assessment systems used to assess students within the classroom and provide formative feedback on a regular basis (Brown, 2013; Glas & Geerlings, 2009; Hattie & Brown, 2007; Wauters, Desmet, & Noortgate, 2010). Nevertheless, practical implementation of a vertical measurement scale is a challenging endeavor. The underlying IRT models are based on strict assumptions (e.g., Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Strobl, 2012; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000), which are not always perfectly met in practice. Furthermore, practical constraints like time and financial resources; willingness of schools, teachers, and students to participate in calibration studies; or differences in students’ test-taking motivation across different assessment occasions can complicate the development and validation of a vertical IRT scale. Moreover, the available literature about IRT-based vertical scaling provides limited guidance for how to deal with the variety of practical settings and constraints (e.g., Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Ito, Sykes, & Yao, 2008; Tong & Kolen, 2007). Consequently, it is challenging to implement a vertical scale that accurately reflects the abilities specified in the underlying content specification or curriculum.

This thesis was motivated by practical challenges related to the implementation of a vertical scale to measure students’ mathematics abilities throughout compulsory school in Northwestern Switzerland. This chapter provides an overview of educational assessment in Northwestern Switzerland as the practical context for this thesis, and introduces vertical scaling and efficient testing based on IRT methods as the major common theoretical themes of the studies presented in this thesis. At the end of this chapter, the research objectives and research questions for subsequent chapters are outlined.

1.1 Educational Assessment in Northwestern Switzerland

In 2012, four cantons (i.e., districts) in Northwestern Switzerland—Aargau, Basel-Landschaft, Basel-Stadt, and Solothurn—initiated a joint project to develop a new assessment system to measure and monitor students’ abilities in mathematics from grade three (in the middle of primary school) through grade nine (at the end of secondary school; Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012). These four cantons commissioned the development of a system consisting of two different assessment instruments: (1) a set of four compulsory standardized

---

1 Besides mathematics, the new assessment system also aims to assess students’ German language abilities, the language used in schools, as well as students’ English and French language abilities, the two foreign languages taught.
tests, called Checks (www.check-dein-wissen.ch), to assess students’ abilities in grades 3, 6, 8, and 9; and (2) an online item bank for formative assessment, called Mindsteps (www.mindsteps.ch), with unrestricted access for all students and their teachers (Tomasik, Berger, & Moser, 2018). The goal of this system is to provide schools, teachers, and their nearly 100,000 students with objective results showing students’ abilities and progress. Following the approach of data-based decision making in formative assessment (Schildkamp, Lai, & Earl, 2013; van der Kleij, Vermeulen, Schildkamp, & Eggen, 2015), these results support teachers and students in defining appropriate learning goals; evaluating students’ progress over time; and adjusting teaching, learning environments, or goals, when necessary (Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007).

An important requirement for the system is a common vertical measurement scale that allows for comparing assessment results between the two instruments, as well as across cohorts and for individual students throughout different grades. Such a common measurement scale facilitates interpretation of the results for students, teachers, principals, and other stakeholders, and ensures self-regulated monitoring of students’ progress between official measurement occasions (i.e., the four standardized tests). The scale should reflect students’ abilities in accordance with the new curriculum, called Lehrplan 21, for the German-speaking area of Switzerland (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014, 2016b). For mathematics, Lehrplan 21 calls for a continuous development of students’ mathematics competencies from kindergarten through the end of compulsory school (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a), which is in line with a domain definition of growth (cf. Kolen & Brennan, 2014), and thus fits into the content-related requirements of a vertical scale (Young, 2006).

To assess students’ mathematics abilities with two instruments over seven school years, several thousand assessment items are required to build the core of the assessment system. However, calibration of these thousands of items is challenging due to several practical constraints. First, although the two instruments have overlapping purposes, are dedicated to the same target population, and are based on the same content specifications, differences in measurement conditions complicate the development of a common vertical scale (Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Second, the total target population consists of approximately 13,000 students per school grade. At the same time, students and teachers are not obligated to participate in calibration studies, and time and financial resources are limited. Third, the available time to complete each standardized test is limited to two school lessons, and teachers and students might also have limited time to engage with the online item bank for formative assessment. Nevertheless, the assessment results should provide as much information as possible about students’ current abilities. In this thesis, these practical constraints are contrasted with the theory of IRT-based vertical scaling, with the aim of identifying the most suitable approach to establish and validate a vertical scale that covers seven school grades, links two instruments, and represents the competencies described in the curriculum.
1.2 Vertical Scaling and Efficient Testing Based on IRT Methods

Vertical scaling, i.e., establishing a scale to measure abilities across multiple school years through item calibration, requires a powerful and flexible measurement approach. Often, vertical scales are based on IRT, which refers to a family of models that incorporate students’ responses to each item in order to estimate students’ abilities. Specifically, IRT models express the probability that a student answers an item correctly as a function of student ability and item parameters such as difficulty or discrimination. This thesis concentrates on the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960; Strobl, 2012), the most basic unidimensional IRT model. The Rasch model states that the probability of answering an item correctly is given by

$$P(X_{ij} = 1|\theta_i, \beta_j) = \frac{\exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)}{1 + \exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

where $\theta_i$ corresponds to the ability of the student $i$, and $\beta_j$ refers to the difficulty of the item $j$. One advantage of IRT models in general, and of the Rasch model in particular, regarding vertical scaling, is that different item sets can represent the same underlying latent ability (Rost, 2004; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). Consequently, assessment results can be linked and compared across individual students and over time, even though students worked on different item sets or test forms. Ideally, test forms are targeted to each student’s ability level, so that students from higher grades are assigned to more difficult test forms than students from lower grades (Mislevy & Wu, 1996). Targeted testing is relevant for vertical scaling in order to adequately and efficiently calibrate a large item pool and assess the variation in students’ abilities across multiple grades. Administering the same items to all students would be inefficient, especially when either the size of the calibration sample or the testing time are limited. A fixed number of items provides the most accurate information about a student’s true ability under the Rasch model, if the difficulty of the items corresponds to the student’s ability (Lord, 1980). Items that are too easy or too difficult provide not only limited information about the student’s ability but might cause boredom, demotivation, or overstraining (e.g., Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wise, 2014). Similarly, a fixed number of students in the calibration sample provides the most accurate information about the items’ true difficulties if the students’ abilities correspond to the difficulty of the items (Berger, 1991; Eggen & Verhelst, 2006; Stocking, 1988).

A good match between item difficulty and student ability will not only improve the efficiency of item difficulty and student ability estimation across grades, but also within grades. The match between item difficulty and student ability within each grade can be increased by dividing each grade group into more homogenous ability groups by means of additional ability-related background variables, such as marks provided by the teacher or performance-related school types. The match between item difficulty and student ability can also be improved based on student performance during test-taking, as in computerized adaptive testing (CAT; van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000) or multistage testing (MST; Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, von Davier, & Lewis, 2014).
In theory, an IRT-based vertical scale serves as an ideal basis for flexible and efficient testing across different ability levels and over time. However, IRT models in general, and the Rasch model in particular, are based on strong statistical assumptions (e.g., Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Strobl, 2012; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000), which are not always met in practice. Furthermore, targeted testing, as well as adaptive testing by means of CAT or MST, require preliminary knowledge about the distribution of abilities within the student sample as well as the difficulty of the available items in order to ensure a good match between item difficulty and student ability. However, this knowledge is not always available in practice, especially when developing data collection designs to calibrate new items. Finally, efficient data collection designs and the resulting vertical scale, which meets the assumptions of the underlying IRT model, do not guarantee the scale’s content validity.

1.3 Research Objectives and Thesis Outline

This thesis includes four studies related to the practical challenges of implementing and validating a vertical mathematics scale to assess third through ninth grade students in Northwestern Switzerland using two different assessment instruments. The studies review and extend the literature about IRT-based vertical scaling from a practical perspective by analyzing the similarities and differences between the two instruments and by evaluating the implications of possible differences on the vertical scaling procedure by comparing the efficiency of different calibration and test designs under practical constraints and suggesting an approach to investigate the content validity of the final vertical scale.

Chapter 2 lays the foundation for subsequent chapters by answering the following two questions:

Q2.1 Do the four standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment share enough similarities to justify a common vertical scale across seven school grades?

Q2.2 How could such a scale be realized in practice?

To address these two questions, Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of the two assessment instruments and evaluates their similarities and differences. Chapter 2 also introduces different data collection designs for horizontal (i.e., within each grade) and vertical scaling (i.e., across different grades), and the related calibration procedures to estimate item difficulty on a common Rasch scale. Moreover, Chapter 2 presents targeted testing, based on ability-related background variables, and adaptive testing, based on performance, as two strategies to increase the accuracy of item difficulty and student ability estimates within restricted student and item samples. In order to calibrate and link the underlying item pool, a theoretical concept is suggested to implement the vertical scale and assess students’ mathematics abilities in Northwestern Switzerland through four calibration steps: by using the standardized tests (steps one and three), dedicated calibration assessments (step two), and online calibration within the online item bank for formative assessment (step four). Furthermore,
topics for further research are identified in Chapter 2, with the aim of providing more guidance regarding the implementation of vertical scales under practical constraints. Three of the identified research topics serve as the basis for the studies presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Chapter 3 investigates the efficiency of different calibration designs for estimating item difficulties from the Rasch model under the practical constraint of limited knowledge about the items’ true difficulties. This chapter provides an overview of three different calibration designs: (1) targeted calibration designs, which rely on ability-related background variables for assigning test forms of different difficulty levels; (2) multistage calibration designs, which assign the most appropriate modules based on student performance on a preliminary test part or module; and (3) targeted multistage calibration designs, a new design type, which uses both ability-related background variables and student performance to optimize the match between item difficulty and student ability, and thus refers to an extension of traditional targeted calibration designs. Chapter 3 focuses on this new design type by addressing the question:

Q3.1 Are targeted multistage calibration designs more efficient for item calibration than traditional targeted calibration designs?

Chapter 3 also points out that most previous studies on the efficiency of incomplete calibration designs have neglected the practical constraint of limited knowledge about the items’ true difficulty when assembling the calibration design (Berger, 1991; Stocking, 1988). This knowledge is important when creating test forms or modules targeted to specific difficulty levels, as uncertainty about an item’s true difficulty might result in items being misplaced into test forms or modules which are either too easy or too difficult. Thus, the second research question answered by Chapter 3 is:

Q3.2 How does limited a priori knowledge about item difficulty affect the efficiency of both targeted calibration designs and targeted multistage calibration designs?

Both questions are addressed in a simulation study, in which the calibration design and the accuracy of item distribution across the different test forms or modules within each design (i.e., number of misplaced items) are varied.

Chapter 4 addresses the fact that neither targeted testing based on ability-related background variables nor adaptive testing based on performance, by means of MST, can ensure that all students receive items that completely match their true abilities. Under the condition of targeted testing, some students might be disadvantaged by receiving a test form that is either too easy or too difficult because they significantly differ in their abilities from their group’s mean abilities. The number of disadvantaged students might depend on the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true abilities. MST designs, on the other hand, mostly begin with a general starting module, which doesn’t take into account the differences in students’ abilities. The degree of discrimination of low- and high-ability students
by a general starting module might depend on the length of the starting module compared to the total test length.

Chapter 4 introduces targeted multistage test (TMST) designs, in which students are assigned to items based on ability-related background variables in the first stage and based on performance in subsequent stages in order to increase measurement efficiency. In particular, this chapter focuses on the question:

Q4.1 Do TMST designs achieve more accurate, and therefore more efficient, ability estimates than traditional targeted test designs or MST designs with one starting module?

In addition to this general question, Chapter 4 explores the efficiency of TMST designs from three specific perspectives by investigating the following three research questions:

Q4.2 To what extent does the efficiency gain through TMST designs depend on the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true ability?

Q4.3 To what extent do different ability groups profit or are disadvantaged by TMST designs compared to targeted and MST designs?

Q4.4 To what extent does the efficiency gain through TMST designs depend on the length of the starting module compared to the total test length?

All four questions are addressed in a simulation study, in which the test design, the correlation between students’ abilities and the ability-related background variable, and the length of the starting module in relation to the total test length are varied.

Chapter 5 directs attention toward validating a vertical scale from a content perspective. Specifically, this chapter reports on the actual implementation and validation of a vertical Rasch scale for assessing third through ninth grade students’ mathematics abilities in Northwestern Switzerland, based on the calibration assessments described in Chapter 2 (i.e., step two of the suggested calibration procedure). To validate the scale from a psychometric perspective, item analysis is performed, and two different calibration procedures (i.e., concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration) are applied to detect potential calibration problems related to multidimensionality. To validate the decisions made during test development and item calibration, from a content perspective, the empirical item difficulty parameters are contrasted with the items’ content-related difficulties, according to their assignment to specific competence levels as described in the curriculum, Lehrplan 21. The following three research questions are addressed in this chapter:

Q5.1 Do the items developed on the basis of the curriculum, Lehrplan 21, and targeted to third through ninth grade, fit a unidimensional vertical Rasch scale?
Q5.2 Do the item calibration’s empirical outcomes—i.e., item difficulty estimates—match the theoretical, content-related item difficulties that reflect the curriculum’s underlying competence levels?

Q5.3 Does the match between the empirical item difficulty estimates and the theoretical, content-related item difficulties differ for items related to different curriculum cycles, domains, or competencies?

Empirical data from a cross-sectional calibration study that includes 520 mathematics items and 2,733 third through ninth grade students from Northwestern Switzerland serves as the basis for answering these three research questions.

This thesis concludes with an Epilogue, in which the primary research questions posed by the preceding chapters are reconsidered. The main findings of related studies are summarized, and an outlook for further research is provided.
1.4 References


Chapter 2. Linking Standardized Tests and an Online Item Bank for Formative Assessment

Abstract

Item response theory (IRT) refers to a powerful and flexible measurement approach that allows for linking various test forms within and across different ability levels. In this paper, we elaborate a concept for implementing IRT-related calibration procedures and data-collection designs in a practical context for assessing students’ mathematics ability. More specifically, we introduce a set of four standardized tests and an online item bank for formative assessment that require a common vertical measurement scale to assess and monitor students’ abilities throughout seven years of compulsory school. We describe the standardized tests and online item bank by evaluating their similarities and differences regarding target population, assessment types and purposes, content specifications, and measurement conditions. Furthermore, we provide an overview of different IRT-related calibration procedures for linking, data-collection designs for horizontal and vertical scaling, and we introduce the idea of targeted and adaptive testing based on the Rasch model to increase measurement efficiency when available student or item samples are limited. By integrating the two instruments’ similarities and differences with the theoretical background on data-collection designs and item calibration in a Rasch framework, we define four calibration steps to establish a vertical scale that links the two instruments. In the discussion, we summarize the main practical challenges for implementing our concept in our specific context. Moreover, we stress the need for validating the final scale from a psychometric, as well as content, perspective, and we point out the need for empirical research on efficient calibration and test designs under consideration of practical contexts and related practical constraints.
2.1 Introduction

In recent years, school administrators and teachers’ need for objective instruments to assess individual students, evaluate classes and schools, and monitor educational systems has increased in Switzerland (Moser, 2009). At the beginning of the 21st century, Switzerland started to develop minimal educational standards (Schweizerischen Konferenz der kantonalen Erziehungsdirektoren, 2007). Therefore, a need arose for instruments that allow for evaluating whether students meet these minimal standards. However, the Swiss school system’s decentralized organization and its numerous curricula impeded monitoring students’ abilities on a national level. The first initiative to assess and monitor students’ learning progress in a wider area started in 2012 in Northwestern Switzerland. Four cantons (i.e., districts) with a population of approximately 13,000 students per school grade started a joint project with the objective of providing students, teachers, and schools with instruments to assess and monitor students’ abilities as a basis for advancing their development, improving teaching, and evaluating school-development programs (Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012).

Specifically, the four cantons initiated the development of two distinct assessment instruments: (1) a set of compulsory standardized tests with well-defined administrative time points, called Checks (www.check-dein-wissen.ch) and (2) an online item bank for formative assessment, called Mindsteps (www.mindsteps.ch), which offers computer-based linear and adaptive assessments on demand (Tomasik, Berger, & Moser, 2018). Both instruments intend to assess students’ abilities in primary and secondary school (i.e., from third through ninth grades) within four subjects: German, the schools’ language; English and French, the two foreign languages taught; and mathematics.

One important requirement of the two instruments is that they share a common reporting scale that allows for directly comparing the two instruments’ outcomes (Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012). Furthermore, the reporting scale is conceptualized as a vertical scale (Young, 2006) that not only allows for comparing consecutive cohorts’ performance (cross-sectional comparison), but also enables the comparison of assessment results over time to analyze individual students’ progress (longitudinal comparison). A scale with these two features is supposed to ensure that teachers and students can use the online item bank for formative assessment autonomously to monitor their progress between two standardized tests in relation to previous results. Furthermore, a joint reporting scale for both instruments and for several age groups not only facilitates the interpretation of assessment outcomes for students, teachers, and other stakeholders, but also enhances assessment instruments’ acceptance.

In this paper, we focus on the level of individual students and elaborate, from a theoretical perspective, on the psychometric challenges related to the development of a vertical reporting scale that links the two instruments using the example case of mathematics. In doing so,

---

2 The implications of aggregated results on the class, school, or system levels are beyond this paper’s scope.
so, we identified three principal challenges to establishing a common vertical reporting scale: First, the two instruments require substantial similarities to justify a common scale. Second, a measurement approach is required that allows for linking results from various assessment forms that different students answer at one point in time, and that identical students answer at different points in time. Finally, suitable and efficient data-collection designs are required for norming (i.e., calibrating) the standardized tests and the items within the online item bank for formative assessment.

Against this backdrop, in this paper’s first section, we present the two instruments in more detail by elaborating on their similarities and differences in assessing individual students’ mathematics abilities. To this end, we describe and compare the two instruments regarding their target population, assessment types and purposes, content specifications, and measurement conditions (Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). In the second section, we introduce item response theory (IRT, e.g., Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991; Rost, 2004; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000) or rather the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960; Strobl, 2012), as a measurement approach to link different test forms, and we elaborate on related calibration procedures for linking purposes. In the third section, we describe IRT-related data-collection designs for establishing scales that cover different test forms targeted to one school grade (i.e., horizontal scales), as well as different school grades (i.e., vertical scales; Young, 2006). Furthermore, we elaborate on targeted testing based on ability-related background variables and on adaptive testing based on performance as methods for increasing these designs’ efficiency in estimating item difficulty and student ability under the Rasch model. In the fourth section, we integrate the three previous sections by illustrating a concrete concept for the practical implementation of a common vertical Rasch scale for the two assessment instruments to assess students’ mathematics ability from third through ninth grade. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summarizing discussion and an outlook on options for further research.

2.2 Description and Comparison of the Standardized Tests and the Online Item Bank

Linking multiple assessments related to different instruments and school grades to one reporting scale is justified only if the assessments share enough similarities. Following Kolen (2007) and Kolen and Brennan (2014), we used four categories of assessment features to describe the core features of the standardized tests and online item bank for formative assessment and to illustrate their similarities and differences: (1) target population; (2) assessment types and purposes; (3) content specifications; and (4) measurement conditions.

2.2.1 Target Population

The target population is an important assessment feature because the applicable linking processes depend on the composition of the student population for which a scale is developed
Differences in gender, race, geographic region, or age might affect the linking relationship of two assessments or assessment instruments (Dorans, 2004; Kolen, 2004) and need to be considered when selecting a data-collection design and related calibration procedures. On a general level, the standardized tests and online item bank for formative assessment are both dedicated to the same target population: Both instruments intend to measure and monitor students’ ability in Northwestern Switzerland from third through ninth grade (i.e., from primary school through the end of compulsory school; Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012). Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, the two instruments differ in the number of related administration occasions. The standardized tests take place at four predefined points in time: at the beginning of third and sixth grade in primary school and at the end of eighth and ninth grade in secondary school. Furthermore, the standardized tests are compulsory for all students in these four school grades. Conversely, teachers—and to some extent, students—are free to choose whether, when, and how often they engage with the online item bank for formative assessment. This flexibility might result in different user behavior among teachers and students, depending on various factors, e.g., students’ age, class composition, the school’s information technology (IT) infrastructure, or teachers’ IT user knowledge that, in turn, might influence whether a particular subpopulation of those taking the standardized assessments actually uses the online item bank.

**Figure 2.1.** Administration of the four standardized tests and the formative online assessments during primary and secondary school. $N \approx 13,000$ students per school grade.

### 2.2.2 Assessment Types and Purposes

Generally, extant literature distinguishes between two different assessment types with specific purposes for assessing individual students’ abilities: summative and formative assessments (e.g., Bloom, Hastings, & Madaus, 1971). Summative assessments aim to measure what students have learned over a certain period of time and provide results (i.e., a summary) at the end of a learning process (Sadler, 1989). Often, summative assessments result in a diploma or certification, and serve as a basis for selection or placement decisions. In contrast, formative
assessments take place at the beginning of or during the learning process, with the objective of providing information for guiding and improving learning (van der Kleij, Vermeulen, Schildkamp, & Eggen, 2015). Particularly, formative-assessment outcomes serve as a basis for defining appropriate learning goals, evaluating progress toward these goals, and determining the next steps along students’ learning paths (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Notably, van der Kleij et al. (2015) identified three different approaches to formative assessment: (1) Data-based decision making originates from the No Child Left Behind Act in the United States and places a strong emphasis on monitoring the attainment of specific learning targets through objective data (Schildkamp & Kuiper, 2010; Schildkamp, Lai, & Earl, 2013). (2) Assessment for learning focuses on the quality of the learning process and emphasizes the importance of providing students with feedback (Stobart, 2008). (3) Diagnostic testing originated from the intention to identify students with special educational needs and focuses on the detailed assessment of students’ problem-solving processes (Crisp, 2012).

Unlike this clear distinction between summative and formative assessments, Bennett (2011) argues that both assessment types often share similarities in their purposes, yet differ in their primary purpose. In his opinion, “… summative tests, besides fulfilling their primary purposes, routinely advance learning, and formative assessments routinely add to the teacher’s overall informal judgments of student achievement” (Bennett, 2011, p. 7). Following Bennett’s line of argumentation, we classify the standardized tests as summative assessments whose primary purpose is to assess the outcome of learning and whose secondary purpose is to provide assessment outcomes for guiding and fostering further learning activities (Bennett, 2011). The standardized tests’ objective in mathematics is to provide information about students’ current ability in mathematics and in related mathematics domains at four selected points in time during compulsory school (Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012). Their test results indicate students’ competency levels at these junctures (criterion-referenced information; Betebenner, 2009; Bundesinstitut für Bildungsforschung, Innovation & Entwicklung, 2011; Reusser, 2014). Simultaneously, these test results help students compare themselves with their reference groups (norm-referenced information; Betebenner, 2009; Moser, 2009). In line with summative assessments’ primary purpose, both criterion-referenced and norm-referenced information helps teachers make fair and accurate selection decisions at the end of primary school and provide students with a certificate on their abilities at the end of secondary school to use when applying for apprenticeships. Furthermore, standardized tests’ results also support students and teachers in identifying individual students’ strengths and knowledge gaps, serving as a starting point for defining new learning goals and planning upcoming learning and teaching activities. Thus, in line with the approach of data-based decision making in formative assessment (Schildkamp et al., 2013; van der Kleij et al., 2015), the objective data collected through standardized tests also foster future learning. Consequently, we argue that the standardized tests’ secondary assessment purpose is formative.

Conversely, we classify the online item bank as a formative assessment instrument whose primary purpose is to provide assessment outcomes for guiding and fostering further
learning activities and whose secondary purpose is to assess learning outcomes (Bennett, 2011). The online item bank’s key advantages are that it allows for repeated on-demand administration of tailored assessments for students with different ability levels, and it provides immediate reports (e.g., Hattie & Brown, 2007; Wainer, 2000b). Based on Hattie’s concept of visible learning (Hattie, 2009), the online item bank for formative assessment aims to help students and teachers during the school year identify students’ current strengths and weaknesses in mathematics in general, and in related mathematics domains and competencies in particular. This criterion-referenced information can serve as a starting point for defining individual learning goals, evaluating progress toward these goals, and defining appropriate subsequent learning steps (Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; van der Kleij et al., 2015). Furthermore, periodic assessments allow for measuring students’ progress throughout the school year and across compulsory school grades. We claim that data-based decision making, characterized by the collection of objective data on students’ current abilities best describes the online item bank’s formative approach. Simultaneously, we argue that the online item bank also has a summative function as secondary purpose because information about students’ current abilities is useful in evaluating learning and teaching activities that took place before an assessment. In addition, periodic assessments allow for analyzing the relationship between students’ progress and different learning and teaching interventions over time.

2.2.3 Content Specifications

Content specifications refer to the framework that defines the specific content areas that an assessment or test aims to cover (Webb, 2006, p. 155). Such a framework is a crucial factor in ensuring content validity of an assessment or assessment instrument and the related measurement scale. Usually, a curriculum or content standards serve as the foundation for developing content specifications (Webb, 2006). Due to the Swiss school system’s decentralized organization, each canton had its own curriculum until a few years ago. In 2014, experts published the first intercantonal curriculum for all German-speaking cantons of Switzerland (i.e., 21 out of 26 cantons), called Lehrplan 21 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014; see also www.lehrplan.ch). The curriculum describes the competencies that students should acquire from kindergarten through the end of compulsory school, thereby serving as a basis on which teachers and schools should plan their teaching and evaluate students’ progress (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014, 2016b). Within the subject of mathematics, the curriculum is structured hierarchically into three domains, 26 competencies, and various competence levels (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a). Within each competency, the curriculum calls for a continuous development of the competency over the school years, whereas mastering lower competence levels is a precondition for mastering more advanced competence levels (see also Bundesinstitut für Bildungsforschung, Innovation & Entwicklung, 2011; Reusser, 2014). Furthermore, the curriculum distinguishes between three different cycles, ranging from kindergarten to second grade, third to sixth grade, and seventh to ninth grade. For each cycle,
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it defines basic requirements that refer to the minimal competence levels that students need to master by the end of the cycle. In addition, it states two points of orientation at the end of the fourth and eighth school grades. The cycles, basic requirements, and orientation points anchor the competence levels—and, thus, the development of competencies—across kindergarten and the nine compulsory school years. However, the curriculum focuses much more on the development of students’ competence levels across grades than on specific competencies within a particular school grade; thus, the curriculum follows a domain definition of growth (Kolen & Brennan, 2014, pp. 429–431).

Thanks to its intercantonal scope, clear hierarchical structure, and domain definition of growth, the curriculum, Lehrplan 21, serves as an ideal basis for general content specifications of both the standardized tests and the online item bank, as well as a framework for developing and classifying all related assessment items. However, on the level of single tests or assessments, content specifications differ between the two instruments. Content experts assemble the four standardized tests annually to assess general mathematics ability among the four aforementioned target school grades on subject and domain levels reliably within the available testing time of two school hours (i.e., 90 minutes). Students, teachers, and school principals cannot change assessment content. In contrast, the online item bank for formative assessment is conceptualized as a big pool of thousands of items (i.e., approximately 10,000 items for mathematics alone) that are accessible through a web-based application, with teachers having three options for creating their own customized online assessments based on this item pool (Tomasik et al., 2018). First, they can assess their students on domain level through computerized adaptive tests (CATs; van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000a), in which the system selects the most informative items based on each student’s test performance. These assessments’ content mixture is very similar to that within a single domain of the standardized tests. Second, teachers can narrow assessment content down to one, two, or three specific competence levels. Out of this selection, the system creates linear assessments that comprise a higher volume of similar items than standardized tests, thereby covering more specific content. Third, teachers also can create assessments by filtering the item bank by specific content topics and item difficulty, and by manually selecting preferred items. For assessments created through this third creation option, it largely depends on teachers’ specifications on whether their content is comparable to that of standardized tests.

2.2.4 Measurement Conditions

Kolen (2007) distinguishes measurement conditions that test developers directly control from those that lie outside their control. Examples of directly controllable conditions include test design, administration mode (i.e., computer- vs. paper-based), instructions, and scoring procedures. Examples of indirectly controllable measurement conditions include the stakes that students or teachers associate with an assessment (i.e., low vs. high stakes) and students’ motivation to take a test and make an effort while taking it. Differences between controllable
and uncontrollable measurement conditions might influence assessment outcomes and need to be considered during the linking process (e.g., Eignor, 2007; Mittelhaëuser, Béguin, & Sijtsma, 2011, 2013, 2015).

The standardized tests and online item bank for formative assessment differ under several of these measurement conditions. Furthermore, differences also exist in measurement conditions between the standardized tests. The two standardized tests for primary school are designed as linear, paper-based tests because primary-school students mainly are accustomed to working on paper. Moreover, primary schools often lack an IT infrastructure that is large and modern enough for administering computer-based tests in class (Bättig, Gut, & Schwab, 2011; Petko, Mitzlaff, & Knüsel, 2007; Petko, Prasse, & Cantieni, 2013). Conversely, the two standardized tests for secondary school are conceptualized as computer-based, multistage tests (MSTs; Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, von Davier, & Lewis, 2014; Zenisky, Hambleton, & Luecht, 2010) to address variations in abilities across the three performance-related school types within secondary school. In particular, all students start with a general test part of intermediate difficulty (i.e., starting module), then subsequently are routed, based on their performance, to one of five modules varying in difficulty in the three additional test parts (i.e., stages). The administration of all four standardized tests is regulated strictly to achieve objective results. The tests are compulsory, take place during a predefined period (i.e., two weeks for primary-school tests and six weeks for secondary-school tests), and test-administration time is limited to two school hours. Teachers are responsible for test administration, and they must follow specific administration instructions that aim to ensure a standardized test administration across all schools and classes. The tests’ development, analysis of students’ answers, and reporting are centralized. Due to the obligation to participate in the standardized tests, a high degree of standardization, and external organization of the assessment analysis, we argue that teachers and students might perceive the standardized tests as rather high-stakes assessments, even though no direct decisions or consequences related to their outcomes exist.

All assessments that are created based on the online item bank for formative assessment refer to linear computer-based assessments, or CATs, independent of whether they are targeted to primary- or secondary-school students. Furthermore, the system scores the assessments automatically and provides immediate reports at the end of each assessment. However, no regulations or instructions exist for administration of the assessments. Instead, teachers have much flexibility in the type and number of assessments they create, and in whether they assign assessments to individual students, groups of students, or entire classes. Some teachers might use the assessments like class exams, while others might assign assessments as exercises or homework to individual students. This flexibility might result in a broad range of measurement conditions regarding test designs and instructions. Consequently, students’ perceptions of the assessments and their test-taking motivations might vary depending on the specific conditions that each teacher creates. Nevertheless, we claim that students and teachers generally might perceive these assessments as low-stakes assessments because of their primary formative function.
2.2.5 Summary of Similarities and Differences

In sum, we identified similarities and differences between the standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment in all four categories that we used for our comparison (i.e., target population, assessment types and purposes, content specifications, and measurement conditions; see Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Regarding similarities, we elaborated on how both instruments are targeted to similar populations, namely students in Northwestern Switzerland. Furthermore, the summative standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment share overlapping assessment purposes even though they differ in their primary purposes. Moreover, the two instruments are based on the same content framework, namely the German-speaking region of Switzerland’s new curriculum, Lehrplan 21. In addition, the standardized tests for secondary school and the assessments from the online item bank are computer-based and partially allow for adapting item selection to individual students’ abilities.

Regarding differences between the two instruments, we discussed how the student samples within the target population, which take assessments related to the two instruments, differ to a certain extent due to differences in the number of administration occasions (i.e., four vs. unlimited) and degree of obligation (i.e., compulsory vs. optional). In addition, the two instruments differ in their primary assessment purposes (i.e., summative vs. formative), as well as in their broadness in assessment content (general vs. specific), depending on whether teachers focus on domains, competencies, or topics when creating assessments from the online item bank. Furthermore, we identified differences in administration mode on the primary-school level (i.e., paper-based vs. computer-based) and general differences in administration conditions (i.e., standardized vs. flexible) that, in turn, might affect the association of assessment stakes (i.e., high vs. low) and result in differences in students’ test-taking motivation (i.e., high vs. low).

We conclude, from our comparison, that the similarities—especially overlapping assessment purposes, shared content framework, and similar target populations—justify linking the two instruments and developing a common reporting scale. Nevertheless, we argue that it is important to factor in similarities and differences when selecting adequate measurement and linking methods. More precisely, the identified differences are especially important in detecting potential challenges in the linking process and in identifying areas for further research.

2.3 IRT as Methodological Approach

2.3.1 Measurement Model

Establishing a vertical measurement scale for assessing students with tests related to different assessment instruments across multiple school grades requires a powerful and flexible measurement model that allows for linking various test forms. IRT offers the advantage that
different item sets can represent the same unidimensional latent construct (i.e., ability; e.g., Rost, 2004; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). In contrast to classical test theory, which concentrates on the sum score of a test, IRT factors in each student’s specific responses to each item when estimating a student’s ability (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). As long as test forms are linked and related to the same underlying construct or scale, students can work on different test forms, yet get comparable results. Consequently, it is possible to update test forms by exchanging items between administrations without changing the original reporting scale, and it is possible to link tests dedicated to different school grades and report their results on the same scale. Moreover, IRT is not limited to linking different test forms, allowing for linking various subsets of items that measure the same latent construct and originate from the same item pool. This property is fundamental to enabling CATs, in which each student answers a unique set of items out of a calibrated item bank depending on his or her performance while taking a test (van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000a).

IRT models express the probability that a student will answer an item correctly as a function of student ability and item parameters, such as difficulty or discrimination. In this paper, we focus on the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960; Strobl, 2012), the most basic unidimensional IRT model. For the Rasch model, the probability of a student answering an item correctly is given by

\[
P(X_{ij} = 1|\theta_i, \beta_j) = \frac{\exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)}{1 + \exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)},
\]

in which \(\theta_i\) corresponds to the ability of student \(i\), and \(\beta_j\) represents the difficulty of item \(j\). According to this model, a student can answer an item correctly with a difficulty equal to his or her ability with a probability of 50 percent. The probability of correctly answering items that are easier than one’s ability is higher, while the probability of correctly answering items that are more difficult is lower. Thus, item difficulty and student ability are represented on the same scale. Due to this special relationship, we can describe, through item content, what students with specific abilities most likely already know and what could be the next steps along their learning paths (i.e., what content they are not yet mastering sufficiently), thereby creating meaningful scales.

Besides its advantages, it is important to point out that IRT models in general and the Rasch model in particular are based on strong statistical assumptions (e.g., Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Strobl, 2012; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). First, local independence must hold, i.e., a student’s responses to different items must be statistically independent from each other when controlling for the student’s ability (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Second, item parameters need to be invariant across different administrations or age groups (Rupp & Zumbo, 2016). Third, unidimensional IRT models assume that all items refer to the same underlying unidimensional construct. Finally, IRT models assume a specific monotonic increasing function between students’ ability and the probability of correctly answering an item, whereas the Rasch model
additionally states equal slopes for all items. When applying IRT methods, we carefully need to evaluate whether these assumptions are met sufficiently during data analysis.

### 2.3.2 Item Calibration

From a psychometric perspective, calibrating items is one of the core steps when implementing a new measurement scale based on IRT methods. For the Rasch model, item calibration refers to establishing model fit and estimating item difficulty parameters based on response data through maximum likelihood estimation procedures (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Vale & Gialluca, 1988). Generally, three calibration procedures exist for mapping parameters of items administered to different groups of students to a common IRT scale: (1) concurrent calibration; (2) separate calibration with equating; and (3) fixed parameter calibration (Kim, 2006; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Under the concurrent procedure (Wingersky & Lord, 1983), item parameters of all items are estimated in one single calibration run, whereby different underlying population ability distributions need to be specified if we apply this procedure to different ability groups (e.g., students from different school grades; DeMars, 2002; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011). This procedure directly maps all item parameters to one common scale through linking items (i.e., items shared by multiple test forms). The second approach entails estimating parameters for each test form separately and equating different forms subsequently by transforming the parameters into a common scale through linear transformations. The transformation constants can be estimated using different methods, e.g., the mean/sigma method, mean/mean method, or different characteristic curve-transformation methods (see Kolen & Brennan, 2014, for an overview). Finally, under the fixed parameter calibration procedure (Keller & Hambleton, 2013; Keller & Keller, 2011; Kim, 2006), item calibration starts with a base assessment or scale with known item parameters. When calibrating new related test forms, all parameters of linking items (i.e., items included in the old and new test form) are fixed to their known parameters when calibrating new test forms. Thus, the linking items serve as anchors for aligning additional items to the base scale.

From a theoretical perspective, concurrent calibration might be superior to the other two procedures. Kolen and Brennan (2014, p. 444) argue that concurrent calibration leads to more stable results because it processes all available response data at once for estimating the parameters. Furthermore, the concurrent procedure is less error-prone because estimating transformation constants, creating the potential for additional estimation errors, is unnecessary, and it is more efficient because it requires only one calibration run (Briggs & Weeks, 2009). However, in a practical context, it often is impossible to postpone calibration until data from all test forms are available. Instead, new items or tests often need to be aligned with already-operational calibrated tests or item banks. Such an alignment is possible by equating the separately calibrated test forms or with fixed parameter calibration, but it contradicts the idea of concurrent calibration (Kim, 2006). An additional advantage of separate calibration and fixed parameter calibration is that these two procedures use smaller and simpler data sets than
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Concurrent calibration. As a result, the estimation procedure converges faster, and convergence problems are less likely. Furthermore, in a longitudinal context, separate calibration might offer two additional advantages compared with the other two procedures (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). First, it allows for directly comparing item parameter estimates between two different administrations, thereby facilitating investigation of potential deficits in parameter invariance. Investigating parameter invariance is also possible under the other two calibration procedures, but it requires—depending on calibration software—additional calibration runs for data subsamples. Second, separate calibration might be more robust against violation of the unidimensionality assumption because it only considers data from two ability groups in one equating step (Béguin & Hanson, 2001; Béguin, Hanson, & Glas, 2000; Hanson & Béguin, 2002). Thus, separate calibration might be the first choice if the empirical data do not sufficiently fit the IRT model.

Results from previous empirical studies that have compared the three calibration procedures are mixed. Some studies have found concurrent calibration to be superior to separate calibration when establishing a vertical scale (e.g., Hanson & Béguin, 1999; Kim & Cohen, 1998), while others have reported the opposite finding (e.g., Béguin et al., 2000; Ito, Sykes, & Yao, 2008). Similarly, the fixed parameter calibration procedure outperformed the other two procedures under some conditions (e.g., Keller & Hambleton, 2013; Keller & Keller, 2011, 2015). Generally, these mixed results suggest that, in practice, the most suitable calibration procedure might depend largely on the scale’s specific measurement objectives, changes in ability distribution across grades (e.g., Keller & Hambleton, 2013), or the extent to which the data meet strict assumptions of unidimensionality and parameter invariance concerning the underlying IRT model (Béguin et al., 2000; Pohl, Haberkorn, & Carstensen, 2015; Tong & Kolen, 2007). Due to these complex interactions, it is difficult to draw general conclusions that are applicable to concrete practical situations. Therefore, different researchers recommend applying and comparing several calibration procedures in practice, especially when developing vertical scales (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). In addition, a need exists for external, content-related validation criteria to justify the scale, resulting from concrete calibration decisions in a concrete practical situation (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Harris, 2007; Ito et al., 2008; Tong & Kolen, 2007).

2.4 Designs for Efficient Item Calibration and Testing

2.4.1 Data-Collection Designs for IRT-Based Linking

The exact procedure for calibrating and linking different item sets based on IRT strongly depends on the ability range that the scale intends to cover and on the selected data-collection design (i.e., calibration design). Below, we describe different data-collection designs, in more detail, for horizontal scaling to establish IRT scales that link different test forms dedicated to
one target population, as well as data-collection designs for vertical scaling to link test forms that cover a broad ability range, namely several school grades.

2.4.1.1 Horizontal scaling

Horizontal, or within-grade, scales link different test forms of comparable content and difficulty that are dedicated to the same population or school grade (Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Young, 2006). Generally, we can distinguish between three different designs for linking different test forms to one horizontal IRT scale: (1) random group designs; (2) single group designs with counterbalancing; and (3) common-item nonequivalent group designs (Kolen & Brennan, 2014, pp. 182–183). Random group designs’ basic assumption is that the different groups that complete different test forms are randomly equivalent regarding their ability distributions. Under this condition, we can calibrate each form separately by constraining the mean ability to zero and the standard deviation to one for all groups. The resulting item parameters are directly compared without any further transformation or parameter fixation. In contrast, single group designs with counterbalancing imply that the same students answer multiple test forms while the order of the forms is balanced to prevent ordering effects. This design has the advantage of smaller sample-size requirements (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). However, it is only applicable if the number of test forms is manageable so that each student has enough time and motivation to answer all test forms. Item calibration usually is performed for all items together (i.e., concurrent calibration), directly resulting in a joint measurement scale for the different forms. Finally, the common-item nonequivalent group design allows for connecting test forms even if the target groups differ in ability. The link between the different test forms is established through common items (i.e., linking items) included in multiple test forms. Concurrent, separate, and fixed parameter calibrations are suitable for calibrating the resulting response data.

2.4.1.2 Vertical scaling

A vertical scale or developmental score scale refers to “an extended score scale that spans a series of grades and allows the estimation of student growth along a continuum” (Young, 2006, p. 469; see also Carlson, 2011; Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Tong & Kolen, 2007). A precondition for justifying a vertical scale is that the measured ability or competency is stimulated continuously and strengthens over time (Young, 2006). In contrast to horizontal scales, vertical scales combine test forms that vary in their mean difficulty, reflecting the broad ability range that needs to be covered when assessing abilities over several school grades. However, even though the different test forms refer to different difficulty levels, the underlying latent construct needs to remain constant from a content perspective to justify a unidimensional IRT scale.

The data-collection designs for establishing a vertical scale based on IRT methods resemble the ones for creating a horizontal IRT scale. Commonly, three different designs are distinguished, namely: (1) equivalent group designs; (2) common item designs; and (3) scaling test designs (Carlson, 2011; Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Young, 2006). Equivalent group designs
are very similar to random group designs. In particular, equivalent groups within a school grade are assigned randomly either to items related to their own grade, to the next lower grade, or to the next higher grade. Based on the assumption that the groups within one grade are equivalent regarding their ability distributions, it is possible to calibrate the items separately for each of the equivalent groups within one grade. However, further transformation or parameter fixation is needed to place the item parameters retrieved from the different grade groups in one common scale. Under the condition that all data are available at once, it also is possible to calibrate all items concurrently (Carlson, 2011; Kolen & Brennan, 2014).

Common item designs are very similar to common-item nonequivalent group designs. In contrast to equivalent group designs, students within one grade answer items dedicated not only to their own grade, but also to the next lower and next higher grades in common item designs. Linking items within the test forms of adjacent grade groups allow for establishing a link over all related school grades. Again, different calibration procedures are applicable. Separate calibration within each group produces item parameters that need to be transferred to a common scale through linear transformation. Alternatively, it is possible to calibrate all items together by assuming that the common items (i.e., linking items) have the same parameters independent of the school grade in which they are administered (Carlson, 2011). The same assumption is required for conducting fixed parameter calibration, in which item calibration starts within one school grade. Subsequently, the linking items’ parameters are fixed to the first calibration’s outcomes for calibrating the second school grade’s response data, and for estimating non-common items’ parameters. This procedure can be repeated from one school grade to the next.

Finally, scaling test designs resemble common item designs to the extent that students from different school grades are answering identical items. However, when applying a scaling test design, common items are shared not only between neighboring school grades. Instead, one block of items, namely the scaling test, is administered to all involved school grades (Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Young, 2006). Thus, the scaling test must include items covering a broad range of difficulties to provide suitable items at all ability levels. At the same time, the scaling test should have a reasonable length that allows for administering the whole test in one administration round. Besides the scaling test, students from each school grade answer items related to their specific grades. These grade-specific items are linked across grades through the scaling test. Concurrent, separate, or fixed parameter calibrations can be used to calibrate the items.

2.4.2 Targeted and Adaptive Testing for Efficient Parameter Estimation

2.4.2.1 Efficient parameter estimation under the Rasch model

In practical settings, it is often difficult to organize enough students who are willing to participate in calibration studies and secure sufficient testing time for administering a
satisfactory number of items to assess students’ ability accurately. Therefore, a need exists for calibration and test designs that deal with these limited resources efficiently. The accuracy of item difficulty and student ability estimation depends on their relationship within the calibration or test sample. In particular, item difficulty and student ability can be estimated most accurately under the Rasch model if students’ ability is close to the items’ difficulty (Berger, 1991; Rost, 2004; van der Linden, 1988). Thus, assigning items that fit students’ ability levels is important not only from a motivational (e.g., Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wainer, 2000b) and content-related perspective, but also from a psychometric perspective. As stated by Lord (1980), “an examinee is measured most effectively when the test items are neither too difficult nor too easy for him” (p. 150). Test forms targeted to students’ abilities increase measurement efficiency because they provide more information about students’ abilities with a given number of items per student than a general overall test (Lord, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1980). Simultaneously, assignment of targeted items also increases the information that students provide about the items, thereby enhancing the efficiency of item difficulty estimation during calibration based on a given number of students (Berger, 1991; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Stocking, 1988; Wright, 1977). Generally, two strategies can be used to align item difficulty and student ability: targeted testing, based on ability-related background variables, and adaptive testing, based on performance during test taking.

### 2.4.2.2 Increasing efficiency through ability-related background variables

The three designs for vertical scaling (i.e., equivalent group, common item, and scaling test design) use school grade or age as a criterion for dividing the target population into different ability groups, and for assigning different test forms accordingly. If the scale spans more than three school or age groups, we assume that the match between item difficulty and student ability is better in equivalent group designs and common item designs, in which each item is administered to a maximum of three different ability groups, than in scaling test designs, in which the scaling test is administered to students from all school grades. Thus, we hypothesize that equivalent group designs and common item designs generally are more efficient than scaling test designs for establishing scales that span more than three school years. The efficiency of common-item nonequivalent group designs, common item designs, and the grade-specific parts of scaling test designs could be increased further by using additional ability-related background variables within grades, such as exam grades or performance-related school types, to improve the alignment of student ability and item difficulty within each grade group (Mislevy & Wu, 1996). In contrast, random group designs, single group designs with counterbalancing, or equivalent group designs do not allow for increasing measurement efficiency by further dividing the samples within grades because these designs explicitly require comparable ability groups for linking within one school grade.

The efficiency gain from targeted testing depends on the correlation of the ability-related background variable with students’ true ability—namely, its power to divide the target population into subsamples with abilities that are as homogenous as possible (Pohl, 2013). A
weak ability-related background variable could result in considerable overlap between different subsamples’ ability distributions (e.g., Baumert, Stanat, & Watermann, 2006a; College Board, 2017; Moser, Buff, Angelone, & Hollenweger, 2011), which might impair the efficiency of item calibration or ability estimation. Furthermore, the efficiency gain also might depend on the different targeted test forms’ quality. In particular, if the items are not yet calibrated and, thus, the empirical item difficulties are not yet known (as in most calibration studies), test developers might under- or overestimate some items’ difficulty (e.g., Bejar, 1983; Hambleton & Jirka, 2006; Sydorenko, 2011; Wauters, Desmet, & van den Noortgate, 2012), consequently placing them in either too difficult or too easy test forms. Unfortunately, extant studies that have investigated the impact of using potentially inaccurate ability-related background variables or test forms with misplaced items on the efficiency of targeted data-collection designs are lacking, to our knowledge.

2.4.2.3 Increasing efficiency through performance-based assignment

A different approach for increasing measurement efficiency is to use students’ performance during test taking to assign students adaptively to the most informative test form, as in MSTs (Hendrickson, 2007; Yan et al., 2014; Zenisky et al., 2010), or even to single items, as in CATs (van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000a). CATs’ highly customized item administration offers the advantage of measuring close to the student’s ability, thereby increasing measurement accuracy and efficiency compared with linear tests with the same length (e.g., Lord, 1980; van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000a; Weiss, 1982). Extant research on MSTs’ efficiency has shown that MSTs also increase efficiency considerably compared with linear tests, even though they are slightly less efficient than CATs (for a general overview, see Hendrickson, 2007; Yan et al., 2014; Zenisky et al., 2010). Furthermore, we also assume that CATs and MSTs are more accurate and efficient than a set of linear test forms targeted based on ability-related background variables, even though we are unaware of any related empirical studies.

On the downside, algorithms in CATs—and those in MSTs to a certain extent—only can select informative items and automatically estimate students’ ability if the item parameters are known (Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). Thus, the development of CATs and MSTs usually includes a calibration phase in which linear tests are used to collect information systematically about the items (Thompson & Weiss, 2011). Nevertheless, an alignment between item difficulty and student ability based on performance also could be advantageous in securing efficient item difficulty estimation (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Glas & Geerlings, 2009; Zwitser & Maris, 2015). However, the challenge in this context is to determine preliminary item difficulties before item calibration, which can serve as a basis for matching items and students adaptively. In particular, it is desirable to control the number of observations per item in calibration designs such that all items’ difficulty parameters can be estimated with comparable accuracy (Glas & Geerlings, 2009). The lack of knowledge about item difficulty before calibration has been considered in a few studies related to CATs (e.g., Ali & Chang, 2014; Fink, Born, Spoden, & Frey, 2018; Kingsbury, 2009; Makransky & Glas, 2010), but we are unaware of any studies
related to MSTs. Furthermore, the studies mainly focused on the calibration of a limited number of field-test items during the administration of operational CATs, not on the calibration of a new item pool.

In sum, adaptive (i.e., performance-based) assignment of items to students through CATs or MSTs increases the efficiency of ability estimation if a calibrated item pool is available. Furthermore, it could increase the efficiency of item calibration under certain conditions. In particular, the efficiency of common-item nonequivalent group designs, common item designs, and scaling test designs could be increased by performance-based item assignment within school grades under the condition that we have accurate preliminary estimates of item difficulties at hand. Such preliminary estimates are required to guarantee a good match between item difficulty and student ability. In contrast, adaptive item assignment is incompatible with the precondition of equal ability groups of random group designs, single group designs with counterbalancing, or equivalent group designs.

2.5 Concept for Implementing a Common Vertical Scale for Mathematics

2.5.1 Establishing a Scale with Four Calibration Steps

In this section, we propose a concept for the practical implementation of a common vertical Rasch scale for the standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment to assess the mathematics abilities of students from Northwestern Switzerland. This concept is based on our analysis of the similarities and differences between the two instruments, the specific features of IRT and the Rasch model as a measurement approach, and related data-collection designs. In addition, two practical constraints are especially relevant for our concept. First, government authorities from Northwestern Switzerland specified a roadmap for gradually implementing the four standardized tests. In particular, the four standardized tests must be implemented one per year in a predefined order starting with the third-grade test, followed by the sixth-grade test, eighth-grade test, and ninth-grade test. Simultaneously, the item pool of the online item bank for formative assessment must be developed for all seven target grades. Furthermore, all four standardized tests’ content needs to be refreshed partially after each administration to ensure item quality and confidentiality.

Second, the target population of approximately 13,000 students per school grade is rather small compared with the large amount of items required for the two instruments. The final item pool should include more than 10,000 items to cover seven school years with two different instruments. Thus, we would need to administer more than 20 items to each of the 91,000 students from the seven school grades to collect 200 observations for each of the 10,000 items. However, using the online item bank is optional for schools and their students, which means that we must count on their voluntary participation for any related calibration studies. Based on our experience, we expect that less than 10 percent of the target population would participate voluntarily in such studies, which would increase the number of items per student
drastically to more than 200. Consequently, it is not feasible to include all items in a single calibration study. Simultaneously, the standardized tests are compulsory, but limited to four of the seven target school grades and separated by up to three school years. In addition, testing time is limited to two school hours, which automatically limits the number of items that we can administer to each student. Based on these preconditions, directly linking the four standardized tests to establish a vertical scale would decrease the tests’ efficiency for estimating item difficulty and student ability significantly. For example, if we were to include sixth-grade items on the third-grade test, the sixth-grade items would be very difficult for most third-grade students to answer. Therefore, the third-grade students would provide very limited information about the difficulty of the sixth-grade items, and the sixth-grade items would provide very limited information about third-grade students’ abilities.

**Figure 2.2.** Calibration steps for establishing a vertical scale and for linking the standardized tests and online item bank for formative assessment. (1) Calibrating the standardized third-grade test; (2) calibration assessments for establishing the vertical scale; (3) linking the standardized tests for sixth, eighth, and ninth grades; (4) extending the online item bank for formative assessment.

Against this backdrop, we propose developing a vertical scale in four dedicated calibration steps that are summarized in Figure 2.2. For step 1, we suggest establishing a horizontal third-grade scale based on the standardized third-grade test through a common-item nonequivalent group design with eight linked test forms. The resulting calibrated third-grade item pool serves as a basis for future standardized third-grade tests and for extending the third-grade scale to a vertical scale. For step 2, we recommend administering dedicated calibration assessments within the online item bank to extend the scale from third through ninth grades and link the two instruments. These assessments comprise test forms targeted to specific grades with linking items to adjacent school grades. Furthermore, we suggest including items
dedicated to the standardized tests in these calibration assessments to establish the link between the four standardized tests and between the two instruments. Thus, the calibration assessments are the central element of the linking process. Step 3’s objective is to relate the three additional standardized tests (i.e., the tests for sixth, eighth, and ninth grades) to the vertical scale. Finally, in step 4, all remaining items included in the calibration assessments serve as a basis for further extending the calibrated item pool of the online item bank through online calibration and for administering CATs. In the following sections, we describe and justify the first three steps in more detail and provide a brief overview of the fourth step.

2.5.2 Step 1: Calibrating the Standardized Third-Grade Test

We propose using the standardized third-grade test as a starting point for establishing the scale because the standardized tests generally offer several advantages compared with the online item bank for formative assessment. First, the standardized tests are compulsory, guaranteeing a large sample size. Second, administration of standardized tests does not depend necessarily on calibrated items. Content experts assemble the two paper-based tests, as well as the two MSTs. Thanks to their expertise, experts roughly can rate the items’ difficulty (e.g., Bejar, 1983; Hambleton & Jirka, 2006; Sydorenko, 2011; Wauters et al., 2012) and assign the items accordingly to different grade-specific test forms or to different modules of the MSTs. Third, the centralized administration, somewhat higher stakes, and especially the paper-based test administration used with primary-school students justify more processing time between test administration and the release of assessment results, allowing for an in-depth item analysis to ensure the test results’ quality. Moreover, the standardized tests are administered under well-defined, standardized conditions that enhance the validity of the resulting item difficulty parameters for measuring students’ true ability in mathematics. Thus, all four standardized tests would be suitable for starting the scale. In our particular practical situation, we propose using the standardized third-grade test as a starting point because this test is the first one that should be implemented, according to the roadmap.

To benefit from the large sample of students who must take the test, and to get the maximum use out of the limited testing time of two school lessons, we suggest developing multiple parallel test forms for the first administration of the standardized third-grade test and distributing them randomly across classes. This strategy allows us to calibrate a wide selection of items as a basis for developing future third-grade tests and for linking the third-grade test with the online item bank. In detail, we propose a common-item nonequivalent group design with eight parallel test forms (i.e., test forms with equally difficult items), whereas each item is included in two test forms for linking purposes. We prefer this design to the two other designs for horizontal scaling because it allows for an economical handling of testing time per student. A single group design with counterbalancing is not applicable in our context because it requires that all students answer all items or test forms. Given that extending testing time is not an option, we could administer only one test form and, thus, only a very limited selection of third-grade
items with such a design. Theoretically, a random group design would allow for administering test forms without any overlap and, thus, for administering more items than a common-item nonequivalent group design. However, we did not consider this option because it is difficult in educational measurement to ensure that groups have equal abilities (Keizer-Mittelhaëuser, 2014), which is the random group design’s basic requirement.

As described earlier, common-item nonequivalent group designs theoretically allow for increasing the efficiency of item calibration and ability estimation through targeted and adaptive testing. However, we decided against following this option in our concept. First, we have no access to any ability-related student variables prior to test administration that we could use as a criterion for the targeted assignment of test versions that vary in difficulty. It would be possible to ask teachers to select the most suitable test form for each of their students, but in such a scenario, we would lose control of the number of observations per test form and risk failing to provide reports for selected test forms in which we have too few observations for calibrating related items. Second, an adaptive assignment of different test forms or test parts (i.e., an MST design) would increase the complexity of the distribution and administration of paper-based test booklets significantly. Finally, we expect only a very marginal efficiency gain through targeted or adaptive testing for item calibration, given the large sample size.

Given that the eight linked test forms are administered during the same period, we suggest calibrating all test forms concurrently. Concurrent calibration processes all available data in one calibration run and directly results in one horizontal scale for representing third-grade students’ abilities and items’ difficulties. Thus, it is more efficient and stable than separate calibration and fixed parameter calibration, which estimate item difficulties based on single test forms, i.e., limited information (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Items that do not fit the underlying Rasch model (e.g., items with divergent parameters across test forms or items representing different dimensions) need to be excluded before ability estimation to ensure the quality of student reports.

2.5.3 Step 2: Calibration Assessments for Establishing the Vertical Scale

Additional linking steps are needed to expand the horizontal third-grade scale into a vertical scale and establish a link between the standardized tests and the online item bank. Furthermore, we require a calibrated item pool to offer CATs within the online item bank for formative assessment. To develop the vertical scale, we propose including predefined, computer-based calibration assessments in the first version of the online item bank for formative assessment. Only the online item bank allows us to reach students from all seven target school grades. Furthermore, most of the items are dedicated to the online item bank. Consequently, it is reasonable to calibrate these items under related measurement conditions. Last, but not least, a computer-based administration through the online item bank is much less complicated and cheaper than administering paper-based calibration assessments.
Like the calibration of the standardized third-grade test, we advise using a common item design as a basis for the calibration assessments. Compared with other data-collection designs for vertical scaling, a common item design does not require equal groups within school grades, facilitates the administration of grade-specific items, and foresees administering linking items to adjacent school grades only. Equivalent group designs rely on equal groups, which are difficult to achieve when participation in calibration assessments is optional, thereby lowering the stakes for students and teachers (Keizer-Mittelhaëuser, 2014). Besides, we agree with Carlson (2011) that scaling test designs are less suitable for educational assessments because they require administering a wide range of items, whereas most items are too easy or too difficult for a specific school grade. Furthermore, a large deviation between item difficulty and student ability is inefficient from a measurement perspective and might frustrate students (Young, 2006).

Table 2.1. Common Item Design for Vertical Scaling Through Calibration Assessments on Macro Level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item blocks</th>
<th>Samples per school grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Dark blocks refer to grade-specific items, light blocks refer to linking items between adjacent grade groups. ST3, ST6, ST8, and ST9 represent linking items to the standardized tests for third, sixth, eighth, and ninth grades, respectively.

Table 2.1 provides a macro-level overview of the proposed common item design. In detail, we suggest that content experts develop dedicated test forms for each of the seven target school grades that generally include two different types of items: (1) grade-specific items targeted to students’ current school grade, and (2) linking items targeted to the next lower and next higher grades. Furthermore, we recommend substituting some grade-specific items in the
calibration assessments for the third, sixth, eighth, and ninth grades by linking items to the related standardized tests.

Using the same items for both instruments is possible because they both share the same content framework. Thus, it is important that the linking items cover all relevant content domains and competencies (Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). In particular, the curriculum, *Lehrplan 21*, calls for a continuous development of 26 competencies within mathematics (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a) and specifies multiple consecutive competence levels for each competency over the course of compulsory school. This means that all 26 competencies are relevant in each school grade and need to be reflected in the composition of the standardized tests and the calibration assessments, especially in the selection of the linking items. Furthermore, it is important to consider potential mode effects and limitations in item formats when selecting linking items for the third and sixth grades (e.g., Flaugher, 2000; Kröhne & Martens, 2011; Robitzsch et al., 2017). For these two grades, the linking items need to be produced as paper-based and computer-based versions. To serve as linking items, their difficulty must be comparable between the two administration modes. Furthermore, the item formats applicable for these linking items must allow for representing all relevant competencies within the mathematics curriculum.

To calibrate a maximum number of items through calibration assessments, we recommend combining the common item design with a common-item nonequivalent group design. Namely, we suggest developing multiple linked test forms for each school grade, whereas grade-specific items link between two test forms within one grade, and linking items link test forms across adjacent school grades. Consequently, grade-specific items are included in two test forms per school grade, and linking items are included in two test forms targeted to two different school grades. However, it is important to adjust the number of items included in the design and, thus, the complexity of the design to the available calibration sample (Thompson & Weiss, 2011). Items are only usable for CATs if their item parameters are estimated based on a satisfactory amount of observations (e.g., Thompson & Weiss, 2011; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). Because students and classes are not obliged to participate in calibration assessments, we suggest developing only five parallel test forms per school year (i.e., 35 test forms in total) with a moderate test length of 32 mathematics items answerable in one school lesson. Within each school grade, we recommend distributing the forms randomly across all participating students to ensure an equal number of observations per test form. This design allows for calibrating up to 560 mathematics items across all seven school grades. Furthermore, a participation rate of 5 percent of the total population (i.e., $N = 4,375$) would be sufficient to collect 250 observations per item, under the condition that the sample is distributed evenly over all seven school grades.

Given the low expected participation rate, adaptive calibration designs, namely multistage calibration designs, could be an option for increasing the efficiency of item difficulty estimation. Multistage calibration designs would allow us to increase measurement efficiency
based on students’ performance. Thus, they do not require preliminary information about students’ ability levels to select the optimal test form. However, we do not consider this option in our concept because no previous research has provided enough information about multistage calibration designs’ expected efficiency gains and related risks of efficiency loss due to potential misspecifications of the design. We know from IRT that we could increase item-calibration efficiency only if we ensure equal numbers of observations per item within a school grade (cf. Glas & Geerlings, 2009). To develop multistage calibration tests accordingly, we would require substantial knowledge about the items’ difficulty, as well as about the target population’s ability distribution. The fact that this knowledge is limited in our situation could complicate the definition of routing rules that ensure an equal number of observations per module and item. Given the expected low number of participating students, it is crucial to distribute these students evenly across different test forms within school grades. In sum, we rate the risk of efficiency loss due to an unbalanced number of observations per item as higher than a potential efficiency gain through adaptive item assignment.

Regarding item calibration, we propose a combination of concurrent and fixed parameter calibration. To establish the vertical scale, we advise calibrating all 35 test forms concurrently while specifying separate population distributions for each of the seven school grades (DeMars, 2002; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011). Under the condition that the data represent a unidimensional construct and fit the Rasch model, this procedure is the most economical and accurate for determining item difficulty parameters (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). To verify these assumptions, we recommend additionally following a separate calibration procedure with equating to establish the vertical scale. Differences between concurrent and separate calibration procedures would indicate potential problems in calibration procedures, such as multidimensionality (e.g., Hanson & Béguin, 2002). Furthermore, separate calibration allows for directly comparing item parameters between grades to detect potential parameter variance. Items with varied difficulties between grades need to be excluded from the linking-item set.

To link the vertical scale to the horizontal third-grade scale, we suggest fixing linking items between the two scales (i.e., the third-grade items included in the standardized third-grade test and the third-grade calibration assessments) based on the calibration of the standardized third-grade test while concurrently calibrating the 35 forms of the calibration assessments. A fully concurrent calibration is not applicable because the third-grade test already would be operational at this stage. The advantage of fixed parameter calibration compared with separate calibration through equating is that the parameters of the new items (i.e., the items from the calibration assessments) are placed directly on the same scale as the items from the standardized third-grade test (Kim, 2006). In particular, the fixed items serve as anchors for adjusting the vertical scale to the established third-grade scale (e.g., Keller & Hambleton, 2013; Keller & Keller, 2011; Kim, 2006), thereby establishing the first link between the two assessment instruments.
2.5.4 Step 3: Linking the Standardized Tests for Sixth, Eighth, and Ninth Grades

For the third calibration step, we propose linking the standardized tests for the sixth, eighth, and ninth grades to the vertical scale developed based on the calibration assessments. Because the standardized sixth-grade test is very similar to the standardized third-grade test in terms of assessment type and purpose, content specifications, and measurement conditions, we suggest a test design for the sixth-grade test that strongly resembles the standardized third-grade test. In particular, we recommend developing a common-item nonequivalent group design with eight linked parallel test forms and assigning these test forms randomly across all sixth-grade classes. This test design allows for benefitting from the large sample of sixth-grade students by administering and calibrating a large amount of items that can be used to develop future sixth-grade tests. Furthermore, we can include linking items with the calibration assessments in these test forms to link the standardized sixth-grade test with the vertical scale. These linking items already have empirical item difficulties from step 2 of the calibration process. Consequently, we advise fixing these items while concurrently calibrating the additional sixth-grade items included in the eight parallel test forms. Furthermore, we recommend checking parameter invariance between the standardized test and calibration assessments, and performing in-depth item analysis. Items with variant parameters need to be excluded from linking, and items that do not fit the underlying Rasch model need to be excluded completely prior to ability estimation to ensure the quality of student reports.

In contrast to the paper-based linear third- and sixth-grade tests, the standardized tests for the eighth and ninth grades are conceptualized as computer-based MSTs. Both standardized MSTs include four test parts (i.e., stages). The first stage contains a starting module of intermediate difficulty as a basis for preliminary ability estimation, and three subsequent stages include five modules, each differing in difficulty. In stages 2 to 4, students are routed based on their preliminary performance to one of the five modules. In total, the two MSTs include 20 different modules each, and each participating student sees four of them. Because the two standardized tests for secondary school differ only in their target population (i.e., eighth vs. ninth grade), we propose identical designs and calibration approaches for both tests.

Given that the MST design itself already is rather complex, we refrain from suggesting parallel forms for the MSTs. However, to balance the number of observations per item between the first and subsequent stages, and to prevent students from cheating by copying answers from their neighbors, we foresee developing five different parallel versions of the starting module for each test, then assigning these versions randomly across students. As an alternative to developing parallel starting modules, it also would be possible to develop targeted starting modules for each of the three performance-related school types distinguished on the secondary school level in Northwestern Switzerland. Each student is assigned to one of these three school types, and this information is available before test administration. Related, targeted starting modules could optimize the efficiency of the MST designs for item calibration based on the first administration, as well as for ability estimation in general. However, several studies have
found heavy overlap between the abilities of students assigned to different secondary school types (e.g., Angelone, Keller, & Moser, 2013; Baumert, Stanat, & Watermann, 2006b). Based on this research, we cannot rule out that students with abilities that differ from their group’s mean ability could be disadvantaged by such a design. Furthermore, we could not find any research on the expected efficiency gain through a targeted assignment of starting modules in an MST design for item calibration and ability estimation. Consequently, we propose refraining from distinguishing different difficulty levels during the first stage of standardized eighth- and ninth-grade tests.

Usually, a calibrated item pool is available for distributing items within an MST design and for defining related routing rules. However, due to limited time and financial resources, as well as related limited options for running calibration studies, we propose using the first administration of the standardized MSTs for the eighth and ninth grades to calibrate the items. In contrast to the calibration assessments, for which we refrain from using an MST design due to limited knowledge about item difficulty and students’ ability distribution within the target school grades, the outcome of the calibration assessments (i.e., step 2) provide a basis for developing the MSTs for the eighth and ninth grades. Namely, the calibration assessments’ outcomes will provide an indication of eighth- and ninth-grade populations’ ability distributions, and the calibrated eighth- and ninth-grade items from the calibration assessments can serve as references for adjusting content experts’ difficulty ratings for the eighth- and ninth-grade items. Moreover, we will have empirical item difficulty estimates for linking items between the standardized tests and calibration assessments. Finally, the expected sample size is much larger for the compulsory standardized eighth- and ninth-grade tests than for the calibration assessments.

Against this backdrop, we suggest developing the two standardized MSTs for the eighth and ninth grades based on content experts’ expertise. For each of the two tests, experts need to develop five parallel test forms for the first stage and five test forms targeted to five different difficulty levels for stages 2 to 4. Linking items between the different modules are not required for item calibration. Instead, we can link the different modules within one MST through overlapping paths (i.e., various combinations of different modules from the four stages). The link between the two MSTs can be established by linking them to the vertical scale of the calibration assessments, specifically through the linking items between each standardized test and the calibration assessments. We also suggest asking content experts to determine rules to route students based on their raw scores from one stage to the next. Therefore, it is important to define routing rules that guide a comparable number of students to all five modules within a stage. A low number of observations would impair the calibration of related items. Thanks to the large sample size (i.e., 13,000 students per test), we rate the risk of having an insufficient number of observations as being very small. Ideally, approximately 2,600 students would reach each module. Nevertheless, only 10 percent of this sample would be sufficient for accurately estimating item difficulty parameters based on the Rasch model (Wright, 1977).
For calibrating the items, we again recommend a procedure similar to that of the standardized third- and sixth-grade tests. Specifically, for each of the two standardized tests, we propose calibrating all modules of the MST concurrently while fixing the difficulty parameters of the linking items to the outcomes of the calibration assessments. Furthermore, we advise investigating parameter invariance between the standardized tests and calibration assessments, getting a close look at item fit statistics during item analysis, and excluding misfitting items prior to ability estimation and reporting. Even though we expect some efficiency loss due to limited knowledge about true item difficulty parameters compared with MSTs, which are developed based on calibrated item pools, we still expect an efficiency gain for item calibration and ability estimation compared with linear tests. Furthermore, measurement efficiency is limited only during the first administration of the test. In subsequent years, when we have a calibrated item pool at hand, we can improve item-difficulty consistency within the MST modules and adjust the routing rules if needed. However, the detailed interactions between limited knowledge about item difficulty parameters during test construction, consequential specification errors in test modules, and measurement efficiency are subject to further research.

2.5.5 Step 4: Extending the Online Item Bank for Formative Assessment

For the final calibration step, we propose using an online calibration algorithm to develop the calibrated item pool further (Verschoor & Berger, 2015; see also Ban, Hanson, Wang, Yi, & Harris, 2001; Fink et al., 2018; Makransky & Glas, 2010; Stocking, 1988; Thompson & Weiss, 2011; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). The detailed specifications of this online calibration procedure are beyond this paper’s scope, but we want to provide a general overview of the procedure to complete the concept for calibrating and linking the two instruments.

Several hundred items from the calibration assessments (i.e., all items except the linking items to the standardized tests) serve as the basis for the item pool of the online item bank for formative assessment. However, the online item bank requires several thousand items to provide teachers and students with a broad range of assessments suitable for assessing students from different school grades and ability levels repeatedly. Given that the online item bank serves as a formative instrument with a low-stakes character, we suggest administering the calibrated items together with a large proportion of uncalibrated items, as well as calibrating new items gradually after each assessment. In doing so, the calibrated items can serve as anchors to link the new items to the vertical scale and as references to prevent bias in item difficulty estimates of new items. In addition, we propose exporting response data from time to time for offline calibration to perform item analysis. Thanks to this online calibration strategy, we can start the online item bank for formative assessment after a brief offline calibration phase based on calibration assessments (i.e., step 3) while students and teachers engage with the system.
2.6 Discussion and Further Research

In this paper, we introduced a set of four standardized tests and an online item bank for formative assessment as two different assessment instruments for measuring students’ ability repeatedly across compulsory school (Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012; Tomasik et al., 2018). Both instruments intend to provide objective reports reflecting individual students’ current ability levels, are based on the same content specification, namely the curriculum, Lehrplan 21 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014), and both are dedicated to the same population of third- through ninth-grade students in Northwestern Switzerland. These similarities between the two instruments elicited the need for a common underlying reporting scale that allows for comparing test results independent of the assessment instrument or assessment occasion, and for tracking students’ progress over the course of their school careers. Moreover, these similarities are the basis for justifying linking both instruments through IRT-related horizontal and vertical scaling methods.

Considering the similarities and differences between the instruments, as well as additional practical constraints, we proposed a concept that included four calibration steps to establish a vertical Rasch-based scale for measuring students’ mathematics ability from third through ninth grade, and for linking the two instruments. More specifically, we suggested: (1) starting with a horizontal scale for the standardized third-grade test; (2) extending this scale to a vertical scale through dedicated calibration assessments; (3) linking the standardized tests for the sixth, eighth, and ninth grades to the vertical scale; and (4) calibrating and linking additional items to the scale through online calibration while students engage with the online item bank for formative assessment. While developing this concept, we came across several challenges and interesting research questions related to the implementation of concrete data-collection designs and calibration procedures in our specific practical context. On one hand, differences between the two instruments might complicate the implementation of our concept and impose a careful validation of the final vertical scale from a content perspective. On the other hand, empirical studies should investigate how targeted and adaptive testing could increase calibration efficiency and test designs if the size of the expected calibration sample and testing time are limited. Furthermore, these studies also should evaluate potential risks related to the implementation of such designs in practical contexts.

2.6.1 Practical Challenges to Implementing the Proposed Concept

The first challenge to successful implementation of our concept is that students might differ significantly in their motivation to make an effort in answering items in various assessments that serve as a basis for item calibration. Differences in test-taking motivation might result from differences between the two instruments in degree of obligation, degree of standardization of test administration, and primary assessment purpose. Generally, assessments related to both instruments exert no direct consequences for teachers or students. However, the standardized tests are official compulsory tests that are centrally organized and administered, following clear
administration guidelines. Thus, we assume that teachers and students are motivated to provide a solid performance as far as effort. In contrast, we hypothesize that at least some students could be less motivated to provide a good performance while voluntarily engaging with the online item bank for formative assessment and the calibration assessments (e.g., Mittelhaëuser et al., 2013; Wise & DeMars, 2005). Students with low test-taking motivation might perform at levels that are lower than their actual abilities. Presumably, they guess correct answers or skip some items. Such behavior might influence the linking process negatively as reported by Mittelhaëuser et al. (2011). To ensure the vertical scale’s validity, it is important to consider students’ test-taking motivation and analyze the impact of potential differences on the estimation of item difficulty parameters and the linking between the two instruments and different school grades.

A second challenge refers to differences in administration modes on the primary-school level. Specifically, the standardized third- and sixth-grade tests are conceptualized as paper-based tests, while the two standardized tests for secondary school and all assessments related to the online item bank, including the calibration assessments, are administered through computers. Thus, we need to transform linking items from one mode into the other to establish a common scale. This requirement might restrict suitable item formats for the linking items, which might, in turn, conflict with the requirement that the linking items should cover all relevant domains and competencies described in the content specifications. Furthermore, the transformation might distort the scale if one mode facilitates or hinders answering an item correctly compared with the other mode (e.g., Flaugher, 2000; Kröhne & Martens, 2011; Robitzsch et al., 2017; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). Therefore, it is essential to analyze the item difficulty parameters’ invariance between the two administration modes carefully when linking the two paper-based standardized tests to the computer-based calibration assessments. Items with divergent parameters are not suitable as linking items, but when excluding linking items, we need to ensure that item exclusion is unrelated to particular domains or competencies within mathematics so that the remaining linking items are still covering all relevant competencies, thereby representing underlying content specifications.

Third, extant empirical studies are lacking, i.e., research that would provide clear recommendations for selecting the most appropriate calibration procedure (i.e., concurrent, separate, or fixed parameter calibration) in specific practical settings, especially for developing vertical scales. Instead, existing studies have provided mixed results indicating that the most suitable calibration strategy might depend on various factors and their interactions (e.g., Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Consequently—as suggested by Hanson and Béguin (2002) and Kolen and Brennan (2014)—we intend to apply concurrent and separate calibration simultaneously to establish the vertical scale based on calibration assessments. Differences between the two procedures might indicate calibration issues, such as multidimensionality, that require changing the IRT model or content specifications.
Finally, even if we can consider potential impacts from differences in students’ test-taking motivation and administration mode in our psychometric model, and even if the different calibration procedures yield comparable outcomes, no guarantee exists that the resulting vertical scale represents the intended latent mathematics ability. Establishing the vertical scale and ensuring that it meets psychometric assumptions, such as parameter invariance of linking items and item fit, are only the first step toward a valid vertical scale. We argue that the calibration decisions and resulting vertical scale also should be validated from a content perspective through an external content-related validation criterion (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Harris, 2007; Ito et al., 2008; Tong & Kolen, 2007). Namely, we need to investigate, in follow-up studies, whether the vertical scale represents mathematics ability and its development across school grades as described in the content specifications (i.e., the curriculum, Lehrplan 21).

2.6.2 Research on Increasing Measurement Efficiency Under Practical Constraints

A very practical challenge to developing our concept for establishing the vertical mathematics scale was that the expected calibration sample size and available testing time per student are limited compared with the huge number of items requiring calibration. In theory, data-collection designs’ efficiency can be increased under the Rasch model by improving the match between item difficulty and student ability through targeted and adaptive testing (Berger, 1991; Rost, 2004; van der Linden, 1988). However, optimizing this match might include some complications and risks in practical situations.

In theory, it would be possible to use an MST approach to improve the efficiency of item difficulty estimation within school grades in our common item design for calibration assessments. More specifically, we could route students after the first general test module, based on their performance, to either an easy or more difficult second module to increase the match between item difficulty and student ability. However, in practice, we lack important knowledge for concretizing this idea. First, we have no indication of how much efficiency we could gain by including performance-based routing in our common item design for vertical scaling because we could not find any related empirical studies. Second, we have only limited knowledge about the true difficulty of the items prior to item calibration. We assume that content experts roughly could estimate items’ difficulty. Nevertheless, we expect that this somewhatimited knowledge about the true difficulty could lead to misplaced items in some test modules (i.e., too easy or too difficult items, given the module’s target difficulty) and to inaccurate routing rules that might result in unequal sample sizes for subsequent modules. Third, we are unaware of any empirical studies that have analyzed how potential misplaced items and inaccurate routing rules would affect MST designs’ efficiency in item calibration, and whether such designs even involve the risk of an efficiency loss compared with common item designs without performance-based routing. In sum, studies are required that weight expected efficiency gains
through performance-based item assignments in calibration designs against potential risks of suboptimal test forms or routing rules to justify implementation of such designs in practice.

In addition, we also lack empirical evidence to justify targeted testing in the first stage of the standardized MSTs for eighth and ninth grades. Theoretically, we could assign secondary-school students based on their performance-related school type to different starting modules. Under the condition that the performance-related school type is an accurate indicator of students’ true ability, this approach would increase the match between item difficulty and student ability during the first stage of the MST, thereby simultaneously increasing the efficiency of item calibration and ability estimation. However, MST designs with targeted modules during the first stage are very rare in practice (Hendrickson, 2007; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014), and we could not find any empirical studies that have compared their efficiency with that of traditional MSTs with one general starting module. Furthermore, we question, to some extent, the suitability of the performance-related school type as an indicator of students’ true ability, given that several studies have found significant overlap between ability distributions related to different school types on secondary-school level (e.g., Angelone et al., 2013; Baumert et al., 2006b). Consequently, we did not consider implementing MSTs with targeted starting modules in our concept. Moreover, we cannot recommend such designs in practice until empirical studies have provided insights into their general efficacy gain, the extent to which the efficiency gain depends on the correlation between the ability-related background variable used for assigning the targeted starting modules and students’ true ability, and the extent to which students with abilities diverging from the mean ability of their ability group might be disadvantaged by inappropriate starting modules.

2.6.3 Conclusion

This paper was motivated by the objective to link a set of four standardized tests and an online item bank for formative assessments through a common vertical measurement scale. The extant literature on IRT and related data-collection designs and calibration procedures offer powerful methodologies for implementing such a vertical scale. However, by developing a concept for implementing a vertical scale to assess students’ mathematics abilities across seven school grades, we showed that in practice, these methodologies need to be reconciled carefully with various practical constraints. Therefore, we pointed out the importance of validating decisions regarding calibration and linking procedures not only from a psychometric perspective through item analysis or investigation of parameter invariance, but also from a content perspective through external content-related validation criteria. Furthermore, we emphasized the need for further research on the efficiency of targeted and adaptive designs for item calibration and ability estimation in practical contexts with limited knowledge about the true difficulty of the items and the suitability of potential ability-related background variables. Empirical evidence for an efficiency gain of targeted and adaptive designs under such practical constraints would justify their implementation in practice and help deal with limited student samples or testing
time efficiently. Despite the related challenges, we are convinced that a common reporting scale for the two instruments and for the seven target school grades will enhance the assessment results’ validity considerably by facilitating the interpretation of the results for students, teachers, and other stakeholders, and by offering them a unique chance to monitor students’ learning trajectories across compulsory school.
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Chapter 3. Efficiency of Targeted Multistage Calibration Designs under Practical Constraints: A Simulation Study

Abstract

Calibration of an item bank for computer adaptive testing requires substantial resources. In this study, we investigated whether the efficiency of calibration under the Rasch model could be enhanced by improving the match between item difficulty and student ability. We introduced targeted multistage calibration designs, a design type that considers ability-related background variables and performance for assigning students to suitable items. Furthermore, we investigated whether uncertainty about item difficulty could impair the assembling of efficient designs. The results indicated that targeted multistage calibration designs were more efficient than ordinary targeted designs under optimal conditions. Limited knowledge about item difficulty reduced the efficiency of one of the two investigated targeted multistage calibration designs, whereas targeted designs were more robust.

Chapter 3. Targeted Multistage Calibration Designs

3.1 Introduction

Computer adaptive tests (CAT) have become increasingly common in educational assessment owing to substantial technological improvements in computers in recent years. CAT provide a tailored selection of items to a student, thereby measuring his or her ability more efficiently than linear tests (e.g., Lord, 1980; van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000; Weiss, 1982). Tailored test administration is especially suitable for monitoring the development of student ability over time (Weiss & Kingsbury, 1984; Wright, 1977). In such longitudinal settings, students differ not only in their current ability levels but also in the growth of their ability over time. CAT consider these differences by selecting the most suitable and informative items based on students’ performance during test taking.

A calibrated item bank is required to administer CAT. Item calibration involves determining item parameters, such as item difficulty or discrimination before test administration. Such preliminary knowledge about items is essential in CAT to select the most suitable items for a given student during test taking. In the context of CAT, item response theory (IRT) is a common methodological approach to calibrating item banks, as well as for administering CAT (e.g., van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000). To simplify matters, we limit our study to the Rasch model, an IRT model that includes only one item parameter, namely, item difficulty (Rasch, 1960; Rost, 1996). The Rasch model is used with several operational CAT, such as the National Council Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN; e.g., O’Neill, Marks, & Reynolds, 2005), the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP; Northwest Evaluation Association, 2011) and the STAR Math, Reading, and Early Literacy tests (Renaissance Learning, 2015).

A CAT item bank often consists of several hundred items, particularly if it intends to cover a broad ability range in a longitudinal setting. From a practical perspective, it is very unlikely that a single group of students will respond to all items in the item bank for calibration purposes because doing so would considerably increase the testing time per student (Lord, 1980). Therefore, incomplete calibration designs are very common for calibrating broad item banks from scratch. In such designs, an item bank is divided into several subsets of items, and different subsamples work on these different subsets (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Mislevy & Wu, 1996). Incomplete calibration designs reduce testing time per student to a manageable duration. However, such designs require a larger sample than that required by complete calibration designs to achieve the same number of observations per item.

Unfortunately, it is often difficult to find sufficient numbers of students for calibrating items. Thus, there is a need for data collection designs that calibrate items efficiently with a limited number of students. Item calibration under the Rasch model is the most efficient if the ability of the students in a calibration sample matches the difficulty of the items needing calibration (Berger, 1991). Hence, efficient incomplete calibration designs consider students’ ability for building subsamples and item difficulty for assembling item subsets. Subsamples
with relatively high ability are assigned to relatively more difficult item sets, while subsamples with relatively low ability are assigned to relatively easier item sets (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011).

However, the development of efficient incomplete calibration designs presents two major challenges. On the one hand, it is difficult to build homogenous subsamples for different ability levels. Usually, ability-related background variables, such as grades in school, are used to group students by ability. This is the basic idea of targeted calibration designs (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Mislevy & Wu, 1996). Nevertheless, students within such subsamples still vary in their ability, which results in a loss of efficiency. On the other hand, difficulty of the items is often only vaguely known prior to calibration, which makes it challenging to assemble item sets of similar difficulty and to assign the items to students of corresponding abilities. The lack of knowledge about item difficulty prior to calibration has been considered in a few studies that have investigated the calibration of a small number of field-test items during the administration of operational CAT (e.g., Ali & Chang, 2014; Kingsbury, 2009). Furthermore, Makransky and Glas (2010) have explored different strategies for automatic online calibration of new item pools with unknown item parameters. However, this study focused on ability estimation during the calibration phase and not on item parameter estimation itself (cf. Ali & Chang, 2014). Studies that have compared the efficiency of incomplete calibration designs for calibrating an item pool from scratch have neglected the practical constraint of unknown item parameters by assuming that the difficulty of the items is known (e.g., Berger, 1991; Stocking, 1988).

We address this gap by extending previous research on the efficiency of incomplete calibration designs in two ways: first, we investigate the extent to which it is possible to improve the match between student ability and item difficulty and, therefore, calibration efficiency under the Rasch model, by narrowing subsamples based on students’ performance. To this end, we introduce the concept of targeted multistage calibration designs as an extension of targeted calibration designs. Second, we explore how uncertainty about the items’ difficulty affects the efficiency of targeted calibration designs, as well as that of targeted multistage calibration designs.

3.1.1 Accuracy and Efficiency in Rasch Model-Based Item Calibration

The efficiency of any item calibration design depends largely on the underlying methodological approach. IRT refers to a family of models that express the probability of a student solving an item correctly as a function of student ability and item difficulty (Lord, 1980). For the Rasch model—the simplest unidimensional IRT model—the probability of a student solving a specific item correctly is given by

\[ P(X_{ij} = 1|\theta_i, \beta_j) = \frac{\exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)}{1 + \exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)} = p_{ij}, \]  

(3.1)
where $\theta_i$ represents the ability of student $i$, $\beta_j$ is the difficulty of item $j$, and $p_{ij}$ corresponds to the probability that student $i$ solves item $j$ correctly (Rasch, 1960; Rost, 1996; Strobl, 2012). Within this framework, item calibration refers to establishing model fit and estimating the item difficulty parameter $\beta_j$ (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Vale & Gialluca, 1988). Item difficulty can be estimated by following various maximum likelihood estimation procedures, and the resulting standard error $SE(\hat{\beta}_j)$ serves as a measure of the accuracy of the estimate. The standard error of the estimated difficulty of item $j$ can be approximated as (Rost, 1996)

$$SE(\hat{\beta}_j) \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} p_{ij}(1 - p_{ij})}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

On the one hand, we can infer from Equation 3.2 that the calibration sample size is a key factor for calibrating item parameters accurately according to the Rasch model (e.g., Rost, 1996; Wright, 1977). The larger the number of students $N$ who provide responses for a specific item, the greater is the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. According to Equation 3.2, we can conclude that the standard error $SE(\hat{\beta}_j)$ is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of students $N$:

$$SE(\hat{\beta}_j) \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Thus, a reduction of 50% in the standard error $SE(\hat{\beta}_j)$ requires quadrupling the sample size subject to the constraint that the properties of the sample, as well as those of the item pool, remain constant.

On the other hand, we can deduce from Equation 3.2, that the accuracy of item difficulty estimation depends on the relationship between item difficulty and ability of the students in a calibration sample (Berger, 1991; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Stocking, 1988; Wright, 1977). Item difficulty can be estimated most accurately under the Rasch model if the mean ability of the sample is close to the difficulty of the items and if the standard deviation of the students’ ability is small (Berger, 1991; Rost, 1996; van der Linden, 1988). If $\theta$ is equal to $\beta$, we have a probability of 50% for solving item $i$ correctly, which in turn, results in minimization of $SE(\hat{\beta}_j)$.

In sum, we can calibrate item difficulty most accurately under the Rasch model if the calibration sample is large and if it includes students with abilities that correspond to the items’ difficulty. Enhancing the calibration sample is often difficult in practical settings, which leaves optimization of the relationship between item difficulty and student ability as the only option for improving the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. As shown by Berger (1991), the fit between these two variables depends largely on the calibration design.
3.1.2 Designs for Item Calibration

We distinguish three different types of calibration designs that take item difficulty and student ability into account in optimizing item calibration: (1) targeted calibration designs, (2) multistage calibration designs, and (3) targeted multistage calibration designs, which refer to a combination of the first two designs. We describe all three designs based on an example and discuss the extent to which the designs allow for efficient item calibration under ideal conditions; that is, if the difficulty of all items in the design is known. Practical constraints of limited knowledge about difficulty of the items in an item pool will be discussed in the subsequent section.

3.1.2.1 Targeted calibration designs

Test designs for targeted testing consist of several test booklets of varying mean difficulty, and students are assigned to the most suitable booklet by means of ability-related background variables, such as grades in school (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Mislevy & Wu, 1996). Students can be classified and, therefore, sampled based on such background variables before test administration. The main goal of targeted testing is to estimate student ability more precisely and to prevent students from getting discouraged by items that are not suited to their ability level. However, the same mechanism, that is, assigning students to test booklets based on background variables, can also be used to improve the accuracy of item difficulty estimation during calibration.

![Figure 3.1. Examples of targeted (left) and multistage calibration designs (right).](image)

*Figure 3.1. Examples of targeted (left) and multistage calibration designs (right). y = ability-related background variable (e.g., grades in school); s = student’s score in stage 1, c = cut-off score.*

Figure 3.1 shows a basic example of a targeted design on the left. In the example, students are grouped by a background variable y (e.g., grades in school) such that the first subsample with y = 1 is assumed to have lower mean ability than the second subsample consisting of students with y = 2. This results in two subsamples with greater homogeneity in terms of abilities than the overall sample. Similarly, the item pool is divided into two test
booklets such that the first booklet contains mainly items that are easier than those in the second booklet. The overlap between the two booklets (i.e., linking items of intermediate difficulty) ensures that all items can be calibrated on the same scale by using IRT calibration methods (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Variance in item difficulty is lower within a single booklet than in the total item pool.

According to the example design, students from group \( y = 1 \) are assigned to the easier test booklet, while students from group \( y = 2 \) are assigned to the more difficult test booklet. This optimization of the relationship between item difficulty and student ability allows for more accurate estimation of item difficulty over the entire item pool than random assignment of students to random sets of items from the same item pool. However, this simple example design has one significant disadvantage: linking items that are included in both booklets have twice as many observations as the other items in the design. Consequently, item difficulty of the linking items is estimated much more accurately than that of the remaining items (see Equation 3.3). This imbalance can be corrected by using more complex designs, as we will show later.

3.1.2.2 Multistage calibration designs

Multistage tests consist of several parts (i.e., stages), which, in turn, include multiple item sets—called modules—of varying difficulty (Yan, von Davier, & Lewis, 2014; Zenisky, Hambleton, & Luecht, 2010). Students’ performance in the first stage determines whether they receive an easier or a more difficult module in the second stage. The decision is based on predefined routing rules. Several studies have shown that multistage tests are more efficient than linear tests in estimating student ability owing to closer alignment between item difficulty and student ability (e.g., Yan et al., 2014). Such an alignment is also advantageous from the viewpoint of estimating item difficulty more precisely (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Glas & Geerlings, 2009; Zwitser & Maris, 2015).

To define modules and routing rules that lead to an optimal match between items and students, knowledge is required about ability distribution in the sample, as well as about item difficulty. The routing rules control which and how many students reach a certain module in the second or any subsequent stage. Thus, they determine the ability distributions of the subsamples, as well as the number of observations per item for the modules. For calibration designs, it is desirable to control the number of observations per item such that the difficulty parameters of all items can be estimated with comparable accuracy (Glas & Geerlings, 2009).

Figure 3.1 shows a basic example of a multistage design on the right. In the first stage, all students start with the same module. This routing module comprises items of intermediate difficulty, and it establishes a link between the two modules in the subsequent stage. Module selection in stage 2 depends on the student’s score \( s \) in the routing module and on the cut-off score \( c \). Students with a low score (i.e., \( s < c \)), and thus low ability, are directed to the easy module in stage 2, while students with a high score (i.e., \( s \geq c \)) are directed to the difficult module. This ability-based routing leads to closer alignment between item difficulty and student
ability in the second stage, and—under the condition of an equal number of observations per item—it increases the accuracy of item difficulty estimates.

Again, one complication of this simple example design is that the number of observations per item varies among different groups of items. The items in the first stage are solved by the entire sample, but the sample is divided between the two modules in the second stage. This imbalance can be corrected by using more complex designs with parallel modules (i.e., including two equally difficult modules in stage 1), as we will elaborate later.

3.1.2.3 Targeted multistage calibration designs

Targeted multistage calibration designs refer to a combination of the two previously presented designs. Figure 3.2 shows an example of such a design that considers two different subsamples and includes two stages. Again, knowledge about item difficulty is an essential precondition for defining modules characterized by different mean difficulty, as well as for specifying appropriate routing rules. In the first stage, students are either assigned to an easier or a more difficult routing module based on the background variable $y$ (i.e., targeted assignment). Assignment in the second stage depends on performance within the first modules and on the routing rules related to each module. According to the example design in Figure 3.2, students from group $y = 1$ with a low score in the easy routing module are guided to the easy module within stage 2. Students from group $y = 1$ with a high score in the easy routing module (i.e., $s_1 \geq c_1$) and students from group $y = 2$ with a low score in the difficult routing module (i.e., $s_2 < c_2$) are both directed to a module of intermediate difficulty, which allows for a link among all modules in the design. Last, but not least, students from group $y = 2$ with a high score in the difficult routing module are directed to the difficult module of stage 2.

![Figure 3.2. Example of targeted multistage calibration design. $y =$ ability-related background variable (e.g., grades in school); $s_1$ and $s_2 =$ student’s scores in stage 1, $c_1$ and $c_2 =$ cut-off scores.](image)

Targeted multistage calibration designs have the advantage that they consider preliminary background information, as well as performance information, for optimizing the fit
between item difficulty and student ability. In the first stage, background information is used to select the most suitable routing module, which results in an improved alignment between item difficulty and student ability compared to traditional multistage designs. In the second stage, the assignment no longer depends on background variables as in targeted designs, but rather on the performance of the students. Performance is most likely a better predictor of the students’ true ability than an ability-related background variable such as grades in school.

Similar to multistage calibration designs, it is important to control the number of observations per item in targeted multistage calibration designs because this factor has a large influence on the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. From this viewpoint, the design in Figure 3.2 is not ideal for calibration purposes because the number of observations is higher for the items in the two modules of stage 1 (half of the total sample) than for the items in the three modules of stage 2 (one-third of the total sample). As for the other two designs, we will present options for controlling the number of observations per item by developing more complex targeted multistage calibration designs.

3.1.3 Uncertainty of Item Difficulty during Test Construction

When arranging items within a given calibration design, test developers need to know the item difficulties to locate items optimally within the design (Glas & Geerlings, 2009). For example, when implementing a targeted calibration design, as shown in Figure 3.1, a test developer would need items from three different difficulty levels, namely, easy items for group 1, difficult items for group 2, and intermediate items for linking. Knowledge about item difficulty is even more relevant when constructing modules for multistage designs and for defining the related routing rules. However, usually, no empirical information about item difficulty is available before item calibration. Therefore, the decision about item distribution within the calibration design and the definition of the routing rules depend mainly on the expertise and experience of the test developer and/or other involved experts.

Several studies have investigated the accuracy with which experts, such as test developers, content experts, or item authors, can rate item difficulty, and they have found moderate to high correlations between the ratings and the empirical item difficulties (e.g., Bejar, 1983; Hambleton & Jirka, 2006; Sydorenko, 2011; Wauters, Desmet, & van den Noortgate, 2012). The accuracy of difficulty ratings depends on several factors, such as the content, item type, training of the judges, and number of judges (Hambleton & Jirka, 2006, pp. 407–408).

We conclude from these findings that the distribution of items across modules of different target difficulties might deviate in a practical setting from the optimal distribution in a theoretical setting (i.e., optimal condition), where the difficulty of all items is known. Owing to missing empirical data, test developers might fail to assign all items to the most suitable location within a calibration design. Instead, they might include some easy items in test booklets or modules with high target difficulty or vice versa, owing to over- or underestimation of item
difficulty. This results in more heterogeneous item sets than those under the optimal condition. The number of misplaced items depends on the accuracy with which experts can predict item difficulty.

3.1.4 The Present Study

The aim of this study is to answer two research questions: first, we investigate whether we can achieve higher efficiency in item calibration with targeted multistage calibration designs than with targeted calibration designs. If item difficulty is known during test construction, it is possible to optimize the positions of items within the design and to assemble item sets of homogenous difficulty. For this optimal condition, we assume that a targeted multistage calibration design improves the fit between item difficulty and student ability and, therefore, increases the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. Furthermore, we hypothesize that the efficiency gain of a targeted multistage calibration design depends on the exact design specification (i.e., composition of the different modules and the related routing rules).

Second, we examine how limited a priori knowledge about item difficulty affects the efficiency of both targeted calibration designs and targeted multistage calibration designs. If a priori knowledge about item difficulty is limited, we expect that misplaced items impair the efficiency of all calibration designs. In addition, we hypothesize that targeted multistage calibration designs are impaired to a greater extent by misplaced items than targeted calibration designs because knowledge about item difficulty is needed not only to construct the modules but also to specify the routing rules. Finally, we assume that the degree of vulnerability of targeted multistage designs to misplaced items depends on the exact design specifications.

All hypotheses are addressed in a simulation study in which we vary the calibration design, as well as the accuracy of item distribution, across the different booklets or modules within each design (i.e., number of misplaced items).

3.2 Method

To highlight the practical constraints to item calibration, we embedded our simulation study in a practical context, namely, the development of an adaptive online item bank for formative assessment in northwestern Switzerland (Berger, Moser, Verschoor, & Eggen, 2015; Berger, Verschoor, Moser, & Oostlander, 2014). The aim of this online item bank is to assess students’ ability and to monitor their progress throughout compulsory school.

3.2.1 Ability Distributions and Item Pool

For each simulation run, two samples of 1,300 simulees were drawn randomly from two normal distributions, $\theta \sim N_1(0,1)$ and $\theta \sim N_2(0.8,1)$, to simulate students from two successive grades in school. The selected sample size represented 10% of the total student population from two
successive school years in northwestern Switzerland (Berger, Moser et al., 2015), which refers to the expected response rate for a calibration study. The performance progress between the two grades in school was modeled on selected results from a longitudinal study that investigated, among other variables, the performance progress of Swiss students during primary school (i.e., progress in mathematics from grades 3 to 6; Angelone, Keller, & Moser, 2013, p. 35).

We generated an artificial item pool of 180 dichotomous Rasch items with equally spaced difficulty parameters $\beta$, ranging from $-1.5$ to $2.3$ to provide items that cover the range of $+/-.1.5$ standard deviations from the means of both samples. Thus, the ability of approximately 16% of the simulees from the two samples lay outside of this range, which ensured variation in the response patterns for all items. We ensured uniform distribution of item difficulty to investigate the efficiency of calibration in relation to item difficulty. The size of the item pool was adjusted to the sample size to achieve a reasonable number of observations per item (i.e., approximately 400 observations per item; cf. Wright, 1977, p. 106). Furthermore, we selected an item pool size that allowed us to construct balanced designs for all investigated design types, given a practically relevant test length (see next paragraph for further details). The same item pool was used for all conditions within the simulation study.

3.2.2 Test Designs

The simulation study included three different calibration designs (i.e., a targeted calibration design and two variations of a targeted multistage calibration design) with a multi-matrix structure, which is often used in large calibration studies, as well as a random condition as a baseline. In all four design conditions, the item pool described above was used, and test length was fixed to 30 items, which refers to the number of items that we expect students to solve within one school lesson (i.e., 45 minutes). All designs aimed to achieve an equal number of observations per item. Keeping this factor constant allowed us to focus on the effect of the match between item difficulty and student ability on the efficiency of the different designs.

3.2.2.1 Targeted calibration designs

In the targeted calibration design, the 180 items were divided into six easy and six difficult booklets with 30 items each (see Figure 3.3). To construct equally difficult booklets for each difficulty level, the items were sorted by difficulty and split into three equally large categories: an “easy” category (items 1–60), “intermediate” category (items 61–120), and “difficult” category (items 121–180). Each category was further divided into six equally difficult modules of 10 items, which resulted in a total of 18 modules (i.e., six modules per category). All modules were included in two different booklets for linking purposes. The six easy booklets contained two easy and one intermediate module each, while the six difficult booklets included one intermediate and two difficult modules. Each simulee from the low ability group was assigned randomly to one of the six easy booklets, and each simulee from the high ability group was assigned randomly to one of the six difficult booklets.
3.2.2.2 Targeted multistage calibration designs

We investigated two different targeted multistage calibration designs in our simulation study to analyze the effect of different design specifications on calibration efficiency. Both designs were specified as simply as possible given the item pool size of 180 items, test length of 30 items, and requirement of an equal number of observations per item. The designs consisted of two stages, and each stage included half of the total item pool (i.e., 90 items). In general, items with more extreme difficulty were included in the second stage, where simulees were assigned to the different modules based on their performance in the first stage. Within each stage, the 90 items were divided into six modules of 15 items, resulting in 12 modules in total. The modules were not linked, and each item was included in one module only. Instead, links between the different modules were established by overlapping paths (i.e., various combinations of different modules from both stages).

The two designs differed in terms of module composition and routing. Figure 3.4 shows the targeted multistage calibration design A (TMST A). In this design, we grouped the 180 items into five difficulty categories. The easiest, intermediate, and most difficult categories were assigned to the second stage and included 30 items each: items 1–30, items 76–105, and items 151–180, respectively. The relatively easy and relatively difficult categories were assigned to the first stage and included 45 items each: items 31–75 and items 106–150, respectively. Within each category, we further divided the items into equally difficult modules of 15 items. In the first stage, simulees from the low ability group were assigned randomly to one of the three relatively easy modules, and simulees from the high ability group were assigned randomly to one of the three relatively difficult modules. The score in the first stage determined module selection in the second stage. Simulees from the low ability group could reach either an

\[ \text{Figure 3.3. Targeted calibration design. B1–B6 = easy booklets; B7–B12 = difficult booklets. Each column represents one module of ten items. The 18 modules are classified into three difficulty categories: cat1 = “easy,” cat2 = “intermediate,” and cat3 = “difficult.”} \]
easy or an intermediate module \((c_1 = 11)\); simulees from the high ability group were guided to either an intermediate or a difficult module \((c_2 = 5)\). The two cut-off scores were determined in preceding simulations to achieve an equal number of observations per module in the second stage. The aim was to guide one-third of each sample to the intermediate modules and to guide the remaining two-thirds of each sample to the easy or the difficult modules. The design was linked in two ways: first, simulees from both samples could reach the intermediate modules. Second, the random assignment of students to modules of equal difficulty resulted in multiple combinations of the modules over the two stages (i.e., overlapping paths).

![Figure 3.4](image)

**Figure 3.4.** Targeted multistage calibration design A (TMST A). M1/M2 = easy modules (difficulty category 1); M3–M5 = relatively easy modules (category 2); M6/M7 = intermediate modules (category 3); M8–M10 = relatively difficult modules (category 4); M11/M12 = difficult modules (category 5); \(s_1\) = score of low ability group; \(s_2\) = score of high ability group.

In the second targeted multistage design (TMST B, see Figure 3.5), we distinguished four instead of five different difficulty levels and split the item pool into four categories of 45 items: items 1–45, items 46–90, items 91–135, and items 136–180. Each category was further divided into three equally difficult modules of 15 items. Simulees from the low ability group started with one of the three relatively easy modules, and simulees from the high ability group were assigned randomly to one of the three relatively difficult modules. Simulees’ scores in the first stage determined the selection of difficulty level in the second stage. In both samples, the simulees were directed to one of the three easy modules if they scored lower than the sample-specific cut-off score \((c_1 = 11; c_2 = 5)\). Simulees with equal or higher scores were directed to one of the three difficult modules. Again, the two cut-off scores were determined by preceding simulations to achieve equal numbers of observations per module in the second stage. The aim was to guide three-fourths of the low ability group to the easy modules and one-fourth to the difficult modules. For the high ability group, the goal was to route one-fourth of the simulees to the easy modules and three-fourths to the difficult modules. Similar to TMST A, the different
modules in TMST B were linked in two ways: first, all modules in the second stage could be reached by both samples, and, second, the random assignment of students to modules of equal difficulty resulted in multiple combinations of the modules over the two stages (i.e., overlapping paths).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ability group</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Rel. easy (cat2)</th>
<th>Rel. difficult (cat3)</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Routing</th>
<th>Easy (cat1)</th>
<th>Difficult (cat4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s₁ &lt; 11</td>
<td>M₁ 15</td>
<td>M₁₀ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s₁ ≥ 11</td>
<td>M₁ 15</td>
<td>M₁₀ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s₂ &lt; 5</td>
<td>M₂ 15</td>
<td>M₁₀ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s₂ ≥ 5</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
<td>M₁₀ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₄ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₅ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>M₂ 15</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₅ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₆ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>M₂ 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₆ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₇ 15</td>
<td>M₁ &lt; 11</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
<td>M₁₀ 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₇ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₈ 15</td>
<td>M₁ ≥ 11</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₈ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₉ 15</td>
<td>M₂ &lt; 5</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M₉ 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M₂ ≥ 5</td>
<td>M₃ 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3.5](image_url). Targeted multistage calibration design B (TMST B). M₁–M₃ = easy modules (difficulty category 1); M₄–M₆ = relatively easy modules (category 2); M₇–M₉ = relatively difficult modules (category 3); M₁₀–M₁₂ = difficult modules (category 4); s₁ = score of low ability group; s₂ = score of high ability group.

### 3.2.2.3 Random test

We included a random test as a baseline in our simulation study. In this condition, each simulee was assigned to a random selection of 30 items out of the entire item pool. Hence, neither the ability of the target sample nor its performance during test taking was considered during item selection.

### 3.2.3 Simulation with Limited Knowledge about Item Difficulty during Test Development

To simulate the case with limited knowledge about item difficulty during test development, we manipulated the order of the items in relation to item difficulty and, therefore, the distribution of the items across the different modules in the designs. In the optimal condition with complete knowledge about item difficulty, the items were ordered by difficulty, as described earlier, which resulted in a correlation of \( r = 1.0 \) between item order and item difficulty. In addition to this full knowledge condition, we investigated two additional conditions in our simulation study. In the first condition, item order and item difficulty were correlated at \( r = .4 \) to simulate a low amount of knowledge during test construction following results reported by Berger, Oostlander, Verschoor, Eggen, and Moser (2015). This condition resulted in a high number of
misplaced items. In the second condition, item order and item difficulty were correlated higher
\((r = .6)\) to represent a condition with a medium amount of knowledge during test construction
and a resulting medium number of misplaced items. Both conditions were applied to the
targeted calibration design, as well as to the two targeted multistage calibration designs,
meaning that the manipulated item order was used as a basis to distribute the items within the
designs. Owing to the manipulated item order, item categories were no longer homogenous, but
included a few items that exceeded or fell below the envisaged difficulty range. This, in turn,
affected the difficulty range and the mean difficulty of the booklets and modules.

3.2.4 Item Response Generation and Calibration

Altogether, the simulation study included 10 different conditions: the three calibration designs
(i.e., targeted calibration design and two versions of targeted multistage calibration designs)
were combined with the three variations of item distribution (i.e., full, medium, and low
knowledge) and completed by the random condition that served as a baseline. For each
condition, we generated 20,000 datasets according to the Rasch model. For each dataset, we
drew new samples from the two ability distributions described and generated new response
patterns consisting of \(30 \times 2,600\) responses. The Multidimensional Item Response Theory
(MIRT) software application (Glas, 2010) was used to generate marginal maximum likelihood
(MML) estimates of the item parameters from the Rasch model. All designs were estimated
using two marginal proficiency distributions, that is, one marginal distribution per sample (cf.
Eggen & Verhelst, 2011).

3.2.5 Evaluation Criteria

3.2.5.1 Distribution of item difficulty per booklet or module

As a descriptive evaluation criterion, we explored the distribution of item difficulty within and
among the different booklets and modules. This distribution was predefined under the full
knowledge condition, where the item difficulty of each item was known. For the conditions
with limited knowledge, the distribution of item difficulty depended on manipulation of the
item order.

3.2.5.2 Bias and root mean square error

To determine the accuracy of item parameter estimation in the different calibration designs, the
bias and the root mean square error (RMSE) of each item in each condition were computed.
That are,

\[
\text{Bias}(\hat{\beta}_j) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{20000}(\hat{\beta}_{kj} - \beta_j)}{20000}
\]  

(3.4)
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\[ \text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta}_j) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{20000} (\hat{\beta}_{kj} - \beta_j)^2}{20000}}, \]  
where \( k \) and \( j \) represent replications and items, respectively, and \( \hat{\beta} \) denotes the estimate of item difficulty \( \beta \).

3.2.5.3 *Mean number of observations per item*

As an additional criterion for the efficiency of the different calibration conditions, we investigated the mean number of observations per item over 20,000 simulation runs within each simulation condition. That is,

\[ N_j = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{20000} N_{kj}}{20000}}, \]  
where \( k \) and \( j \) represent replications and items, respectively, and \( N \) denotes the number of observations. As described earlier, the higher the number of observations per item, the higher is the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. The intention in our setting was to asymptotically achieve equal mean numbers of observations for all items (i.e., \( SD_N = 0 \)) to ensure that the influence of this factor on calibration efficiency was constant for all items.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Distribution of Item Difficulty per Booklet or Module

Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of item difficulty within the different booklets and modules for each design and knowledge condition by means of boxplots. For the full knowledge condition (dark gray boxplots), this distribution was given by the design specifications. Independent of the design, the booklets and modules representing different difficulty levels differed clearly in terms of difficulty range and median (e.g., B06 vs. B07). Meanwhile, the booklets and modules that represented one difficulty level had comparable item difficulty distributions (e.g., B01 vs. B02). The range of item difficulty within a single booklet or module was larger in the targeted design than in the two targeted multistage designs. This result is directly related to the number of difficulty categories defined for each design (i.e., two difficulty categories for the targeted design, five for TMST A, and four for TMST B).

By contrast, the simulation with limited knowledge about item difficulty during test construction (i.e., medium and low knowledge) resulted in more heterogeneous booklets and modules (see medium and light gray boxplots in Figure 3.6). The range of item difficulty within the booklets and modules increased under these conditions, and the medians shifted towards the mean difficulty of the total item pool (\( M = 0.400 \)). Consequently, differences between booklets and modules intended to be equally difficult increased, and differentiation between
booklets and modules intended to represent different difficulty levels decreased. These effects were generally more prominent under the low knowledge condition than under the medium knowledge condition. From these findings, we conclude that our manipulation led to the envisaged misplacement of items in the different designs.

**Figure 3.6.** Boxplots of item difficulty per design, booklet/module, and knowledge condition.

### 3.3.2 Bias($\hat{\beta}$), Mean RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) and Mean Number of Observations per Simulation Condition

This section provides a general overview of the efficiency of the different simulation conditions. Table 3.1 presents the range of Bias($\hat{\beta}$), the mean of RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) and the related standard error based on the first 1,000 simulation runs under each condition as an indicator of overall efficiency. As indicators of the relative efficiency of the different designs, on the one hand, Table 3.1 reports the relative decrease or increase in RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) compared to the random condition and targeted design within the corresponding knowledge condition; on the other hand, the table includes for each condition the differences in the number of students needed to achieve the same overall efficiency with the random condition and targeted design (absolute number and percentage of total sample, i.e., 2,600) given Equation 3.3. This information serves as an
indicator of the practical relevance of the reported differences. Also, Table 3.1 lists the standard deviation of the mean number of observations under each simulation condition, as well as the mean number of observations per difficulty category (i.e., design specific categorization of the modules’ difficulty levels).

In all conditions, we observed very little bias and the highest absolute value of $\text{Bias}(\hat{\beta})$ was found in the Random condition (i.e., $\text{Bias}(\hat{\beta}) = 0.012$). Independent of the design, the mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ was generally lower under the full knowledge condition than under the random or the limited knowledge conditions. The lowest mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ was found for TMST B under the full knowledge condition ($M = 0.110$). The efficiency gain of TMST B was 7% compared to the random condition and 4% compared to the targeted design. To achieve the same efficiency with the baseline designs, we would need to increase sample size by 336 and 200 students, respectively. The overall efficiency gain of TMST A under the full knowledge condition was slightly lower ($M = 0.112$), yet the design outperformed the targeted design ($M = 0.115$), which, in turn, yielded lower mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ than the random condition ($M = 0.119$). All differences were statistically significant, as can be derived from the small standard errors of $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ in Table 3.1.

Under the medium knowledge condition, the efficiency gain of TMST B ($M = 0.116$) and the targeted design ($M = 0.117$) were considerably smaller than that under the full knowledge condition. Nevertheless, the gain of TMST B was still statistically significant and practically relevant in terms of the number of students: 114 (4%) additional students would be required to achieve the same efficiency with the random condition, and 52 (2%) additional students would be required for the targeted design. The mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ of TMST A was even higher than that of the two related baselines ($M = 0.120$), thereby indicating a significant efficiency loss. Similar but more prominent results were found for the low knowledge condition: TMST B ($M = 0.118$) was slightly more efficient than the two baseline conditions, which showed a comparable mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ ($M = 0.119$), whereas TMST A resulted in a considerable efficiency loss (i.e., $-6\%; M = 0.125$). To compensate for this loss, we would need to increase the sample size by more than 300 students or 12% of the total sample.
Table 3.1. Range of Bias(\(\hat{\beta}\)), Mean and Standard Error of RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)), Related Gain per Simulation Condition, and Distribution of Mean Number of Observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Bias((\hat{\beta}))</th>
<th>RMSE((\hat{\beta}))</th>
<th>Gain over Random</th>
<th>Gain over Targeted</th>
<th>(N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>(SE^b)</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST A</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST B</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med. Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST A</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.00029</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST B</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.00027</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST A</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.00030</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST B</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The numbers in bold represent efficiency loss compared to the baseline condition; gray numbers represent mean numbers of observations equal to the overall mean of \(M = 433\). \(N(\%)\) = number of additional students needed to achieve the same efficiency with the baseline design, 100\% = 2,600 students; \(M_1\)=\(M_5\) = mean numbers of observations per difficulty category (i.e., design-specific categorization of modules’ difficulty levels).

\(^a\)Mean of Bias(\(\hat{\beta}\)) was zero in all conditions.

\(^b\)Standard error of RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) based on the first 1,000 simulation runs.

\(^c\)Gain over targeted design within a specific knowledge condition.
The standard deviations of the mean number of observations displayed in column 10 of Table 3.1 provide some insights into the roots of efficiency differences among the different conditions. The mean numbers of observations were well balanced in the random and the targeted designs for all three knowledge conditions. On average, all items were assigned to approximately 433 simulees, which corresponded to one-sixth of the total sample (i.e., 2,600 simulees). Moreover, variations in TMST B were very small under all simulation conditions ($SD_{\text{full}} = 0.114$; $SD_{\text{Medium}} = 6.315$; $SD_{\text{Low}} = 2.925$), so only the modules in stage 2 differed slightly in their mean number of observations per item (i.e., $M_1$ and $M_4$). However, for TMST A, the number of observations per item depended largely on the available knowledge about item difficulty. Low knowledge was associated with a considerable increase in the standard deviation of the mean number of observations per item ($SD = 90.950$) compared to the medium ($SD = 60.958$) and the full knowledge conditions ($SD = 0.114$). Although the modules of stage 1 showed the expected mean numbers of observations ($M_2 = M_4 = 433$), the mean number of observations varied considerably among modules of different difficulty levels in stage 2 (i.e., $M_1$, $M_3$, and $M_5$).

In sum, these general findings were consistent with our hypothesis that targeted multistage calibration designs calibrate item difficulty more accurately than targeted designs if item difficulty is known. Furthermore, the results support our hypothesis that limited a priori knowledge about item difficulty impairs the efficiency of all calibration designs. In line with our expectations, the results suggest that limited knowledge does not affect all designs to the same extent. However, counter to our hypothesis, one of the two targeted multistage designs outperformed the targeted design under the limited knowledge conditions.

### 3.3.3 RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) and Mean Number of Observations per Item

#### 3.3.3.1 Optimal condition with full knowledge

Figure 3.7 shows RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) for each item in relation to its true difficulty $\beta$ for all four designs under the full knowledge condition. For the random baseline condition, RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) was the lowest for items with a difficulty of $\beta \approx 0.400$, which corresponded to the mean difficulty of the item pool, as well as to the mean ability of the entire sample ($M_\beta = M_\theta = 0.400$). For items with more extreme difficulty, RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) increased, which resulted in a U-shaped relationship between RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) and $\beta$ over the entire item pool. Given the normal distribution of ability in the two samples, the number of simulees with abilities that matched the difficulties of the extreme items was limited. Therefore, the difficulty of these items was estimated less precisely than that of the items close to the mean abilities of the two samples ($M_{\theta_1} = 0.000; M_{\theta_2} = 0.800$).
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Figure 3.7. RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) per item in relation to item difficulty for the four different designs under the full knowledge condition.

The curves related to the other three designs showed a similar tendency to a U-shaped course, but they were characterized by a few kinks (i.e., rapid increase or decrease in RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) between two items). These kinks divided the curves into multiple sections, which corresponded to the difficulty categories that were part of the design specifications. The gray curve representing the targeted design included two kinks that divided the curve into three sections. The first section included all items from the “easy” category that were only administered to sample 1, the second section corresponded to the linking items (“intermediate” difficulty category), and the third section represented the items from the “difficult” category that were administered only to sample 2. Thus, the three categories of items were administered to three different groups of simulees with different ability distributions, which resulted in differences in the accuracy of item difficulty estimation. The RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) values of the items in the intermediate difficulty category were comparable to those found in the random condition. For the easy and difficult items, however, targeted assignment of simulees led to lower RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) values than random assignment. These results suggest that the targeted design outperformed the random condition by improving the calibration of easy and difficult items.

For TMST A, the item pool was divided into five difficulty categories, which resulted in a curve consisting of five sections. Categories 2 and 4 corresponded to the items in stage 1 (i.e., relatively easy and relatively difficult items). The RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) of these items were comparable to the outcomes of the random and the targeted conditions. However, TMST A provided more accurate item difficulty estimates for the items in stage 2. On the one hand, a reduction in RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) was achieved for easy and difficult items (i.e., categories 1 and 5). These items were administered to low performing simulees from sample 1 or high performing simulees from sample 2. On the other hand, RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) was also lower for intermediate items from category 3, which were administered to high performing simulees from sample 1 and to low performing simulees from sample 2. The efficiency gain in this intermediate category could
be explained partly by the enhanced mean numbers of observations per item caused by the slightly unbalanced routing ($M_3 = 447; M_1 = M_5 = 426$). Given the composition of the modules in stage 1 and the limited score range of 0–15, this outcome represented the best approximation of a balanced number of observations over the entire design.

Finally, TMST B included four difficulty categories. However, the curve was only divided into three sections such that the two middle categories related to stage 1 were not visually distinguishable. Similar to TMST A, TMST B provided more accurate item difficulty estimates for easy and difficult items (i.e., categories 1 and 4) than the targeted design or the random condition. These two difficulty categories corresponded to stage 2 of TMST B, where the simulees’ assignment was determined by their performance in stage 1.

Taken together, the item-level findings provided further insights into the efficiency of the different designs under the full knowledge condition. The targeted design outperformed the random condition owing to greater accuracy in item difficulty estimation for the easy and difficult items. The two targeted multistage designs further improved the item difficulty estimation for the easy and the difficult items compared to the targeted design by means of the performance-based assignment of simulees to items in stage 2.

3.3.3.2 Conditions with limited knowledge

Figure 3.8 shows six charts. Each chart presents RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) in relation to the true difficulty $\beta$ for one of the three designs in combination with one of the two limited knowledge conditions. The random condition is included as the baseline in all six charts (black line). As an additional orientation, RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) under the full knowledge condition is displayed for each design as a gray line.

The two charts in the first row of Figure 3.8 refer to the targeted design, where we distinguished three difficulty categories. Within each difficulty category, the relationship between RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) and $\beta$ was represented by a U-shaped curve. Differences in RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) were found mainly for easy and difficult items, but not for the items in the intermediate difficulty range. Items that were assigned correctly to their corresponding difficulty category achieved similar RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) values as under the full knowledge condition. However, easy or difficult items that were placed wrongly in the intermediate category showed RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) values comparable to those under the random condition. Moreover, the placement of difficult items in the easy category and easy items in the difficult category resulted in RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) values that exceeded the values under the random condition. The number of misplaced items and, therefore, the number of items with high RMSE($\hat{\beta}$) values were lower under the medium knowledge condition (left chart) than under the low knowledge condition (right chart).
Figure 3.8. RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\)) per item in relation to item difficulty for the three different designs under the medium (left) and low knowledge (right) conditions. The solid black line denotes the random condition (baseline) and the solid gray line the optimal condition specific to each chart. The white dots refer to the limited knowledge conditions (LK = low knowledge, MK = medium knowledge), and the related dotted lines cat1 to cat5 indicate the regressed trends of each difficulty category under the limited knowledge conditions.

The two charts in the second row of Figure 3.8 refer to TMST A, where we distinguished five difficulty categories. Within each difficulty category, the relationship between RMSE(\(\hat{\beta}\))
and $\beta$ was again represented by a U-shaped curve. However, variations in $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ were clearly larger for TMST A under the limited knowledge conditions than for the targeted design. Considerable differences emerged in all five difficulty categories. In particular, the $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values of the items in the intermediate difficulty category (i.e., category 3) were high. Even items of intermediate difficulty, which were assigned correctly to this category, showed $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values greater than those under the random condition.

These findings were related to large variations in the mean number of observations in stage 2 of TMST A (see Table 3.1). Under the limited knowledge conditions, a substantial number of observations shifted away from the intermediate modules in stage 2 toward the easy and the difficult modules, which resulted in considerably lower mean numbers of observations for the items in the intermediate modules (medium knowledge: $M_3 = 312$; low knowledge: $M_3 = 252$). This shift was caused by the shift in the mean module difficulty in stage 1, as shown in Figure 3.6. The relatively easy modules in stage 1 became more difficult due to misplaced items, which resulted in a lower percentage of simulees surpassing the cut-off score and reaching the intermediate modules in stage 2. Simultaneously, the relatively difficult modules became easier, such that a greater number of simulees surpassed the cut-off score and reached the difficult modules. Thus, the impaired overall efficiency of TMST A under the conditions of limited knowledge seems to be triggered mainly by the misplacement of a few items in stage 1 and the related impact on routing.

Finally, the two charts in the third row of Figure 3.8 refer to TMST B, where we distinguished four difficulty categories. In line with previous results, the relationship between $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ and $\beta$ was represented by a U-shaped curve for each difficulty category. Similar to the targeted design, differences in $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values were larger for easy and difficult items than for relatively easy or difficult items. Easy items assigned to the relatively easy category and difficult items assigned to the relatively difficult category were estimated more efficiently with TMST B than with the random condition. However, easy items assigned to one of the two difficult categories and difficult items assigned to one of the two easy categories resulted in $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values higher than those observed under the random condition. For items assigned to the appropriate difficulty category, again, we found similar $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values as under the full knowledge condition, with one exception: slightly higher $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta})$ values were reported for items in the difficult category under the medium knowledge condition. This difference was caused by a slightly lower mean number of observations for the items in the difficult category. Nevertheless, we concluded that limited knowledge resulted in similar effects for TMST B and the targeted design, namely, lower accuracy for misplaced items.

### 3.4 Discussion

In this paper, we introduced the concept of targeted multistage calibration designs for calibrating CAT item pools dedicated to multiple ability groups and, thus, allowing for the
measurement of ability over a broad range. We investigated the efficiency of this design type for calibrating items under the Rasch model by means of simulations. As expected, the two targeted multistage calibration designs were more efficient in calibrating the item pool than the targeted design or the random condition, given that complete knowledge about item difficulty was available during construction of the calibration designs. The reported improvements in overall RMSE corresponded to statistically significant, as well as practically relevant, efficiency gains in terms of the number of students. Namely, additional time and financial resources would be required to recruit up to 200 additional students for calibrating the items with the traditional targeted design in order to compensate for the gain of the targeted multistage calibration designs.

Differences in the accuracy of item difficulty between the targeted design and the two targeted multistage designs were found especially for easy and difficult items. Reliable item difficulty estimates for these groups of items are highly relevant in the context of CAT, where each student is assessed based on a different subset of items from the overall item pool (see also van der Linden & Glas, 2000). The performance-based routing in the targeted multistage designs allowed for identification of low and high performing students including students with extreme and, thus, rare abilities within both samples, and for assigning them specifically to the easy and difficult items. Therefore, the multistage procedure improved the match between item difficulty and ability for those items that clearly differed from the mean abilities of the two samples. In practice, such improved alignment between item difficulty and student ability is not only beneficial for calibrating items, but it also provides more reliable estimates of ability. Moreover, it might prevent low and high ability students from getting discouraged or bored by items that do not fit their ability level (Asseburg & Frey, 2013). Sustaining student motivation during test taking is, in turn, an important basis for producing reliable calibration outcomes (e.g., Finn, 2015; Mittelhaëuser, Béguin, & Sijtsma, 2015; Zwitser & Maris, 2015).

However, the construction of efficient calibration designs requires knowledge not only about the abilities of calibration samples but also about item difficulty. Unfortunately, empirical knowledge about item difficulty is often not available in practical settings prior to calibration. Instead, difficulty ratings from experts are used as approximations of real item difficulty and as a basis for distributing items within a design. Several studies have reported medium-to-high correlations between such ratings and real item difficulties (e.g., Bejar, 1983; Hambleton & Jirka, 2006; Sydorenko, 2011; Wauters et al., 2012). Therefore, we investigated the extent to which misclassification of items in terms of their difficulty could impair the efficiency of the different calibration designs considered in this study. In line with our expectations, limited knowledge about item difficulty was related to a considerable decrease in the efficiency of the traditional targeted design as well as of the two targeted multistage calibration designs.

Furthermore, we hypothesized that targeted multistage calibration designs are more vulnerable to misplaced items than targeted calibration designs because knowledge about item difficulty is crucial for specifying appropriate routing rules. This hypothesis was only partly
Chapter 3. Targeted Multistage Calibration Designs supported by the results of our simulation study. In line with our expectations, we found a severe loss of efficiency for one of the two targeted multistage calibration designs under the conditions of limited knowledge and misplaced items. The efficiency loss of TMST A was caused by a mismatch between the specified routing rules based on predicted item difficulties and the real mean difficulties of the routing modules. This mismatch led to inefficient distribution of simulees over the modules of stage 2, considerably low mean numbers of observations for certain items, and, finally, relatively inaccurate item difficulty estimates of the affected items.

However, the second multistage calibration design was more robust for limited knowledge and misplaced items. Contrary to our expectations, TMST B outperformed the targeted design, regardless of the amount of available knowledge, even though the advantage of TMST B over the targeted design was greater under the full knowledge condition. The specific combination of routing module composition and routing rules in TMST B managed to compensate for changes in routing due to misplaced items. Nevertheless, the minor differences in the mean numbers of observations under the medium knowledge condition suggest that overlapping routing paths do not guarantee a stable targeted multistage calibration design. In our study, the mean difficulty of the routing modules shifted toward the mean of the item pool under the limited knowledge conditions. However, experts might also systematically under- or overestimate the difficulty of all items, leading to under- or overrepresentation of the numbers of observations for the easy and the difficult modules in stage 2. In contrast, targeted calibration designs provide full control over the assignment of students to test booklets and, thereby, over the number of observations per item— independent of the amount of knowledge about the difficulty of the items.

As in any simulation study, our study covered a limited set of conditions, which limits generalizability of the findings in some ways (Davey, Nering, & Thompson, 1997; Feinberg & Rubright, 2016). First, we investigated the efficiency of item calibration under the Rasch model. Different results might be found if the response patterns do not fit the Rasch model perfectly as they did in our simulation study. Our results could serve as a starting point for investigating the efficiency of targeted multistage calibration designs in combination with more complex IRT models. Based on previous studies, we hypothesize that targeted multistage designs allow for the efficient estimation of item difficulty parameters independent of the IRT model (Berger, 1991; Stocking, 1988). However, further research is needed for investigating the extent to which the limited ability variation within each subsample could impair efficient estimation of other item parameters, such as discrimination or guessing.

Second, we focused on improving the match between item difficulty and student ability for enhancing calibration efficiency. However, Eggen and Verhelst (2006), as well as Verschoor (2010), found that the efficiency of incomplete calibration designs also depends on the strength of the links between the modules within a design so that designs with a larger number of linking items provide more accurate estimates of item difficulty. However, given the
test length of 30 items and the use of MML estimation procedures, we expect only small improvements through such adaptations.

A third limitation of our study is that the size of the samples was relatively small. In alignment to a practical setting, we included 2,600 simulees in each simulation run. An enhancement of sample size would significantly increase the accuracy of item difficulty estimates under all conditions and decrease the practical relevance of efficiency gain through better alignment of item difficulty and student ability (Wright, 1977, p. 105). On the other hand, recruiting samples that are large enough for item calibration is often challenging, which underlines the practical relevance of this constraint. Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate in further studies whether the current results are replicable with more complex designs, different item pools, and different samples. Based on our findings, we hypothesize that targeted multistage designs will always outperform targeted designs under optimal conditions. However, we assume that the risk of efficiency loss in targeted multistage calibration designs depends not only on the amount of available knowledge about item difficulty, but also on the particular combination of design specifications, item pool, and sample. Thus, further studies should analyze the factors that can contribute to the stability of targeted multistage calibration designs. Furthermore, it would be interesting to examine whether step-by-step adaption of the routing rules or of the composition of modules during calibration (cf. Ali & Chang, 2014; Kingsbury, 2009) could reduce the risk of efficiency loss due to imbalanced distribution of the number of observations per item.

Efficient calibration designs are crucial in practice because it is often difficult to recruit sufficient numbers of students for calibrating CAT item pools. With our simulation study, we extended previous research on the efficiency of calibration designs by introducing targeted multistage calibration design as a new design type and by investigating a practically relevant constraint, namely, the influence of limited knowledge during test development. We conclude from our findings that targeted multistage calibration designs are an option for enhancing the efficiency of calibration under the condition that reliable knowledge about item difficulty is available. However, these theoretically superior designs come at a certain price in practice if a priori knowledge about item difficulty is limited. Therefore, we recommend practitioners to use targeted designs instead of targeted multistage designs for calibration whenever there are doubts about the accuracy of predicted item difficulty.
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Chapter 4. Improvement of Measurement Efficiency in Multistage Tests by Targeted Assignment

Abstract

A good match between item difficulty and student ability ensures efficient measurement and prevents students from becoming discouraged or bored by test items that are too easy or too difficult. Targeted test designs consider ability-related background variables to assign students to matching test forms. However, these designs do not consider that students might significantly differ in ability within the resulting groups. In contrast, multistage test designs consider students’ performance during test taking to route them to the most informative modules. Yet, multistage test designs usually include one starting module of moderate difficulty in the first stage, which does not account for differences in ability. In this paper, we investigated whether measurement efficiency can be improved by targeted multistage test designs that consider ability-related background information for a targeted assignment at the beginning of the test and performance during test taking for selecting matching test modules. By means of simulations, we compared the efficiency of the traditional targeted test design, the multistage test (MST) design, and the targeted multistage test (TMST) design for estimating student ability. Furthermore, we analyzed the extent to which the efficiency of the different designs depends on the correlation between the ability-related background variable and the true ability, students’ ability level and their categorization into an ability group, and the length of the starting module. The results indicated that TMST designs were generally more efficient for estimating student ability than targeted test designs and MST designs, especially if the ability-related background variable correlated high with and, thus, was a good indicator of, students’ true ability. Furthermore, TMST designs were particularly efficient in estimating abilities for low- and high-ability students within a given population. Finally, very long starting modules resulted in less efficient estimation of low and high abilities than shorter starting modules. However, this finding was more prominent for MST than for TMST designs. In conclusion, TMST designs are recommended for assessing students from a wide ability distribution if a reliable ability-related background variable is available.

---

4.1 Introduction

Understanding the purpose of a test and its target population is essential for determining an appropriate test design. A test for classifying students or a test targeted to a very specific population needs to measure ability most accurately close to specific points along the ability scale. Therefore, an appropriate test design includes mainly items that provide a large amount of information at these specific points. In contrast, tests aiming to assess the ability level of each student of a diverse target population—such as formative assessments—require test designs that provide accurate results over a wide ability range. Often, a single linear test, including items of varying difficulties, is not appropriate in such a context because each student is confronted with a relatively high number of items that do not match his or her ability level. This in turn results in a low measurement efficiency, and it could also impair students’ motivation during test taking (Lord, 1980).

In general, two different approaches are used to account for a broad variation in ability via targeted assignment of items of varying difficulty (e.g., Mislevy & Wu, 1996). On one hand, we can consider preliminary information about students’ ability in order to assign students to matching test forms. In a school context, preliminary information about the ability level of a student is often available prior to testing. Students are assessed in various tests by their teachers and are marked accordingly. In addition, students are assigned to different grades in school and—especially in the secondary school level—even to different school types or performance groups. This information can be used to divide the target population into ability groups and to determine matching test forms for each group. However, the disadvantage of this approach is that ability-related background variables are only an approximation of the students’ true ability. As a result, some students might differ greatly from the group mean and, hence, from the target ability level of the test.

On the other hand, we can assign students to targeted items or item sets step by step based on their performance during test taking. In other words, students with a good performance automatically receive more difficult items, which allows them to show their full potential, whereas students with a lower performance automatically receive easier items. This is the basic idea of computer adaptive tests (CATs; van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000a) or multistage tests (MSTs; Yan, von Davier, & Lewis, 2014; see also Luecht & Nungester, 1998). Whereas CATs select each item based on the students’ performance, MSTs select predefined sets of items (i.e., test modules). MSTs have become more and more popular in recent years because they combine the advantages of adaptivity with the advantages of traditional linear tests. Compared to CATs, MSTs are easier to develop and implement, and they allow test developers as well as test takers to review items within a given test module (Yan, Lewis, & von Davier, 2014). Therefore, in our paper, we focus on the MST design as representative of a performance-based item assignment. A disadvantage of the MST design is that performance-based assignment is only possible after students have answered an initial untargeted set of items. This routing or starting module usually consists of items of moderate difficulty, and the module
is administered to all students independent of their true ability (Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, Lewis et al., 2014; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014). Hence, the starting module is most likely too easy for some of the high-ability students or too difficult for some of the low-ability students within the target population, that is, for students whose ability largely differs from the population’s mean ability.

Taken together, neither targeted assignments based on ability-related background variables nor assignments based on performance ensure that all students receive items that completely match their true ability. An inappropriate test form or module measures the ability of the concerned students less efficiently (Lord, 1980) and might even impair the students’ performance owing to decreased motivation or excessive demand (e.g., Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wise, 2014). Therefore, we extended previous research on efficient test designs by investigating whether measurement efficiency can be improved by combining targeted assignment based on ability-related background variables with performance-based assignments of test modules of varying difficulty. To this end, we introduced the targeted multistage test (TMST) design as a new design type that considers both preliminary ability-related background information for a targeted assignment at the beginning of the test and performance during test taking for selecting matching test modules. By means of simulations, we compared the efficiency of traditional targeted test designs, MST designs, and TMST designs for estimating student ability under the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960). In this way, we not only provided new insights on the measurement efficiency of the combination of targeted and performance-based testing (i.e., the TMST design) but also allowed for comparing the efficiency of targeted test designs with those of MST designs, and, thus, for contrasting test assignment based on ability-related background variables versus test assignment based on performance. In addition, we explored how different groups of students—namely, students whose abilities differ from the mean ability of the total population or of their performance group—benefit from or are disadvantaged by the three different design types. Furthermore, we investigated the extent to which the efficiency of the different designs depends on the degree of ability distribution overlap of the groups and the starting module length.

4.1.1 Efficient Measurement Based on Item Response Theory

As stated by Lord (1980), “an examinee is measured most effectively when the test items are neither too difficult nor too easy for him” (p. 150), implying that, ideally, students differing in ability should be assessed with different test booklets or item sets of varying difficulty to efficiently measure each student’s ability (Weiss, 1982). Nonetheless, the resulting test scores should be directly comparable, even though students worked on different items included in easy, moderate, or difficult test booklets. Item response theory (IRT) is a powerful measurement approach that fulfills this requirement (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). IRT refers to a family of models that express the probability of a student solving an item correctly as a function of student
ability and item difficulty (Lord, 1980). For the Rasch model—the simplest unidimensional IRT model—the probability of a student solving a specific item correctly is given by

\[ P(X_{ij} = 1|\theta_i, \beta_j) = \frac{\exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)}{1 + \exp(\theta_i - \beta_j)} = p_{ij}, \]

where \( \theta_i \) represents the ability of student \( i \), and \( \beta_j \) represents the difficulty of item \( j \) (Rasch, 1960; Rost, 2004). Given this relationship, student ability and the related standard error can be estimated by various maximum likelihood procedures.

Generally, the standard error of the estimated ability of student \( i \) can be approximated as (Rost, 2004)

\[ SE(\hat{\theta}_i) \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{k} p_{ij}(1 - p_{ij})}}, \]

where \( p_{ij} \) corresponds to the probability that student \( i \) answers item \( j \) correctly, as defined in equation 4.1. On one hand, we can infer from equation 4.2 that \( k \), which refers to the total number of items answered by a student, is a crucial factor for estimating ability accurately according to the Rasch model. On the other hand, we can deduce from equation 4.2 that the accuracy of the ability estimation depends on the relationship of the student’s ability and the difficulty of the items in a given test, as discussed earlier. Student ability can be estimated most accurately under the Rasch model if the difficulty of the items in the test corresponds to the ability of the student (Lord, 1980; Rost, 2004).

In practical settings, test length (i.e., the number of items) is often predefined according to the available testing time. This leaves optimization of the relationship between student ability and item difficulty as the only option for improving the accuracy of ability estimation and thus for enhancing the efficiency of a test. As a consequence, the idea of targeted testing arose to enhance measurement efficiency within a given testing time (e.g., Lord, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c, 1980; for a historical overview, see, e.g., Bejar, 2014; Wainer, 2000b).

### 4.1.2 Designs for Targeted Testing

As discussed earlier, two different approaches are used for assigning targeted items to students of varying ability levels: (1) assign students by means of ability-related background variables to test booklets of varying mean difficulties as in traditional targeted test designs (Mislevy & Wu, 1996), or (2) adaptively assign students based on their performance in a first test part to easy, moderate, or difficult subsequent test parts as in MSTs (Yan, von Davier et al., 2014). In the following, we will describe both test designs in more detail. In addition, we will elaborate on how to combine these two approaches to further enhance the targeting and thus measurement efficiency.
4.1.2.1 Traditional targeted test designs

Targeted test designs consist of several test booklets of varying mean difficulties, and students are assigned to the most informative booklet via ability-related background variables, such as school grade, exam grade, courses taken, or performance-related school type (Mislevy & Wu, 1996). Students can be classified based on such background variables before test administration. The resulting ability groups are more homogeneous in terms of abilities than the overall sample. Subsequently, low-ability groups are assigned to easy test booklets, whereas high-ability groups are assigned to difficult test booklets. In an IRT framework, common items (i.e., linking items), or a joint underlying calibrated item bank, ensure that the outcomes from the different test booklets can be represented on a single reporting scale for direct comparison (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Unfortunately, to our knowledge, there are no empirical studies investigating the efficiency of targeted test designs.

A disadvantage of targeted test designs is that ability-related background variables are only an approximation of the student’s true ability. Depending on the reliability of the ability-related background variable, students might still substantially differ in ability within one ability group. For performance groups at the secondary school level as a potential ability-related background variable, several studies found a large overlap between the abilities of students assigned to different secondary school types (e.g., Angelone, Keller, & Moser, 2013; Baumert, Stanat, & Watermann, 2006). For average exam grades, Moser, Buff, Angelone, and Hollenweger (2011) reported correlations of $r = .69$ and $r = .70$ between exam grade averages at the end of primary school in language and mathematics and achievement tests measuring abilities within the same subjects. For high school, the technical report of the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) referred to correlations around $r = .50$ between SAT scores and high school grade point averages for both language and mathematics (College Board, 2017). These findings support the assumption that an overlap occurs between the ability distributions of different groups, such that some students from the lower ability group outperform the students with the lowest abilities of the higher ability group. Students who largely differ from the mean ability of the group get an inappropriate test form, which measures their abilities less efficiently and might impair their performance due to decreased motivation or excessive demand (e.g., Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wise, 2014). Pohl (2013) raised similar concerns for longitudinal MSTs, where pretest results serve as a basis for routing to different test forms at later measurement occasions. In a simulation study, she showed that correlations below $r = .70$ between the pretest results and the ability at the later measurement occasion can result in a significant number of heavily misallocated test forms. Furthermore, the study showed that the efficiency gains of longitudinal MSTs increased as the correlations increased when compared to conventional tests, especially for low-ability and high-ability students.

4.1.2.2 MST designs

MST designs route students based on their performance to the most informative modules. Usually, they rely on IRT as a methodological framework for routing as well as for reporting
standardized scores for all possible paths within the MST design (Weissman, 2014; Yan, Lewis et al., 2014). MSTs consist of two or more test parts (i.e., stages), including multiple modules of varying difficulty (Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, von Davier et al., 2014; Zenisky, Hambleton, & Luecht, 2010). At the end of each stage, predefined routing rules determine—based on the student’s preliminary performance (i.e., based on preliminary ability estimates)—whether a student is assigned to an easier or more difficult module in the subsequent stage. Hence, the module assignment is based on objective cutoff scores and, more importantly, on a preliminary estimate of the same latent construct as that measured by the test as a whole. Several studies have highlighted the improved measurement efficiency of MSTs compared to linear tests for measuring ability over a wide range (for a general overview, see Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, Lewis et al., 2014; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014). However, studies that compare the efficiency of MSTs with the efficiency of traditional targeted tests are missing to our knowledge.

From their simulation study, Kim and Plake (1993, p. 17) concluded that the statistical characteristics of the starting module are significant determinants of an accurate ability estimation in MSTs. This results from the fact that MST designs usually do not differ between ability groups in the first stage but start with a single general starting module for the entire population, which mostly includes items of moderate difficulty (Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, Lewis et al., 2014; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014). The purpose of the starting module is twofold (Lord, 1971b; Verschoor & Eggen, 2014): (1) it collects information for assigning students to the most informative module in the subsequent stage, and (2) it is part of the test itself with the aim to measure student ability as accurately as possible. A general moderately difficult starting module well fulfills the first but not necessarily the second purpose because it measures low ability and high ability students less efficiently than the subsequent targeted modules. As already elaborated on for traditional targeted designs, low-ability and high-ability students might also be intimidated, frustrated, or bored due to the overload or underload, respectively, through the suboptimal MST modules (e.g., Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wise, 2014).

The degree of discrimination through a suboptimal starting module depends on the length of the starting module in relation to the total test length (Verschoor & Eggen, 2014). The shorter the starting module is, the fewer mismatched items are administered to low-ability and high-ability students in the first stage and the more items remain for targeted testing in subsequent stages. At the same time, a short starting module involves the risk of routing errors due to low measurement precision, which, in turn, results in higher estimation errors of the overall ability estimates (Kim & Plake, 1993). Thus, the length of the starting module is an important factor that needs to be considered when analyzing the efficiency of MST designs.

4.1.2.3 TMST designs

TMST designs refer to MST designs with more than one starting module, meaning they are a hybrid of targeted and MST designs. As in traditional targeted tests, based on ability-related background variables, students are assigned in stage 1 to the most informative of multiple starting modules of varying difficulty. Due to the lack of performance-based ability estimates,
ability-related background variables are the best approximation of student ability at this stage of the test. In stage 2 and all subsequent stages, students are routed based on preliminary ability estimates to the most informative module as in traditional MSTs. By combining ability-related background variables and preliminary ability estimates for module selection, the TMST design aims to improve the match between student ability and item or module difficulty in the first stage compared to the MST design for all students whose abilities are well represented by the ability-related background variable. The performance-based routing after stage 1 aims to homogenize the ability groups further and correct possible misallocations of students whose abilities are poorly represented by the ability-related background variable.

TMST designs or MST designs with more than one starting module are very rare in practice (Hendrickson, 2007; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014). Practical examples include the Massachusetts Adult Proficiency Tests (MAPT) for reading and mathematics (Sireci et al., 2008; Zenisky, Sireci, Martone, Baldwin, & Lam, 2009). In both tests, students are assigned based on the teachers’ judgement of their so-called “Educational Functioning Levels” or based on previous test outcomes to the most informative module in stage 1. The MAPT for reading has also been evaluated in a research paper by Crotts, Zenisky, Sireci, and Li (2013). However, neither the technical manuals nor the related research paper have explicitly discussed or empirically analyzed the added value of having more than one starting module. In addition, we are not aware of any previous research that investigated the efficiency of TMSTs based on simulations.

### 4.1.3 The Present Study

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether TMST designs achieve more accurate and, therefore, more efficient ability estimates than traditional targeted test designs or MST designs with one starting module. We hypothesize that TMST designs enhance the accuracy of ability estimates compared to targeted test designs—similar to MST designs—through performance-based routing after stage 1 and that TMST designs outperform MST designs due to the targeted assignment of modules to different ability groups in stage 1.

In addition to this general research question, we explore the efficiency of TMST designs in more detail from three different perspectives. First, we investigate the extent to which the efficiency gain through TMST designs depends on the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true ability. Following Pohl (2013), we hypothesize that the efficiency gain is more prominent if the correlation between the ability-related background variable and the true ability is high, or, in other words, if the distance in mean ability between the resulting groups is large, and the overlap between their ability distributions is small.

Second, we examine the extent to which different ability groups profit or are disadvantaged by TMST designs compared to targeted and MST designs. In comparison with targeted designs, we expect an efficiency gain through TMST designs for students whose
abilities are poorly described by the ability-related background variable (i.e., students with abilities that are deviant from the target ability group mean) because the performance-based routing after stage 1 allows for correcting the misallocation of these students to suboptimal starting modules. In comparison with MST designs, we expect an efficiency gain through TMST designs for students whose abilities differ from the mean of the total population (i.e., low-ability and high-ability students) and whose abilities are well described by the ability-related background variable (i.e., students with abilities close to the target ability group mean). In contrast, we expect an efficiency loss through TMST designs compared to MST designs for students with medium abilities who are classified by mistake into a low-ability or high-ability group because their ability is poorly described by the background variable.

Third, we explore the extent to which the efficiency gain through TMST designs depends on the length of the starting module compared to the total test length. As elaborated by Verschoor and Eggen (2014), the length of the starting module is an important factor in optimizing MST designs. However, clear general recommendations for distributing items between the starting and follow-up modules are missing for MST designs. Furthermore, the relationship between efficiency gain and starting module length becomes even more complex in the TMST design due to module assignment based on a combination of ability-related background variables and performance. Therefore, we explore this relationship in our study without stating a priori hypotheses.

To address these research questions and hypotheses, we conducted a simulation study, in which we varied the test design, the correlation between ability and the ability-related background variable, and the length of the starting module in relation to the total test length.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Ability Distributions and Population Distribution Conditions

For each simulation run, we drew three samples of 10,000 simulees randomly from three normal distributions to simulate students from three overlapping ability groups, where each group represented one of three levels of the ability-related background variable. To vary the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true ability, we manipulated the degree of overlap between the three groups through three population distribution conditions, as described in Table 4.1. In particular, we varied the difference $d$ between the mean abilities of the groups. For the narrow condition, which reflected a low correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true ability, the difference between the mean abilities was set to $d = 0.5$; for the medium condition to $d = 1.0$; and for the wide condition, which reflected a high correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true ability, to $d = 1.5$. For all three distribution conditions, we assumed a standard deviation ($SD$) of 1 for each group. Besides the distribution parameters.
of the ability groups, Table 4.1 also includes the distribution parameters $\mu$ and $\sigma$ of the related mixture populations given by

$$
\mu = \sum_{i} w_i \mu_i \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma = \sqrt{\sum_{i} w_i (\mu_i^2 + \sigma_i^2) - \mu^2}
$$

(4.3)

where $\mu_i$ and $\sigma_i$ refer to the mean and the $SD$ of the $n = 3$ ability groups, respectively, and $w_i$ refers to the relative weight of the distributions with $\sum_{i} w_i = 1$ (e.g., Frühwirth-Schnatter, 2006, p. 11). Furthermore, Table 4.1 displays Spearman’s rank correlation $\rho$ between the students’ group classification (i.e., the grouping based on the ability-related background variable) and their true ability $\theta$ for each distribution condition. Following Pohl (2013), the narrow condition represented a low correlation between the ability-related background variable and the true ability ($\rho = .38$) that is clearly below the recommended minimal correlation of $r = .70$, the medium condition represented a medium correlation ($\rho = .65$) similar to the recommended minimal correlation, and the wide condition represented a high correlation ($\rho = .79$).

**Table 4.1. Parameters of the Normal Distributions per Ability Distribution Condition**

| Distribution | Low AG $\mu_1$ | $\sigma_1$ | Medium AG $\mu_2$ | $\sigma_2$ | High AG $\mu_3$ | $\sigma_3$ | Mixture Population $\mu$ | $\sigma$ | Correlation AG and $\theta$ $ho$ |
|--------------|----------------|-----------|-----------------|-----------|----------------|-----------|----------------------------|--------|------------------|
| Narrow       | $-0.5$         | $1.0$     | $0.0$           | $1.0$     | $0.5$          | $1.0$     | $0.0$                      | $1.08$ | $.38$             |
| Medium       | $-1.0$         | $1.0$     | $0.0$           | $1.0$     | $1.0$          | $1.0$     | $0.0$                      | $1.29$ | $.65$             |
| Wide         | $-1.5$         | $1.0$     | $0.0$           | $1.0$     | $1.5$          | $1.0$     | $0.0$                      | $1.58$ | $.79$             |

*Note. AG = ability group.*

### 4.2.2 Test Designs

The simulation study included four different test designs: (1) a linear design, which served as the baseline condition; (2) a targeted design; (3) an MST design; and (4) a TMST design. For all four design conditions, test length was constrained to 30 items, which refers to the number of items that we expect students to answer within one school lesson (i.e., 45 minutes). We treated item difficulty parameters as known and did not specify any overlap between the different modules within a test design.
4.2.2.1 Linear design

In the linear design condition, all simulees were assigned to the same 30 items. To accommodate for the different ability groups, we combined items targeted to the mean ability of all three groups in this test (i.e., 10 easy, 10 moderate, and 10 difficult items).

4.2.2.2 Targeted design

In the targeted test design condition, we distinguished three different linear modules with 30 items each, which were targeted to the mean ability of the three ability groups. Thus, simulees from each group were assigned to their dedicated test module as indicated on the left in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1. Illustration of the targeted, MST, and TMST designs. y = ability-related background variable (e.g., grades in school); E = easy module, M = moderate module, D = difficult module; E₁, M₁, and D₁ = starting modules in stage 1; E₂, M₂, and D₂ = modules of stages 2 and 3.]

4.2.2.3 MST design

The MST was a 1-3-3 design consisting of three stages and seven modules as indicated in the middle of Figure 4.1. Simulees from all three ability groups were assigned to a single starting module of moderate difficulty in stage 1. In stage 2 and stage 3, simulees were assigned to an easy, moderate, or difficult module depending on their performance in the preceding stage. The two routing cutoff scores, $c₁$ and $c₂$, as indicated in Table 4.2, were defined at the percentiles $P_{33}$ and $P_{66}$ of the mixture population to guide an equal number of simulees to each module of stages 2 and 3. The difficulties of the items within the different modules were varied depending on the target difficulty of the module (i.e., easy, moderate, difficult) and the ability distribution condition (i.e., narrow, medium, wide), as described in more detail in the next section of this paper.

4.2.2.4 TMST design

The TMST was a 3-3-3 design consisting of three stages with three modules each. In the first stage, simulees from each ability group were assigned to their dedicated starting module, as shown on the right in Figure 4.1. Simulees from the low-ability group were assigned to the easy module, simulees from the medium-ability group were assigned to the moderate module, and simulees from the high-ability group were assigned to the difficult module. As in the MST
design, the routing cutoff scores in the TMST design were defined based on the percentiles $P_{33}$ and $P_{66}$ of the mixture population (see Table 4.2), and simulees were guided to the easy, moderate, or difficult modules in stages 2 and 3 based on their performance in the preceding stage. The difficulties of the items within the different modules were varied depending on the target ability group (i.e., low-, medium-, high-ability) for modules in stage 1, the target difficulty of the module (i.e., easy, moderate, difficult) for modules in stages 2 and 3, and the ability distribution condition (i.e., narrow, medium, wide).

Table 4.2. Routing Cutoff Scores and Item Difficulty Parameters of Easy and Difficult Modules in Stage 1 and in Stage 2/3 per Ability Distribution Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributions</th>
<th>Routing $c_1$</th>
<th>Tutorial $c_2$</th>
<th>Item Difficulty S1 $\beta_{E1}$</th>
<th>Item Difficulty S1 $\beta_{D1}$</th>
<th>Item Difficulty S2/S3 $\beta_{E23}$</th>
<th>Item Difficulty S2/S3 $\beta_{D23}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $c_1$ = cutoff score 1 for routing between the easy and moderate modules, $c_2$ = cutoff score 2 for routing between the moderate and difficult modules, $\beta_{E1}$ = difficulty parameters in the easy modules in stage 1, $\beta_{D1}$ = difficulty parameters in the difficult modules in stage 1, $\beta_{E23}$ = difficulty parameters in the easy modules in stages 2 and 3, $\beta_{D23}$ = difficulty parameters in the difficult modules in stages 2 and 3.

$^a$Only applicable to the targeted and TMST designs.

4.2.2.5 Starting module length

For the MST and TMST conditions, we distinguished four different variations of starting module lengths corresponding to $\frac{1}{5}$, $\frac{1}{4}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, and $\frac{1}{2}$ of the total test length. In all four conditions, the starting modules contained an even number of items to allow for dividing the remaining items equally over the two subsequent stages. The shortest starting modules consisted of 6 items with a remaining 12 items each for stages 2 and 3, the second condition consisted of 8 items in stage 1 with a remaining 11 items each for stages 2 and 3, the third condition consisted of 10 items in each of the three stages and represented the main condition regarding starting module length, and the fourth condition consisted of 16 items in stage 1 with a remaining 7 items each for stages 2 and 3. The length of the starting modules was only varied in combination with the medium ability distribution condition. The narrow and the wide ability distribution conditions were only combined with the main length condition, which included 10 items in each of the three stages (i.e., $\frac{1}{3}$ of the total test length).
4.2.3 Item Pools

For each simulation condition, we generated a dedicated set of dichotomous Rasch items targeted to the specific characteristics of the test design and the ability distributions. To simplify matters and to facilitate comparing different conditions, we specified homogeneous item difficulty parameters within each module according to the following rules: The difficulty parameters of the items of all modules of moderate difficulty were set to $\beta = 0$ for all stages and all conditions. For stage 1 and for the modules of the targeted design, we specified the item difficulty parameters of the easy and difficult modules based on the mean of the target population. For the easy and difficult modules in stages 2 and 3, we specified the item difficulty parameters based on the expected mean ability of the assigned subgroup created by the routing under the assumption of no routing errors, that is, based on the rounded mean of the three truncated normal distributions resulting from the two cutoff scores (Barr & Sherrill, 1999). Table 4.2 provides an overview of the resulting item difficulties for the three stages combined with the three ability distribution conditions.

4.2.4 Item Response Generation and Ability Estimation

Altogether, the simulation study included 18 different conditions, which are summarized in Table 4.3. Of these conditions, 12 resulted from the combination of the three population distributions (i.e., narrow, medium, and wide) with the four test designs (i.e., linear, targeted, MST, and TMST). Furthermore, for the MST and TMST designs under the medium distribution condition, we investigated three additional variations of module length (i.e., starting module length equal to $\frac{1}{5}$, $\frac{1}{4}$, and $\frac{1}{2}$ of the total test length), which resulted in six additional conditions. For each condition, we generated 1,000 data sets with data related to 30,000 simulees.\(^5\) For each simulee $i$, each data set included the true ability $\theta_i$, the assigned items, the estimated ability $\hat{\theta}_i$, and its standard error $SE(\hat{\theta}_i)$. To estimate student ability, we used the weighted maximum likelihood (WML) method proposed by Warm (1989).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Targeted</th>
<th>MST</th>
<th>TMST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5\) For producing smooth graphs at the extremes, we generated additional data sets, such that each data point within the graphs was based on 1,000,000 observations.
4.2.5 Evaluation Criteria

4.2.5.1 Root mean square error

To determine the accuracy of ability estimation based on the different test designs, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the ability estimates was computed for each simulation run \( l \) as

\[
\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})_l = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m_l} (\hat{\theta}_{i,l} - \theta_{i,l})^2}{m_l}},
\]

where \( i \) represents the simulees within one run \( l \); \( m \) represents the total number of aggregated simulees within this run; and \( \hat{\theta} \) denotes the estimate of the student ability \( \theta \). For each simulation condition, \( \text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) was calculated on three different levels: (1) over the total mixture population for each simulation run (\( m = 30,000 \)), (2) for each ability group within each simulation run (\( m = 10,000 \)), and (3) for intervals of 0.1 on the theta scale to investigate measurement accuracy in relation to student ability. On this level, the number of aggregated simulees \( m \) depended on the frequency distribution of the simulees over the theta scale as defined for the three distribution conditions. In addition, the overall mean \( \text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) over the 1,000 simulation runs was calculated for each simulation condition for the mixture population as well as for each ability group as

\[
M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)} = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{1000} \text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})_l}{1000}.
\]

4.2.5.2 Efficiency gain over the targeted and the MST designs

To facilitate comparing the efficiency of the different designs with the efficiency of the targeted and the MST designs, we translated the differences in mean \( \text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta}) \) between each design \( D \) and the related targeted or MST designs into numbers of items required to compensate for these differences. Under the constraint that the properties of the sample and of the item pool remain constant, we can conclude from equation 4.2 that the standard error \( \text{SE}(\hat{\theta}_i) \) is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of items \( k \):

\[
\text{SE}(\hat{\theta}_i) \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{k}}.
\]

Based on this relationship and following the definition of relative efficiency by Lord (1980), we calculated the efficiency gain of design \( D \) over the targeted design, \( \text{Gain}_T \), and over the MST design, \( \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}} \), as

\[
\text{Gain}_T = 30 - 30 \cdot \left( \frac{M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)_T}}{M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)_D}} \right)^2 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}} = 30 - 30 \cdot \left( \frac{M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)_{\text{MST}}}}{M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)_D}} \right)^2.
\]
GainT and GainMST refer to the relative efficiency of the designs compared to the targeted and the MST designs expressed in numbers of items, and, therefore, serve as indicators of the practical meaning of the differences in mean RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) between the designs (i.e., “how many extra items do we need?”).

### 4.2.5.3 Analysis of variance and effect sizes

Variation of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) over the simulation runs between the different simulation conditions was further analyzed by two-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs). In the first set of ANOVAs, we compared RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) over the four design conditions combined with the three ability distribution conditions within the mixture population as well as within the three ability groups. In the second set of ANOVAs, we compared RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) over the MST and the TMST design conditions combined with the four starting module length conditions within the mixture population as well as within each ability group. To facilitate comparing the effects and interactions among the manipulated factors (i.e., population distribution, test design, and starting module length), effect size $\eta^2$ was calculated as

$$\eta^2 = \frac{SS_{between}}{SS_{total}},$$

where $SS_{between}$ is the sum of squares between effects, and $SS_{total}$ is the total sum of squares of the model (Richardson, 2011).

### 4.2.5.4 Match between true ability and module difficulty

We investigated the match between students’ true ability $\theta$ and module difficulty as a potential source for differences in the efficiency of the different designs, the different distribution conditions, and the different student abilities. To this end, we calculated the percentage of correctly allocated, slightly misallocated, and heavily misallocated simulees per ability group and stage under the three distribution conditions by following Pohl (2013). In stage 1, simulees were classified as correctly allocated to the easy, moderate, and difficult modules if their ability $\theta$ was below the mean of $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$, between the mean of $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ and the mean of $\mu_2$ and $\mu_3$, and above the mean of $\mu_2$ and $\mu_3$, respectively (see Table 4.1 for the mean ability of each group under the three distribution conditions). In stages 2 and 3, simulees were classified as correctly allocated to the easy, moderate, and difficult modules, if their ability $\theta$ was below the routing cutoff score $c_1$, between the two cutoff scores $c_1$ and $c_2$, and above the cutoff score $c_2$, respectively (see Table 4.2 for the routing cutoff scores under each distribution condition). Independent of the stage, simulees were classified as slightly misallocated if they were assigned to a module that was either one level too high or one level too low; they were classified as heavily misallocated if they were assigned to a difficult instead of an easy module or vice versa.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the Mixture Population per Design and Distribution Condition

4.3.1.1 Mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) and efficiency gain over the targeted and MST designs

As an indicator of overall efficiency, Table 4.4 provides an overview of the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) over the 1,000 simulation runs under each of the different distribution-by-design combinations for the mixture population and the three ability groups. Results for the low-ability and high-ability groups are displayed together because they were identical given the symmetrical distributions of student ability and module difficulty. To indicate the relative overall efficiency of the different designs, Table 4.4 reports on the relative efficiency gain (or loss) compared to the targeted design and the MST design within the corresponding distribution condition. Furthermore, Table 4.5 provides information about the relative effects of the different factors of the simulations on RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)).

With regard to the total (i.e., mixture) population, the TMST design reached—as hypothesized—the lowest mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of all four design conditions within all three distribution conditions. Furthermore, the MST design outperformed the targeted design, which, in turn, outperformed the linear design. The overall efficiency gain of the TMST design over the targeted design was larger within the narrow design condition (i.e., when the correlation between the ability-related background variable and the ability was low) than within the medium and wide distribution conditions. While the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the targeted design was equal for all distribution conditions (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) = 0.425), the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the TMST design was lowest in the narrow distribution condition and highest in the wide distribution condition (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Narrow = 0.394; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Medium = 0.398; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Wide = 0.403). In terms of numbers of items, the efficiency gain within the narrow condition corresponded to Gain_T = 4 additional items, or an increase of the total test length by 13%, to achieve the same accuracy with the targeted design as with the TMST design. Within the medium and the wide conditions, the efficiency gain corresponded to Gain_T = 3 additional items (i.e., 10% of the total test length).

The results of the overall efficiency gain of the TMST design compared to the MST design were also in line with our hypothesis: the highest efficiency gain was achieved in the wide condition, whereas no observable efficiency gain occurred in the narrow condition. As for the TMST design, the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the MST design was lowest in the narrow and highest in the wide distribution condition (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Narrow = 0.395; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Medium = 0.406; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})}\) Wide = 0.419). However, differences between the distribution conditions were larger for the MST than for the TMST design. In the narrow condition, the MST and TMST designs resulted in similar mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) such that no efficiency gain in terms of number of items was found. In the medium condition, the difference in mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the MST and TMST designs corresponded to an efficiency gain of Gain_MST = 1 additional item (i.e., 3% of the total...
test length), and the difference in the wide condition corresponded to an efficiency gain of \( \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}} = 2 \) additional items (i.e., 7% of the total test length).

Table 4.4. Mean RMSE(\( \hat{\theta} \)) and Relative Gain over Targeted and MST Designs per Distribution Condition and Ability Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Mixture Population</th>
<th>Medium-Ability Group</th>
<th>Low-Ability/High-Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{Gain}_T )</td>
<td>( \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}} )</td>
<td>( \text{Gain}_T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>–2(–7)</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>–5(–17)</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>4(13)</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>4(13)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>–7(–23)</td>
<td>–1(–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>–3(–10)</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>3(10)</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>3(10)</td>
<td>1(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>–14(–47)</td>
<td>–16(–53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>–1(–3)</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>1(3)</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMST</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>3(10)</td>
<td>2(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \( \text{SE}_{\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})} < 0.0002 \) for all conditions and ability groups. \( \text{Gain}_T(\%) = \text{relative gain over targeted design in numbers of items and percent (100\% = 30 items)} \); \( \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}}(\%) = \text{relative gain over MST design in numbers of items and percent (100\% = 30 items)} \); \( L = \text{linear design (i.e., baseline)} \); \( T = \text{targeted design} \).

These results were also reflected by effect sizes calculated based on the two-way ANOVA for the mixture population for the two factors distribution and design (see the second column of Table 4.5). The design showed by far the largest effect on RMSE(\( \hat{\theta} \)) with \( \eta^2 = .776 \), meaning that the design explained 77.6% of the variance in RMSE(\( \hat{\theta} \)) between the different simulation conditions. The main effect of the distribution was \( \eta^2 = .108 \), and the interaction of the distribution and the design was \( \eta^2 = .111 \). All effects were statistically significant.
Table 4.5. Effect Sizes ($\eta^2$) for Main Effects and Interactions of the Factors Distribution and Design on RMSE($\hat{\theta}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>Mixture Population</th>
<th>Medium-Ability Group</th>
<th>Low-Ability/High-Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>.776</td>
<td>.902</td>
<td>.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution $\times$ Design</td>
<td>.111</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1.2 RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to ability

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to the true ability $\theta$ over a range from $-2.6$ to $2.6$ (i.e., $-/+2$ SDs of the mixture population under the medium condition) for the different designs and the different distribution conditions. Furthermore, Figure 4.2 illustrates the number of students in relation to $\theta$ for each ability group and for the mixture population for all three distribution conditions. In general, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) was similar for all four designs close to the mean of the mixture population (i.e., $\theta = 0$), and differences in RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) increased as expected toward more extreme abilities. Independent of the design condition, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) was generally higher for more extreme abilities because all designs included items targeted to the mixture population mean, the ability groups, or the routing groups.

As hypothesized, we found the smallest differences in RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) between the different designs under the narrow condition, where the correlation between the group categorization (i.e., the ability-related background variable) and the true ability was small (see the top-left graph in Figure 4.2). Close to $\theta = 0$, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) was slightly lower for the linear and targeted designs than for the MST and TMST designs. The minimum of the RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) distribution was at $\theta = 0$ for the linear and targeted designs, whereas RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) increased toward $\theta = 0$ for the MST and TMST designs. However, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) was clearly lower for the MST and TMST designs than for the other two designs for low and high abilities. In line with the mean RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) reported in Table 4.4, differences in RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) between the MST and TMST designs were very small, whereas the TMST design reached slightly lower RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) for low and high abilities.

Under the medium distribution condition displayed in the center graph of Figure 4.2, differences in RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) between the designs were again small for average abilities close to $\theta = 0$. RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) decreased from $\theta = 0$ toward low and high abilities for the MST and TMST designs before it increased toward the extremes. For the linear and the targeted designs, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) directly increased from average abilities toward the extremes. The TMST design provided the most accurate ability estimates for low and high abilities. The MST design, in turn, provided
more accurate estimates than the targeted design, and the linear design provided the least accurate estimates for low and high abilities.

Figure 4.2. RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) in relation to ability for the different designs under the three distribution conditions and related frequency distributions of the ability groups.

Under the wide distribution conditions, where the correlation between the group categorization and the true ability was large, the MST design achieved lower RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) for abilities close to \(\theta = 0\) than the other three designs (see the top-right graph in Figure 4.2). From \(\theta = 0\) toward low and high abilities, RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) decreased for the targeted, the MST, and TMST designs before it increased toward the extremes. Only the linear design reached its lowest RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) at \(\theta = 0\). The decrease in RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) was more prominent for the TMST design than for the targeted and MST designs, and the MST design reached its lowest RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) closer to \(\theta = 0\) than the two targeted designs. Consequently, the TMST design achieved lower RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) values for low and high abilities than the other three designs. Similarly, the targeted design resulted in low RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) for low and high abilities, and it even slightly outperformed the MST design at the extremes.

In sum, the results were consistent with our hypotheses. The combination of targeted and performance-based module assignment in the TMST design resulted in low RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\))
values, especially for low and high abilities. By far, the variation of the design showed a larger effect on $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ than the variation of the population distribution. Nevertheless, the efficiency gain of the TMST design over the other designs was larger under the wide condition than under the narrow condition. Under the narrow condition, differences were small not only between the mean abilities of the groups but also between the mean difficulties of the starting modules targeted to the different group means. Thus, all starting modules provided a similar amount of information close to $\theta = 0$ under the narrow condition but provided limited information for more extreme abilities. In contrast, differences were large between the groups’ mean abilities and the modules’ mean difficulties under the wide condition. As a consequence, targeted module assignment in stage 1 was much more crucial and effective under the wide condition than under the narrow condition, especially for low and high abilities. For medium abilities, however, the MST design was the safest option because it prevented misallocation to a too-easy or too-difficult starting module. The increase of $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ of the MST and TMST designs close to $\theta = 0$, which was also observed for the targeted design under the wide condition, indicates that some simulees were either assigned or routed to suboptimal modules, which resulted in less efficient ability estimates. As the distributions widen, the modules differ more, and the consequences of possible misallocations increase.

4.3.2 RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) of the Ability Groups per Design and Distribution Condition

4.3.2.1 Mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ and efficiency gain over the targeted and MST designs

Results for the overall efficiency of the different designs per ability group are displayed in Table 4.4. In addition, Table 4.5 includes the $\eta^2$-values for the main effects and interactions of the factors population distribution and design on $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ for the different ability groups. For the medium-ability group, the MST and TMST designs resulted in identical mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ values independent of the distribution condition. This result is given by the fact that the medium starting module of the TMST design corresponded to the general starting module of the MST design. The MST and TMST designs (i.e., the two designs with performance-based module assignments) clearly outperformed the targeted and the linear design under all three distribution conditions. Four additional items, or an increase of the total test length by 13%, would be required to achieve the same accuracy with the targeted design as with the MST and TMST designs. According to the ANOVA for the medium-ability group, the factor design showed the largest effect on $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ with $\eta^2 = .902$. Thus, even though the MST and the TMST designs did not differ, the design explained 90.2% of the variance in $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ between the different simulation conditions in the medium-ability group (distribution: $\eta^2 = .031$; interaction: $\eta^2 = .038$), which underlines the advantage of performance-based routing for the medium-ability group.

For the low-ability and high-ability groups, the TMST design provided—as expected—the lowest mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ values. As reported for the mixture population, differences in mean
RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the different designs increased from the narrow to the wide distribution condition. Under the narrow condition, the MST and TMST designs achieved comparable mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) values for the low-ability and high-ability groups (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) MST = 0.397; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) TMST = 0.395). These values were clearly lower than the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the targeted (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) Targeted = 0.425) and the linear designs (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) = 0.441). In contrast, the targeted design slightly outperformed the MST design for the low-ability and high-ability groups under the wide condition (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) Targeted = 0.425; \(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) MST = 0.429), whereas the TMST design reached the lowest mean (\(M_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) = 0.406) again. The efficiency gain of the TMST design over the MST and targeted designs corresponded to \(\text{Gain}_T = \text{Gain}_{\text{MST}} = 3\) additional items or an increase of the total test length by 10%. In line with these results, the main effect of the population distribution on RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) was \(\eta^2 = .128\) and, therefore, was higher for the low-ability and high-ability groups than the effect reported above for the medium-ability group. The main effect of the design and the effect of the interaction were \(\eta^2 = .732\) and \(\eta^2 = .128\), respectively. Thus, the design also explained the largest percentage of the variance in RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the different simulation conditions for the low-ability and high-ability groups.

In sum, the overall results for the different ability groups demonstrate that the reported difference in mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the MST and TMST designs for the mixture population originates from the differing efficiency of these two designs with regard to the low-ability and high-ability groups. In line with our hypothesis, simulees of the low-ability and high-ability groups profited from the targeted module assignment in the first stage of the TMST, especially under the wide distribution condition. For all simulees of the medium-ability group, it made no difference whether their ability was estimated based on a MST design or a TMST design. In both designs, the medium-ability group clearly profited from the performance-based routing.

4.3.2.2 RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) in relation to ability

Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) in relation to the true ability \(\theta\) per ability group for the targeted and TMST designs, as well as for the different distribution conditions. In addition, it includes the number of students in relation to \(\theta\) for each ability group and for the mixture population for each distribution condition. For the MST design, RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) did not differ for the three ability groups within a distribution condition because the ability-related background variable had no influence on the module selection in this design condition. The results for the MST design corresponded again to the results for the medium-ability group of the TMST design because both conditions included identical starting modules.

In general, Figure 4.3 displays similar results patterns for all three distribution conditions. Differences between the designs and the ability groups were again more prominent for the wide than for the narrow distribution condition. As hypothesized, the targeted and TMST designs resulted in the lowest RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) values for abilities close to the mean ability of the low-ability and high-ability groups. Both targeted designs outperformed the MST design for these ability ranges. The TMST design outperformed the targeted design for abilities that differed.
from the mean ability of their group and thus were poorly represented by the ability-related background variable (i.e., high-ability simulees in the low-ability group and vice versa). Hence, the TMST design allowed for compensating for possible suboptimal module assignment in the first stage through performance-based routing to the modules of the second and third stages.

**Figure 4.3.** RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to ability per ability group for the different designs under the three distribution conditions, and related frequency distributions of the ability groups. Targ. = targeted test design; LA = low-ability group; MA = medium-ability group; HA = high-ability group.
However, the MST design again provided lower $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ values than the TMST design for abilities that clearly differed from the group mean, such as high-ability simulees in the low-ability group and low-ability simulees in the high-ability group. Nevertheless, it is important to contrast these results with the frequency distributions of the different ability groups and the mixture population displayed at the bottom of Figure 4.3. The number of simulees with abilities close to the group mean was high by design, meaning that, overall, the number of simulees who benefited from the targeted assignment in the first stage of the TMST was larger than the number of simulees who were disadvantaged because the ability-related background variable did not correspond to their abilities. As a consequence, mean $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ was generally lower for the TMST design than for the MST design (see Table 4.4).

For the medium-ability group, results of the TMST design differed from our expectations. As shown by the central row of graphs in Figure 4.3, the minimum $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ distribution did not coincide with the mean ability of the medium-ability group. Instead, $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ was lowest between the mean of the low-ability group and the mean of the medium-ability group or between the mean of the medium-ability group and the mean of the high-ability group, and it slightly increased toward $\theta = 0$. This result corresponds to the $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ distributions of the MST and TMST designs for the mixture population as displayed in Figure 4.2. Given that the starting module was targeted to the mean ability of the medium-ability group, the increase of $\text{RMSE}(\hat{\theta})$ within the group cannot be explained by assignment errors but must be a result of routing errors based on inaccurate preliminary ability estimates after stage 1. The risk of routing errors increases the closer the abilities are to the two routing cutoff scores (Weissman, 2014). The medium-ability group was located in between the two routing cutoff scores, such that the abilities of a vast majority of simulees within this group were relatively close to one of the two cutoff scores. Hence, they were more likely to be misallocated to a too-easy or too-difficult module than simulees from the low-ability or high-ability groups. Furthermore, routing errors had a larger impact on intermediate abilities, which clearly differed from the target difficulty of the easy and difficult modules. As a consequence, the abilities of average simulees within the medium group were estimated most efficiently with the traditional targeted design, which does not include any performance-based routing, making it resistant to routing errors.

### 4.3.2.3 Match between true ability and module difficulty per ability group

Figure 4.4 displays the percentage of correctly allocated, slightly misallocated, and heavily misallocated simulees for the MST and TMST designs$^6$ for the medium-ability and low-ability or high-ability groups and for each stage under the different distribution conditions. In general, the percentage of correctly allocated simulees was higher under the wide distribution condition than under the narrow condition. This result confirmed our hypothesis that TMST designs are

---

$^6$ Results for the targeted design correspond to results of the TMST design of stage 1.
more efficient if the correlation between the ability-related background variable and the true ability is high. A clearer distinction between the three ability groups as under the wide condition not only resulted in better targeting in stage 1 of the TMST design but also seemed to result in fewer routing errors. Furthermore, the percentage of correctly allocated simulees strongly increased from stage 1 to stage 2 and slightly increased from stage 2 to stage 3. Thus, the performance-based routing after stage 1 considerably increased the match between ability and module difficulty independent of the design and the ability group. In stages 2 and 3, the percentage of correctly allocated simulees was slightly higher in the low-ability and high-ability groups than in the medium-ability group. This finding strengthens our argument that simulees from the medium-ability group are more likely to be misrouted to a too-easy or too-difficult module than simulees from the low-ability or high-ability groups because a large proportion of simulees in the medium-ability group have abilities close to one of the two routing cutoff scores.

Figure 4.4. Match between θ and module assignment per ability group and stage for the MST and TMST designs under the three distribution conditions.

Results for the MST and TMST designs were comparable for the medium-ability group in stage 1 as well as for all comparisons within stages 2 and 3. However, the targeted module assignment in stage 1 of the TMST design allowed for increasing the percentage of correctly allocated simulees within the low-ability and high-ability groups from approximately 20% to over 60% compared to the MST design. This finding is consistent with our hypothesis that the TMST design is especially efficient for students whose abilities differ from the mean ability of
the total population. On the downside, the TMST design resulted in 22% of heavily misallocated simulees under the narrow distribution condition, whereas heavy misallocation was not possible in the MST design given one single starting module of moderate difficulty. Nevertheless, the percentage of heavily misallocated simulees in stage 1 of the TMST design considerably decreased as the distance between the ability groups increased, such that only 1% of the simulees of the low-ability or high-ability groups were heavily misallocated under the wide condition. Because the MST and TMST designs showed very similar patterns for the match of ability and module difficulty for stages 2 and 3, we combined the results for these stages in Figure 4.4. The corresponding percentages of correctly and incorrectly allocated simulees suggest that the accuracy of the routing to stages 2 and 3 was not impaired by either differences in the number and difficulty of starting modules or by differences in the match between ability and module difficulty between the MST design and the TMST design.

4.3.3 RMSE(\(\theta\)) in Relation to the Starting Module Length

4.3.3.1 Mean RMSE(\(\theta\)) and efficiency gain over the MST design

The length of the starting modules of the MST and TMST designs (i.e., the number of items in stage 1 compared to stages 2 and 3) was varied under the medium distribution condition. Table 4.6 displays the mean RMSE(\(\theta\)) of the MST and TMST designs as well as the efficiency gain of the TMST design over the MST design (Gain\(_{\text{MST}}\)) for starting modules with a length that corresponded to \(\frac{1}{5}\), \(\frac{1}{4}\), \(\frac{1}{3}\), and \(\frac{1}{2}\) of the total test length. In addition, Table 4.7 displays the effect sizes for the main effects and the interaction of the factors design and starting module length on RMSE(\(\theta\)) for the mixture population as well as for the ability groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Module Length</th>
<th>Mixture Population</th>
<th>Medium-Ability Group</th>
<th>Low-Ability/High-Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/5 TTL</td>
<td>0.403  0.398  1 (3)</td>
<td>0.394  0.394  0 (0)</td>
<td>0.407  0.399  1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 TTL</td>
<td>0.402  0.398  1 (3)</td>
<td>0.390  0.390  0 (0)</td>
<td>0.408  0.402  1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3 TTL(^a)</td>
<td>0.406  0.398  1 (3)</td>
<td>0.393  0.393  0 (0)</td>
<td>0.412  0.401  2 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 TTL</td>
<td>0.417  0.402  2 (7)</td>
<td>0.397  0.398  0 (0)</td>
<td>0.426  0.405  3 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SE\(_{\text{RMSE}(\theta)}\) < 0.0002 for all conditions and ability groups. Gain\(_{\text{MST}}\)(%) = relative gain over MST design condition in numbers of items and percent (100% = 30 items); TTL = total test length; 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2 TTL corresponds to 6, 8, 10, and 16 items, respectively.

\(^a\)Main condition.
For the mixture population, we found that longer starting modules resulted in higher mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) values for both designs. If the starting module length corresponded to \(\frac{1}{5}\), \(\frac{1}{4}\), or \(\frac{1}{3}\) of the total test length, the TMST design was slightly more efficient than the MST design. In all three conditions, we would need to extend the MST design by one item, or 3% of the total test length, to achieve the same accuracy as with the TMST design. When starting modules of \(\frac{1}{2}\) of the total test length were used, differences in mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the two designs increased. For this condition, the mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the MST design was \(M_{RMSE(\theta)} = 0.417\), and the RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) of the TMST design was \(M_{RMSE(\theta)} = 0.402\). The difference in RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the two designs, or, rather, the efficiency gain of the TMST design over the MST design, corresponded to \(Gain_{MST} = 2\) items or an increase of the total test length by 7%. The effect of the starting module length on RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) was \(\eta^2 = .389\); thus, it was almost as large as the effect of the design on RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) with \(\eta^2 = .409\) (see Table 4.7). The interaction of the design and the starting module length explained the additional 10.1% of the total variance of RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the different simulation conditions.

**Table 4.7. Effect Sizes (\(\eta^2\)) for Main Effects and Interactions of the Factors Design (MST vs. TMST) and Starting Module Length on RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\))**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>Mixture Population</th>
<th>Medium-Ability Group</th>
<th>Low-Ability/High-Ability Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Module Length</td>
<td>.389</td>
<td>.424</td>
<td>.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design (\times) Starting Module Length</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td>.164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the medium-ability group, the MST and TMST designs resulted again in identical mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) values. Accordingly, we found no main effect of the design and no interaction effect for the medium-ability group (i.e., \(\eta^2 = .000\)). Mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) was lowest for this group if the starting module length corresponded to \(\frac{1}{4}\) of the total test length (\(M_{RMSE(\theta)} = 0.390\)), whereas it increased for shorter as well as for longer starting modules. The starting module length accounted for 40.4% of the total variance in RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) between the different simulation conditions for the medium-ability group.

For the low-ability and high-ability groups, mean RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) was lowest for the TMST design with starting modules of \(\frac{1}{5}\) of the total test length (\(M_{RMSE(\theta)} = 0.399\)) and highest for the MST design with a starting module of \(\frac{1}{2}\) of the total test length (\(M_{RMSE(\theta)} = 0.426\)). The main effect of the design (\(\eta^2 = .445\)) was larger than that of the starting module length (\(\eta^2 = .279\)).
Differences in mean RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) between the two designs were larger for longer starting modules than for shorter ones. The related interaction effect was $\eta^2 = .112$. If the starting module length corresponded to $\frac{1}{3}$ of the total test length, we would need to extend the MST design by two items, or 7%, to achieve the same accuracy as with the TMST design. If the starting module length corresponded to $\frac{1}{2}$ of the total test length, we would even need to extend the MST design by three items, or 10%, to achieve the same accuracy as with the TMST design.

In summary, the starting module length was much more relevant for the MST design than for the TMST design, and it was especially relevant for the medium-ability group. The longer the starting module of the MST design, the more disadvantaged were simulees of the high-ability and low-ability groups by the general starting module of moderate difficulty. In contrast, the starting modules of the TMST design were generally more efficient thanks to their targeting to each ability group, causing the length of the starting module to be less relevant under this design condition.

4.3.3.2 RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to ability

Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to the true ability $\theta$ for the MST and TMST designs and the different starting module length conditions. As a reference, the two graphs include the distribution of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) for the linear and traditional targeted designs. In line with the reported differences in mean RMSE($\hat{\theta}$), we found larger differences between the length conditions for the MST design than for the TMST design. Especially noteworthy were the results related to the longest starting modules (i.e., $\frac{1}{2}$ of the total test length). The graph on the right in Figure 4.5 indicates that the distribution of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) of the TMST design with such long starting modules was similar to those of the shorter conditions, and it achieved clearly lower RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) values for high and low abilities than the traditional targeted design. However, as displayed on the left in Figure 4.5, the distribution of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) of the MST design with the longest starting module showed a stronger increase of RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) toward low and high abilities than the other three length conditions and, thereby, reached RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) values comparable to that of the targeted design. Thus, the performance-based routing of the MST design was comparably efficient as the sole a priori assignment of modules based on an ability-related background variable in the targeted design if the first stage included half of the total test.

Finally, Figure 4.6 shows RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) in relation to ability for the different designs by ability group for each length condition. The general curve for the MST design was again overlapping with the curve of the TMST design for the medium-ability group. For the TMST design, Figure 4.6 indicates that as the starting module length increased, so did the differences between the ability groups at a given ability. Nevertheless, RMSE($\hat{\theta}$) was low for simulees close to the mean of the target ability group and, thus, for the broad majority of simulees under all four length conditions (cf. the distributions displayed in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). Only a
limited number of simulees with abilities deviant from the mean ability of their ability group were disadvantaged by long, misallocated starting modules.

Figure 4.5. RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) in relation to ability for the MST and TMST designs with different lengths of starting modules.

Figure 4.6. RMSE(\(\hat{\theta}\)) in relation to ability for the MST and TMST designs with different lengths of starting modules per ability group. LA = low-ability group; MA = medium-ability group; HA = high-ability group.
4.4 Discussion

A good match between item difficulty and student ability is crucial from both measurement and motivational perspectives (Lord, 1980). In this paper, we investigated whether a combination of targeted and performance-based module assignments could increase the efficiency for estimating student ability under the Rasch model over a wide ability range. By means of simulations, we compared the efficiency of TMST designs—an extension of MST designs by targeted starting modules—with that of linear, traditional targeted, and MST designs. As hypothesized, the TMST design achieved the highest overall efficiency of all four designs, independent of the strength of the correlation between ability and the ability-related background variable. The TMST design also achieved higher overall efficiency than the MST design under all four starting module length conditions. The efficiency gain of the TMST design over the targeted design corresponded to up to 13% of the total test length, and the efficiency gain of the TMST design over the MST design corresponded to up to 7% of the total test length. Furthermore, our study allowed for comparing the efficiency of the MST and traditional targeted designs. Results showed that the MST design outperformed the targeted design in overall efficiency. These findings indicate that step-by-step module assignment based on performance is generally more efficient than one-time module assignment based on ability-related background variables. Finally, our results were in line with previous research by showing that the MST design and, therefore, performance-based module assignment, considerably increased measurement efficiency compared to a simple linear test (e.g., Lord, 1971b; Patsula, 1999; Pohl, 2013; Reese, Schnipke, & Luebke, 1999).

To get further insights into the efficiency of TMST designs, we varied the correlation between ability and background variable by manipulating the distance in mean ability between three ability groups. In line with our expectations and with previous results from Pohl (2013), the TMST design achieved the highest efficiency gain over the MST design when the background variable was a strong indicator of students’ true ability. Under this condition, the TMST design achieved a considerably better match between ability and module difficulty within the starting modules than the MST design with its general, untargeted starting module. At the same time, the MST and TMST designs were comparably efficient under the condition of strongly overlapping ability distributions of the groups.

The overall efficiency gain of the TMST design over the targeted design was smaller under the wide distribution than under the medium and narrow distribution conditions. Furthermore, the efficiency gain of the MST design over the targeted design increased with decreasing distance between the ability groups. Analyses of the match between ability and module difficulty illustrated that as the strength of the overlap between the ability groups increased, so did the percentage of misallocated simulees in stage 1 of the TMST and, thus, also in the targeted design as a whole. This finding was in line with results reported by Pohl (2013) for the second wave of a longitudinal MST. However, the TMST design allowed for considerably decreasing the percentage of misallocations through performance-based routing
to stages 2 and 3 under all three distribution conditions. Such a compensation was not available in the targeted design. In contrast, a good indicator of ability could partly compensate for the lack of performance-based routing in the targeted design compared to the MST design.

The difference in efficiency between the designs varied considerably along the ability scale. As hypothesized and in line with previous research (Pohl, 2013), the TMST design achieved a higher efficiency than the other designs for low-ability and high-ability students, particularly if the ability-related variable was a strong indicator of ability. For medium abilities, the MST design was the most efficient because the single starting module was targeted to this ability range and prevented misallocations to easy or difficult starting modules. The analysis of measurement efficiency by ability group showed comparable results. The TMST design was generally more efficient than the other designs for the low-ability and high-ability groups. For the medium-ability group, the TMST design corresponded to the MST design, and they both outperformed the targeted design, which does not compensate for possible misallocations, in overall efficiency. Furthermore, results confirmed our hypothesis that the TMST design outperformed the targeted design for students whose abilities are poorly described by the background variable (i.e., high-ability students in the low-ability group and vice versa). In turn, the MST design outperformed the TMST design for these students because the module assignment in the MST design solely depended on performance and, therefore, was independent of the background variable. Nonetheless, the TMST design achieved the highest overall efficiency for the mixture population as well as within each ability group because the number of students who profited from the targeted assignment in the first stage was larger than the number of disadvantaged students. Interestingly, the targeted design achieved the highest efficiency of all designs for medium abilities within the medium group, which were partly affected by routing errors in the MST and TMST designs. However, this strength of the targeted design was clearly overshadowed by its low efficiency for students with abilities deviant from the group mean.

Finally, we explored the extent to which the efficiency of the MST and TMST designs depended on the length of the starting module. Based on their simulations, Kim and Plake (1993) suggested that longer starting modules should be preferred to shorter ones. However, the length of the starting module was confounded with the total test length in their study. We found that the MST design was most efficient if the starting module length corresponded from $\frac{1}{5}$ up to $\frac{1}{4}$ of the total test length. These results corresponded to those of previous simulations by Verschoor and Eggen (2014). Longer starting modules resulted in an efficiency loss (see also Lord, 1971b). A decrease in efficiency for longer starting modules was also found for the TMST design. However, the efficiency loss was much stronger for the MST design, which included only one general starting module, than for the TMST design, which included three targeted starting modules. The two TMST designs with long starting modules were disadvantageous particularly for students with abilities that strongly deviated from the mean of their ability group. Nevertheless, the vast majority of students, especially those in the low-ability and high-
ability groups, profited from the targeted modules in stage 1, independent of the length of the starting module. Hence, the length of the starting modules seems to be a negligible factor when developing TMST designs.

### 4.4.1 Limitations and Future Research

As in any simulation study, our study included a restricted set of conditions that constrains the generalizability of the results to some extent (Davey, Nering, & Thompson, 1997; Feinberg & Rubright, 2016). First, we included only a limited item pool with Rasch items targeted to the mean abilities of the ability groups or the subpopulations resulting from the routing. A strong variation of item difficulty within a module as well as the use of more complex IRT models could result in different module or test information. This in turn would affect both the accuracy and efficiency of ability estimation (e.g., Lord, 1980; Luecht, 2014). For example, we expect that more peaked module information would further increase the efficiency for abilities close to the target ability, whereas it would decrease the efficiency for abilities deviant from the target ability. At the same time, peaked module information could increase the number of routing errors due to lower information close to the routing cutoff scores (Weissman, 2014). Hence, differences in module information could enlarge or reduce the differences in efficiency between the different designs. It would be interesting to investigate the relationship between module information and efficiency of TMST designs compared to MST designs in more detail to identify the optimal TMST design for a given target population (cf. Verschoor & Eggen, 2014).

Second, we used a fixed test length as well as a fixed number of stages and modules in our simulation study. For longer tests, we hypothesize that the efficiency gain of the TMST design compared to the MST design would be reduced due to the increase in overall measurement accuracy given by the higher number of items, as stated in equation 4.2 (Rost, 2004; see also Stark & Chernyshenko, 2006). In addition, we expect that the efficiency gain of the TMST design compared to the MST design would decrease with increasing adaptivity within the two designs (i.e., more stages or more modules per stage for a given test length). However, increasing the adaptivity of the designs would also increase the test complexity and the effort required to assemble the modules. Previous studies indicated that the limited increase of measurement accuracy does not necessarily justify the increase in complexity for assembling more complex MST designs (e.g., Jodoin, Zenisky, & Hambleton, 2006; for an overview, see Luecht, 2014; Yan, von Davier et al., 2014). Based on these findings and our simulations, we expect a similar relationship for TMST designs. However, the hypothesized relationship between the efficiency of the TMST design and test length, as well as between efficiency and design complexity, should be verified in further studies (cf. Dallas, 2014).

### 4.4.2 Conclusion and Practical Implications

In conclusion, TMST designs refer to an innovative and efficient design type that combines traditional targeted testing with modern computer-based adaptive testing in the form of an MST.
With our simulation study, we extended previous research on the efficiency of different test designs in various ways. We not only introduced the TMST design as a new design type and analyzed its efficiency, but we also provided insights on the relative efficiency of targeted and MST designs. In particular, the efficiency of targeted test designs was not systematically studied in the past. As a consequence, our study allows for comparing the efficiency of module assignment based on ability-related background variables to those of performance-based module assignment. Our results indicated that the performance-based module assignment in the MST and TMST designs could substantially increase measurement efficiency compared to pure targeted module assignment based on ability-related background variables. When the target population spanned a narrow ability range, and the ability-related background variable was a poor indicator of students’ true ability, the MST and TMST designs achieved comparable measurement efficiency. Hence, MST designs might be the better choice under this condition because they require fewer items in the starting modules than TMST designs, making them easier and cheaper to implement. However, TMST designs are a good option if the target population spans a wide ability range and a reliable ability-related background variable is available. Thanks to the targeted starting modules, TMST designs allow for taking low and high abilities into account from the first stage onward. As a result, TMST designs not only ensured efficient measurement of high-ability and low-ability students but also prevented underload and overload due to too-easy or too-difficult items.

In practice, the development and application of a TMST design brings about similar challenges and requirements as the development of an MST design. Given the limited research on TMST, we suggest practitioners follow the literature on MST (Hendrickson, 2007; Yan, von Davier et al., 2014; Zenisky et al., 2010) to clarify questions on the structure of the design (e.g., number of stages, number of segments per stage, routing rules, etc.). A crucial additional complexity of TMST compared to MST is the selection of a suitable ability-related background variable for the targeted assignment in the first stage. This variable must both provide reliable information about the students’ true ability and be perceived as a fair criterion by the test takers, especially in the context of high-stakes testing. Objective criteria, such as school grade, exam grade, or performance-related school type, might be more acceptable to determine the starting module than, for example, teacher ratings. School grade as an indicator of number of years of education might be an especially well-accepted criterion for low-stakes as well as for high-stakes TMSTs. Exam grades or performance-related school types might be more difficult to justify in a high-stakes context and, thus, are rather recommended for low-stakes formative assessments. Consequently, TMST designs are a valuable extension of traditional MST designs to increase measurement efficiency in assessments for populations with a wide ability range, and they are particularly suitable for formative assessments.
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Chapter 5. Development and Validation of a Vertical Scale for Formative Assessment in Mathematics

Abstract

Regular formative assessment of students’ abilities across multiple school grades requires a reliable and valid vertical scale. A vertical scale is a precondition not only for comparing assessment results over time and for measuring progress, but also for identifying the most informative items for each individual student within a large item bank independent of the student’s grade to increase measurement efficiency. In this study, we described the development of a vertical scale for formative assessment of third- through ninth-grade students’ mathematics abilities based on item response theory methods. We investigated the psychometric properties of the vertical unidimensional Rasch scale by means of item analysis, as well as by comparing two different calibration procedures, namely concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration. Furthermore, we evaluated the content-related validity of the scale by contrasting the calibration procedure’s empirical outcomes—i.e., the item-difficulty estimates—with the theoretical, content-related item difficulties reflected by the underlying competence levels of the curriculum, which served as a content framework for developing the scale. Besides analyzing the general match between empirical and content-related item difficulty, we also explored, by means of correlation and multiple regression analyses, whether their match differed for items related to different curriculum cycles (i.e., primary vs. secondary school), domains, or competencies within mathematics. The results indicated satisfying item fit and a close match between the outcomes of the concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures, underpinning the unidimensionality and stability of the scale from a psychometric perspective. In addition, we found strong correlations between the empirical and content-related item difficulties, which emphasized the scale’s content-related validity. Further analysis showed a higher correlation between empirical and content-related item difficulty at the primary compared with the secondary school level. Across the different curriculum domains and most of the curriculum competencies, we found comparable correlations, implying that the scale is a good indicator of the math ability stated in the curriculum.

5.1 Introduction

Several studies have pointed to the positive effect from formative feedback on learning and self-regulation (e.g., Campbell & Levin, 2009; Carlson, Borman, & Robinson, 2011; Cawelti & Protheroe, 2001; Lai, McNaughton, Amituanai Toloa, Turner, & Hsiao, 2009). Hattie (2009) even identified feedback as one of the most powerful influences on school achievement in his synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses. Modern computer technology can be used as a tool for providing formative feedback in classrooms on a regular basis (e.g., Brown, 2013; Hattie & Brown, 2007), and for implementing complex measurement models and item-selection algorithms that support teachers in providing objective, reliable, and valid feedback (e.g., Glas & Geerlings, 2009; Tomasik, Berger, & Moser, 2018; Wauters, Desmet, & Noortgate, 2010).

In Northwestern Switzerland, four cantons—Aargau, Basel-Landschaft, Basel-Stadt, and Solothurn—joined forces to develop a computer-based, formative feedback system for classrooms (Tomasik et al., 2018; see also https://www.mindsteps.ch/) to serve teachers and their nearly 100,000 third- through ninth-grade students as an instrument for data-based decision making (Schildkamp, Lai, & Earl, 2013; van der Kleij, Vermeulen, Schildkamp, & Eggen, 2015). The system’s purpose is to support teachers and students in collecting objective information about students’ current abilities, i.e., strengths and weaknesses, as well as learning progress within the domains and competencies stated in the curriculum for four school subjects: German, the schools’ language; English and French, the two foreign languages taught; and mathematics. Based on this information, teachers and students can define appropriate learning goals, evaluate progress in realizing these goals over time, and adjust teaching, learning environments, or goals if necessary (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; van der Kleij et al., 2015).

To provide targeted feedback on students and teachers’ specific needs, the system is conceptualized as an item bank with several-thousand assessment items that teachers and students can select based on curriculum-related, as well as empirical, criteria, such as curriculum-related competence levels or empirical item-difficulty estimates. As a basis for representing item difficulties on a common scale, the system uses item response theory (IRT, de Ayala, 2009; Lord, 1980), or rather the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960), as an underlying measurement model. One advantage of this measurement approach is that it allows for directly comparing assessment results related to different item sets. Thus, each student can work on a targeted selection of items within the item bank, but still compare results with those of other students, as well as with their own results from earlier assessments. In addition, the IRT approach supports targeted item selection through algorithms for computerized adaptive testing (CAT), which use preliminary ability estimates during assessment for selecting the most appropriate and informative items for each individual student (van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Wainer, 2000).

Within this context, two basic prerequisites for implementing such a competence-based feedback system are clear content specifications, which guide the assessment items’
development for the item bank (Webb, 2006), and a vertical measurement scale, which allows for monitoring and comparing students’ abilities over several school grades (Young, 2006). For Northwestern Switzerland, the competence-based curriculum Lehrplan 21, which was made available to German-speaking cantons in Switzerland in autumn 2014 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014), is an obvious choice as a basis for the content specifications. However, it is a more challenging endeavor to develop a vertical measurement scale based on IRT methods to represent students’ competence levels over seven school grades (i.e., from third to ninth grades) as stated in the curriculum. Results from previous studies on vertical scaling indicated that the interpretation of growth or progress on a vertical IRT scale might depend on various decisions made during the calibration process (see Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Harris, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014, for a general overview). One of the principal factors investigated in previous research was the impact of different linking-calibration approaches—namely concurrent vs. grade-by-grade calibration—on the resulting growth patterns. However, results from these studies are mixed and do not provide clear guidance for the practical implementation of vertical scales based on IRT methods. Some studies identified concurrent calibration as superior to grade-by-grade calibration (e.g., Hanson & Béguin, 1999; Kim & Cohen, 1998), while others reported the opposite (e.g., Béguin, Hanson, & Glas, 2000; Ito, Sykes, & Yao, 2008). In addition, several studies point out diverse interactions between the calibration approach and various other decisions during the development of the vertical scale, such as choice of IRT model, data-collection design, number of linking items, or test specifications (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Lei & Zhao, 2012; Pomplun, Omar, & Custer, 2004; Tong & Kolen, 2007; see also Harris, 2007). Simulation studies might help investigate selected combinations of scaling decisions systematically. However, in practice, the best combination of decisions might depend largely on the vertical scale’s specific measurement objectives, changes in ability distribution across grades (e.g., Keller & Hambleton, 2013), or the extent to which the data meet the strict assumptions of unidimensionality and parameter invariance in the underlying IRT model (Béguin et al., 2000; Pohl, Haberkorn, & Carstensen, 2015; Tong & Kolen, 2007).

One important aspect missing from the aforementioned extant studies was an external criterion for validating the vertical scale, specifically a criterion that allows for justifying the decisions taken during test development and item calibration, while considering the concrete, latent construct or ability to be measured, and for verifying the resulting growth pattern as the true one (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Harris, 2007; Ito et al., 2008; Tong & Kolen, 2007). To close this gap, in the present study, we used content-related item difficulties—i.e., content experts’ difficulty ratings based on the items’ localization within the curriculum—as a basis for validating a new vertical IRT scale. In particular, we described the development of a vertical scale for formative assessment for third through ninth grades for the example case of mathematics. Given the mixed results from studies comparing concurrent vs. grade-by-grade calibration procedures, we applied both procedures and compared the two procedures’ outcomes to detect potential model misfit (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen...
& Brennan, 2014). Our study’s focus lied in the validation of the final scaling decisions and, thus, the vertical scale. To this end, we contrasted the item calibration’s outcomes with the underlying content specifications derived from the curriculum for mathematics. More precisely, we investigated the extent to which the empirical item-difficulty parameters resulting from the calibration reflected the items’ content-related difficulties based on their assignment to specific competence levels of the curriculum by means of cross-sectional data from a pretest calibration sample.

5.1.1 Curriculum Lehrplan 21 as Content Framework

The curriculum, Lehrplan 21, describes the competencies that students should acquire from kindergarten until the end of compulsory school, providing teachers and schools with a basis for planning their teaching and evaluating students’ progress (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014, 2016b; see also www.lehrplan.ch). Within the subject of mathematics, the curriculum is structured hierarchically into three domains (i.e., “number and variable,” “form and space,” and “measures, functions, data, and probability”), 26 competencies, and various competence levels (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a). Within each competency, the curriculum calls for a continuous development of the competency over the school years, whereas mastery of lower competence levels is a precondition for mastering more advanced competence levels (see also Bundesinstitut für Bildungsforschung, Innovation & Entwicklung, 2011; Reusser, 2014). Furthermore, the curriculum delineates three different cycles—kindergarten to second grade, third to sixth grades, and seventh to ninth grades; defines basic requirements for each cycle, i.e., the minimal competence levels that students need to master at the end of each cycle; and states two points of orientation at the end of fourth and eighth grades. The cycles, basic requirements, and points of orientation anchor the competence levels and, thus, the development of competencies, across the 11 compulsory school years. However, the curriculum focuses much more on the development of students’ competence levels across grades than on the specific competencies within a particular school grade, thereby following a domain definition of growth as defined by Kolen and Brennan (2014, pp. 429–431).

Figure 5.1 provides an example of a mathematics competency, namely MA.1.A.2, which covers “counting, ordering, estimating” and is part of the domain “number and variable” (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a). Within this competency, the mathematics curriculum distinguishes between 10 different competence levels of increasing difficulty (i.e., levels a to j). For each competence level, it provides detailed descriptions of what students should know to master the level. The first three levels, a to c, belong to the curriculum’s first cycle, whereas the gray, highlighted level c refers to this cycle’s basic requirements. Levels d to g refer to the curriculum’s second cycle, with level g including this
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MA.1.A.2</th>
<th>Die Schülerinnen und Schüler ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>» können bis zu 20 Elemente auszählen und Zahlpositionen vergleichen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im Zahlenraum bis 20 von beliebigen Zahlen aus vorwärts und rückwärts zählen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können in 2er-Schritten vorwärts zählen, von 2 bis 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Fingerbilder von 1 bis 10 spontan zeigen sowie Anzahlen bis 5 ohne Zählen erfassen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im Zahlenraum bis 100 in 1er-, 2er-, 5er- und 10er-Schritten vorwärts zählen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im 100er-Raum Zahlen ordnen (z.B. auf dem Zahlenstrahl und auf der 100er-Tafel).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im Zahlenraum bis 100 von beliebigen Zahlen aus vorwärts und rückwärts zählen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im Zahlenraum bis 100 von beliebigen 10er-Zahlen aus in 2er-, 5er- und 10er-Schritten vorwärts und rückwärts zählen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Zahlen bis 1’000 ordnen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können im Zahlenraum bis 1 Million von beliebigen Zahlen aus in angemessenen Schritten vorwärts und rückwärts zählen (z.B. von 320’000 in 20’000er-Schritten).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Zahlen bis 1 Million ordnen (z.B. die ungefähre Position von 72’000 auf einem Zahlenstrahl bestimmen).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können von beliebigen Dezimalzahlen aus in angemessenen Schritten vorwärts und rückwärts zählen (z.B. von 0.725 in 0.005er-Schritten).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Brüche mit den Nennern 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, 100 ordnen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Dezimalzahlen ordnen (z.B. 1.043; 1.43; 1.05; 1.5; 1.403).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können Grundoperationen mit natürlichen Zahlen überschlagen (z.B. 13’567 + 28’902 = 40’000; 592’000 : 195 = 600’000 : 200).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>» können Summen und Differenzen mit Dezimalzahlen überschlagen (z.B. 0.723 - 0.04 = 0.7; 23’268 + 4’785 = 28’000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können in Prozentrechnungen Ergebnisse überschlagen (z.B. 263 von 830 sind etwa 30%; 45% von 13’000 sind mehr als 5’000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» Erweiterung: können Produkte und Quotienten von Dezimalzahlen überschlagen. (z.B. 0.382 : 42.8 → 0.4 : 40 = 0.4 : 4 : 10 = 0.01; 32.7 : 0.085 → 30 : 0.1 = 300 : 1 = 300).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>» können positive und negative rationale Zahlen auf dem Zahlenstrahl ordnen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 5.1. Extract of the curriculum, *Lehrplan 21*: Example of a mathematics competency and its competence levels. Orange, blue, and green frames indicate the curriculum cycles: cycle 1 = kindergarten through second grade; cycle 2 = third through sixth grades; cycle 3 = seventh through ninth grades. Gray levels refer to the basic requirements within a cycle, and red, dotted lines serve as orientations at the ends of fourth and eighth grades. From *Lehrplan 21: Mathematik* (p. 11), by Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016, Luzern, retrieved from https://v-fe.lehrplan.ch/container/V_FE_DE_Fachbereich_MA.pdf Copyright 2016 by Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz. Reprinted with permission.*
cycle’s basic requirements. Levels h to j belong to the third cycle, with level j providing basic requirements. In addition, two red, dotted lines serve as orientation points for students’ competence levels at the end of grades 4 and 8. Thus, the curriculum contains detailed competence descriptions for distinct competencies and levels, as well as references to minimal standards for certain school grades. As such, it serves as an ideal basis—i.e., content framework—for developing targeted items to assess students’ ability formatively at various points in time during compulsory school years.

5.1.2 Vertical Scaling Based on Item Response Theory Methods

5.1.2.1 Justifying a vertical scale

To monitor students’ development along the competencies and competence levels stated in the curriculum, a vertical measurement scale is required, which refers to “an extended score scale that spans a series of grades and allows the estimation of student growth along a continuum” (Young, 2006, p. 469; see also Briggs, 2013; Harris, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Such a scale is the basis for comparing the outcomes of various consecutive measurement occasions and, thus, for measuring progress, analyzing students’ growth in relation to vertically moderated standards, and CAT across grades (e.g., Cizek, 2005; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Ferrara, Johnson, & Chen, 2005). A precondition for justifying a vertical scale is the assumption that the measured abilities or competencies are continuously stimulated and increased over time (Young, 2006). In contrast to horizontal scales, which represent one specific age or grade group’s abilities, vertical scales combine test forms or item sets that vary in their mean difficulty, reflecting the broad ability range that must be covered when assessing ability over several school grades. However, even though the different assessment forms refer to different difficulty levels, the underlying latent construct needs to remain constant from a content perspective. Otherwise, a unidimensional vertical scale cannot be justified.

5.1.2.2 Test designs for vertical scaling

Kolen and Brennan (2014, pp. 431–434) distinguish between three different test designs for collecting data (i.e., student responses) to establish vertical scales based on IRT methods: (1) equivalent group designs; (2) common item designs; and (3) scaling test designs. In equivalent group designs, groups with equivalent ability distribution within a school grade are randomly assigned to answer items related to their own, adjacent lower, or adjacent higher grade. The linking within each grade is based on the assumption that all groups have comparable ability distributions. The linking between grades is based on items administered to two adjacent grades. Administering identical items to students from adjacent grades is the basic idea of common item designs, the second design type. The advantage of this design type is that it doesn’t require equivalent groups, only common items, i.e., linking items, to link several item blocks. Linking items serves not only to establish a link between two grades, but also to align overlapping item blocks within one grade. Scaling test designs, the third design type, is similar to common item designs to the extent that students from different school grades solve identical items. However,
when applying a scaling test design, common items are shared not only between adjacent grades. Instead, one block of items, namely the scaling test, is administered to all involved grades. Besides the scaling test, students from each grade answer items related to their specific grade.

From these three designs, scaling test designs are the most consistent with a domain definition of growth and are the first choice in such a context from a theoretical perspective (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). In contrast, common item designs are the easiest to implement in practice under the condition that it is reasonable to administer the same items to students from adjacent grades from a content perspective (Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Equivalent group designs require more complex administration procedures within one school grade to ensure samples with equivalent ability distributions. Scaling test design requires that identical items be administered to students from even more school grades, which is difficult to justify from a content perspective if the target population spans seven school years, as in our case.

5.1.2.3 Calibration and linking based on IRT methods

After administering the items to students by means of the data-collection designs described above, the items need to be calibrated to establish a vertical measurement scale. Within the Rasch model’s context, item calibration refers to establishing model fit and estimating the difficulty parameter, $\beta_i$, of item $i$ based on response data by means of maximum likelihood estimation procedures (Eggen & Verhelst, 2011; Vale & Gialluca, 1988). Generally, two different procedures are used to link IRT-based item-difficulty parameters to a common vertical scale across multiple grades: concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration (Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). Under the concurrent procedure (Wingersky & Lord, 1983), all item parameters are estimated in one single calibration run, whereby different underlying population ability distributions need to be specified for each grade group (DeMars, 2002; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011). By factoring in the groups’ differences in ability, this procedure directly maps all item parameters onto one common scale by means of linking items shared by two adjacent grades.

In contrast, item parameters are estimated separately for each grade under the grade-by-grade calibration procedure. These parameters then are transformed into one common scale by means of linear transformations via

$$\beta_{ix} = A \beta_{iy} + B,$$

in which $x$ and $y$ refer to the two scales, and $A$ and $B$ refer to the two linking constants. Different methods allow for determining the linking constants, one of the most accurate and popular methods of which is the Stocking and Lord method (Stocking & Lord, 1983; e.g., Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Kolen & Brennan, 2014), which determines linking constants by minimizing differences between linking items’ item characteristic curves (ICCs) between two grades. To link parameters over more than two grades, several transformation steps are required for grades, which are placed further apart from the base grade level. For example, if third grade serves as
the base level, parameters for fifth grade require a transformation with $A_{34}$ and $B_{34}$, as well as with $A_{45}$ and $B_{45}$.

As reported earlier, previous research comparing concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures yielded mixed results and didn’t provide clear guidance for practical implementation of vertical scales based on IRT methods. From a theoretical perspective, concurrent calibration might be superior to grade-by-grade calibration. According to Kolen and Brennan (2014, p. 444), it “is expected to produce more stable results because it makes use of all of the available information for parameter estimation.” Furthermore, the concurrent procedure is less prone to errors because it doesn’t require the estimation of linking constants, which can elicit additional estimation errors, and it is more efficient because it requires only one calibration run (Briggs & Weeks, 2009). However, Kolen and Brennan (2014) also listed several arguments that support the use of grade-by-grade calibration in a practical context (e.g., Hanson & Béguin, 2002). First, grade-by-grade calibration has the advantage of allowing for direct comparison of item-parameter estimates between two adjacent grades and, thus, for investigating potential deficiencies in parameter invariance across school grades. Investigating parameter invariance also is possible under the concurrent-calibration approach, but it requires—depending on the calibration software—additional calibration runs for subsamples of data. Second, separate calibrations for each grade group are based on smaller and simpler data matrices than concurrent calibration, which includes all available data at once. As a result, the estimation procedure converges faster, so convergence problems are less likely. Last, but not least, grade-by-grade calibration might be more robust against the violation of unidimensionality assumption because it considers only data from two school grades (Béguin et al., 2000; Béguin & Hanson, 2001; Hanson & Béguin, 2002). Thus, separate calibration might be the first choice if the empirical data cannot perfectly be described through the IRT model. Against this backdrop, Hanson and Béguin (2002), as well as Kolen and Brennan (2014), recommended applying both procedures when developing a vertical scale. Differences between the two procedures’ outcomes might help detect serious problems in the calibration process, such as multidimensionality and, thus, model misfit (Hanson & Béguin, 2002).

5.1.3 The Present Study

In this study, we described the development of a vertical Rasch scale for the formative assessment of students’ ability in mathematics from third through ninth grades. Furthermore, we investigated this scale’s validity for mapping competency development from third through ninth grades, as stated in the curriculum, Lehrplan 21. Specifically, we aimed to answer the following three research questions:

I. Do the items developed on the basis of the curriculum, Lehrplan 21, and targeted to third through ninth grades fit a unidimensional vertical Rasch scale?
II. Do the item calibration’s empirical outcomes—i.e., item-difficulty estimates—match the theoretical, content-related item difficulties that reflect the curriculum’s underlying competence levels?

III. Does the match between the empirical item-difficulty estimates and the theoretical, content-related item difficulties differ for items related to different curriculum cycles, domains, or competencies?

The research questions were addressed through data from a cross-sectional calibration study with third- through ninth-grade students from Northwestern Switzerland. To tackle the first research question, we performed in-depth item analyses. Moreover, we contrasted the outcomes of concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration, and compared the estimated item-difficulty parameters’ stability across school grades. We hypothesized that both calibration procedures would result in similar outcomes and that item-difficulty parameters are invariant across school grades. For the second and third research questions, we assumed a strong positive relationship between the empirical item-difficulty estimates and content-related item difficulties. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the relationship’s strength is similar across different curriculum cycles, domains, and competencies.

### 5.2 Method

#### 5.2.1 Content-Related Item Difficulty

Our content experts identified 18 out of the 26 different mathematics competencies from the curriculum, *Lehrplan 21* (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a) as assessable through computer-based items with clear answer formats (e.g., multiple choice, short text, drag-and-drop items). Within these competencies, they identified competence levels ranging from the basic requirements of cycle 1 to the penultimate or ultimate competence level of cycle 3 as relevant for students in third through ninth grades. The number of competence levels within this target range varies between five and 10, resulting in some competence levels that span a broader part of primary and secondary school than others. To compare the levels’ relative difficulty over the different competencies, we aligned the competence levels according to the basic requirements for cycles 1, 2, and 3 and according to the orientation points for the end of grades 4 and 8 (cf. Figure 5.1). This procedure’s outcome is a matrix presented in Table 5.1. On one hand, this matrix served as a basis for the item-calibration test design, which we describe in more detail in the next section, and for item development. Item developers were instructed to construct items that can be assigned clearly to one competence level each (e.g., MA.1.A.2.f) and, therefore, are related to one single competency (MA.1.A.2), domain (MA.1.A), and curriculum cycle (C2). On the other hand, we used the matrix to translate each competence level into a score on a scale from 1 to 11, which served as a measure of content-related difficulty (CRD) for our analyses (see Table 5.1, last row). Competence levels spanning
Table 5.1. Overview of 18 Mathematics Competencies from Curriculum, *Lehrplan 21*, and the Alignment of Their Competence Levels with the Scale for CRD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains Competencies</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Counting, ordering, estimating</td>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, exponentiation</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Terms and equations, principles, and rules</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Numbers and operations</td>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Verification of results</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Calculation pathways</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1 Generalization of patterns</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2 Decomposition and composition of figures and objects</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2 Computation of lengths, surfaces, and volumes</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2 Exploration of lengths, surfaces, and volumes</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2 Geometric figures and objects in different positions</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2 Coordinate systems</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Variables</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Statistics, combinatorics, and probability</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Data collection, ordering, presentation, analysis, interpretation</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Mathematization of situations and verification of results</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3 Terms, formulas, equations, tables</td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content-related difficulty (CRD) | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 10 | 11

*Note.* Competence levels were aligned based on the basic requirements’ (BR) definition for each cycle and the orientation points (OP) for cycles 2 and 3 (cf. Figure 5.1). MA.1 = “number and variable,” MA.2 = “form and space,” and MA.3 = “measures, functions, data, and probability.”
more than one scale unit were represented by the underlying scale units’ mean (e.g., CRD = 4.5 for level f of competency MA.1.A.2).

5.2.2 Calibration Design

5.2.2.1 Common item design

To establish a vertical scale for measuring students’ abilities in mathematics from third through ninth grades, we developed a common item design, which included 520 mathematics items representing the 18 competencies described in Table 5.1. Table 5.2 provides a macro-level design overview. Generally, we administered a combination of grade-specific and linking items to each grade, with 240 grade-specific items administered to one grade only (highlighted in light blue in Table 5.2) and 280 linking items administered to two adjacent grades (highlighted in dark blue in Table 5.2) to link the various grades. The design contained one exception to the general structure. Due to the broad, overlapping ability range within the eighth and ninth grades, the design disregarded grade-specific items for eighth grade for the benefit of a larger amount of linking items dedicated to both grades.

Table 5.2. Macro-Level Common Item Design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target grade level</th>
<th>Samples per grade</th>
<th>N of obs. per item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9 a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–9 b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Grade-specific items are highlighted in light blue; linking items are highlighted in dark blue.

To reduce the workload for individual students, we further divided the items dedicated to each grade over five booklets. Most of the items were included in two booklets, whereas grade-specific items were included in two booklets within one grade group, and linking items
were included in two booklets of adjacent grade groups. To balance the design regarding the number of items per competency, 40 out of the 80 linking items between eighth and ninth grades were included in four different booklets (see Table 5.2 for an overview of the number of observations per item per grade and in total). An extract from the resulting design is displayed in Table 5.3. In total, the design comprised 35 linked booklets with 32 items in each booklet.

*Table 5.3. Extract of Micro-Level Common Item Design.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target grade level</th>
<th>Booklets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Grade-specific items are highlighted in light blue; linking items are highlighted in dark blue.*
5.2.2.2 Distribution of content within design

Four practical requirements guided content distribution within the design. First, we aimed to include approximately 29 items from each of the 18 competencies in the design (i.e., 520 divided by 18 competencies). Second, the number of items per competence level should correspond to the width of the competence levels as displayed in Table 5.1. Third, the booklets should comprise pairs of items related to the same competency to prevent constant switching between topics. Last, but not least, each booklet should include as many different competencies as possible, given the other three requirements. As a result, the 35 booklets comprised, on average, $M = 12.457$ items of the domain “number and variable” ($SD = 1.379$), $M = 8.800$ items of the domain “form and space” ($SD = 1.828$), and $M = 10.743$ items related to the domain “measures, functions, data, and probability” ($SD = 1.686$). Each booklet included, on average, items related to $M = 12.829$ different competencies ($SD = 1.361$), and each competency was represented by $M = 28.889$ items ($SD = 4.351$).

5.2.3 Item Calibration

5.2.3.1 Sample

In spring 2017 and 2018, we administered the 35 mathematics booklets to a sample of 2,733 students from schools in Northwestern Switzerland. The mathematics booklets were available for teachers besides other assessment templates in a first version of the computer-based assessment system MINDSTEPS (Tomasik et al., 2018). Teachers were invited to administer the booklets to their students during school lessons to support the calibration of the system’s item pool. In line with the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles and Code

Table 5.4. Overview of Total Sample for Percentage of Excluded Students with a High Amount of Missing Responses and Calibration Sample per Grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>$N_{total}$</th>
<th>$%$ of $P_{NA} \geq \frac{1}{3}$</th>
<th>$N_{calib}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,733</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>2,436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $P_{NA} =$ Percentage of missing responses for a student on his or her test.
of Conduct, as well as with the Swiss Psychological Society’s Ethical Guidelines, written informed consent from students and their parents was not required for this study because it was based on the assessment of normal educational practices and curricula in educational settings (i.e., solving a computer-based mathematics assessment at school; American Psychological Association, 2017; Swiss Psychological Society, 2003). Given that the assessments were very low-stakes for students and teachers, we excluded students with a high percentage of missing responses, i.e., students who didn’t answer one-third or more of the items presented to them. This yielded a calibration sample of N = 2,436 students. Table 5.4 displays the sample size per grade, as well as the percentage of students excluded prior to the calibration due to too many missing responses.

### 5.2.3.2 Calibration procedures

The computer-based assessment system automatically scored students’ responses, with wrong or omitted responses scored as 0, and correct responses scored as 1. To detect possible calibration problems, we used both concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures to generate marginal maximum likelihood (MML) estimates of the item parameters from the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960). Outcome differences from the two calibration procedures would indicate multidimensionality, thereby suggesting scale instability (e.g., Béguin & Hanson, 2001). For both procedures, we used the software package TAM (Kiefer, Robitzsch, & Wu, 2016) within the development environment R (R Core Team, 2016). First, the dichotomized response data were calibrated concurrently over all school grades. Separate population ability distributions were estimated for each school grade to ensure unbiased parameter estimation (DeMars, 2002; Eggen & Verhelst, 2011). The mean of the sixth-grade population (i.e., the center of the vertical scale) was constrained to 0. Second, the response data were calibrated separately for each school grade. All item parameters from this grade-by-grade calibration subsequently were transformed to the sixth-grade scale using the characteristic curve transformation method by Stocking and Lord (1983, see also González & Wiberg, 2017; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). The transformation resulted in two item-difficulty parameters for each linking item. By means of the unit-weighted average method (McKinley, 1988), we combined the two difficulty estimates for each linking item to one single parameter. To estimate student ability as a basis for determining the populations’ mean abilities, the weighted maximum likelihood (WML) method proposed by Warm (1989) was used.

### 5.2.4 Item Analysis

To investigate whether the items fit a unidimensional vertical Rasch scale and, thus, address our first research question, we analyzed, for each item, the number of observations and response patterns, item discrimination, items’ fit to the overall Rasch model, and parameter invariance across school grades. We defined four criteria for identifying problematic items, which we excluded from the final vertical scale. First, items with equal or less than three correct or incorrect responses were excluded because such a low variation within the response pattern
would result in large standard errors in the particular item’s difficulty estimate. Moreover, the low variation might indicate a large mismatch between the item’s target difficulty as estimated by the content experts during test development and the item’s true difficulty. Second, we excluded items with a discrimination of \( r_t \leq .10 \). Third, item fit was analyzed based on the concurrent calibration by means of the root mean square deviation (RMSD), a standardized index of the difference between the expected and observed item characteristic curve (Oliveri & von Davier, 2011). RMSD was calculated separately for each school grade. For linking items assigned to two school grades, we additionally computed the weighted root mean square deviation (WRMSD; von Davier, Weeks, Chen, Allen, & van der Velden, 2016; Yamamoto, Khorramdel, & von Davier, 2016). An RMSD value of 0 indicates a perfect fit of the item to the model, whereas higher values indicate poorer fit. In this study, we rejected items with a MaxRMSD > .20 (i.e., with RMSD > .20 in at least one school grade), as well as linking items with a WRMSD > .20. Fourth, we investigated parameter invariance (e.g., Rupp & Zumbo, 2016) over school grades by comparing linking items’ grade-specific item-difficulty estimates. For each linking-item set (e.g., linking items between third and fourth grades), we plotted a 99% confidence interval based on each item pair’s mean difficulty, each pair’s mean standard error, and the item set’s overall mean for each of the two grades (cf. Luppescu, 1991). Items that fell outside the 99% confidence band were excluded. In addition, we computed the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the difficulty estimates related to the two grades. After excluding all misfitting items based on these four criteria, we recalibrated the remaining items. This procedure was repeated until all remaining items fulfilled our evaluation criteria.

5.2.5 Data Analysis

Besides item analyses, we also addressed our first research question related to the fit of the items to a unidimensional vertical Rasch scale by comparing the outcomes of the two calibration procedures. Namely, we compared the populations’ mean abilities per school grade, estimated through the two procedures. In addition, we computed Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients between the two procedures’ item-difficulty estimates over all items, as well as per school grade. Divergences between the two calibration procedures could indicate multidimensionality (e.g., Béguin & Hanson, 2001) and, thus, scale instability.

To explore the scale’s validity from a content perspective and, therefore, address our second and third research questions, we performed the following analyses. First, we investigated the relationship between the difficulty estimates from the final scale and the CRD by means of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. Because of the relatively small sample sizes, we used a simulation-based approach to factor in the estimated difficulty parameters’ error when calculating the correlations. Namely, we followed five steps:
(1) We specified a normal distribution $N_i(\hat{\beta}_i, SD[\hat{\beta}_i])$ for each item $i$, in which $\hat{\beta}_i$ refers to the difficulty parameter of item $i$ from the calibration, and $SD(\hat{\beta}_i)$ refers to the standard deviation calculated based on the standard error of $\hat{\beta}_i$.

(2) We randomly drew $k = 10,000$ samples $S_{ik}$ of size $n_i$ from $N_i$, in which $n_i$ was equal to the number of observed responses for item $i$.

(3) For each $S_{ik}$, we calculated the estimate $\hat{\beta}_{ik}^*$ as the mean of $S_{ik}$, and we stored these estimates in a matrix with $i \times k$ elements.

(4) For each of the estimates’ $k$ samples, we computed the correlation $r_k$ between the estimated difficulty parameters and the CRD, as well as the related $p$-value $p_k$.

(5) Finally, we calculated the estimates $r^*$ and $p^*$ as the mean and related standard errors $SE(r^*)$ and $SE(p^*)$ as the standard deviation of $r_k$ and $p_k$ over the $k$ samples; $r^*$ and $p^*$ were computed not only over the total item pool, but also separately for each curriculum cycle, domain, and competency.

With this approach, we were able to reproduce $\hat{\beta}_i$ and $SE(\hat{\beta}_i)$. For each item, $\hat{\beta}_i^*$—i.e., the mean over $\hat{\beta}_{ik}^*$—corresponded to $\hat{\beta}_i$, and $SE(\hat{\beta}_i^*)$—i.e., the standard deviation of $\hat{\beta}_{ik}^*$—corresponded to $SE(\hat{\beta}_i)$, resulting in correlations of $r = 1.00$. To compare the resulting correlation coefficients between cycles, domains, and competencies, we performed omnibus tests (Paul, 1989), as well as subsequent range tests (Levy, 1976), by means of the computer program INCOR (Silver, Zaikina, Hittner, & May, 2008).

Second, the variation in item difficulty within each CRD category was investigated by means of boxplots and scatterplots. A boxplot was used to illustrate the general variation in item difficulty, and several scatterplots were used to visualize the relationship between item difficulty and CRD on different curriculum levels (i.e., per cycle, per domain, and per competency).

Finally, we performed three multiple linear regression analyses to investigate possible interaction effects between CRD and (1) curriculum cycles, (2) domains, and (3) competencies on the prediction of the empirical item-difficulty parameters. Similarly, for estimating correlation coefficients, we also used a simulation-based approach to factor in the estimated difficulty parameters’ errors for the regression analyses. Steps 1 to 3 were identical to the procedure described above. In step 4, we ran the multiple linear regressions for each of the 10,000 samples of $\hat{\beta}_{ik}^*$ and computed the regression parameters (i.e., adjusted $R^2_k$, $F_k$ and the related $p$-value $p_{F_k}$, $B_k$ and the related $p$-value $p_{B_k}$). In step 5, we then calculated the adjusted $R^2^*$, $F^*$, $p_{F^*}$, $B^*$, and $p_{B^*}$ as the mean and related standard errors as the regression parameters’ standard deviation over the $k$ samples.
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Item Calibration

The median of the number of observations per item corresponded to $Mdn = 113.5$ students ($IQR = 79 – 191.25$) in total, and $Mdn = 62$ students within one grade group ($IQR = 38 – 118$) for linking items. Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the number of observations and scores per item, as well as item-fit statistics from the first calibration run, including all 520 items. Based on these findings, we excluded 48 of the 520 items from the final calibration (i.e., 9.2% of the original item pool), with 18 of these excluded because of low variation in the response data (i.e., number of correct or incorrect responses $\leq 3$). These items were either too easy or too difficult for the target population and, thus, could not be estimated accurately. Furthermore, 10 items were excluded because they discriminated very badly between low-ability and high-ability students (i.e., $r_{it} \leq .10$), nine indicated large item misfit (i.e., $WRMSD \geq .20$ or $MaxRMSD \geq .20$) in the first calibration run, and two indicated large item misfit after recalibration in the second and third calibration runs. The correlation between grade-specific item difficulties from adjacent grades is shown in Figure 5.3. The red curves indicate cut-off criteria for excluding items from the final scale; i.e., the upper and lower limit of the 99%
confidence interval. Generally, the item parameters for adjacent grade groups were very highly correlated. The lowest correlation was found between fourth and fifth grades ($r = .816$), and the highest correlation was found between eighth and ninth grades ($r = .962$). Based on the plots in Figure 5.3, nine linking items were excluded due to a large difference between the two grade-specific difficulty parameters.

![Figure 5.3](image)

*Figure 5.3. Correlation between grade-specific item difficulties from adjacent grades. The red curves indicate the upper and lower limit of the 99% confidence interval. The blue line refers to the identity line.*

In total, four calibration runs were required until all remaining items showed satisfying values on the four evaluation criteria. Table 5.5 provides an overview of selected descriptive statistics from the final item pool. As shown in Table 5.5’s third column, item exclusion was rather evenly distributed over the different curriculum cycles and domains, whereas the percentage of excluded items varied between 7% for the domain MA.1 (i.e., “number and variable”) and 11% for domain MA.2 (i.e., “form and space”). As for competence levels, we excluded between 0% and 25% of the original items. The largest number of items (i.e., eight) had to be excluded for competency MA.3.C.2 (i.e., “mathematization of situations and
### Table 5.5. Final Item Pool’s Descriptive Statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum level</th>
<th>N. items</th>
<th>N. observations</th>
<th>Item difficult β</th>
<th>SE of β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>-0.895</td>
<td>2.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 &amp; C2</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-1.715</td>
<td>1.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>1.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>-1.083</td>
<td>2.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-0.824</td>
<td>2.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-0.729</td>
<td>2.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per competency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-1.760</td>
<td>2.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>-1.341</td>
<td>2.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-0.747</td>
<td>2.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.B.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>-1.125</td>
<td>2.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.B.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>-1.036</td>
<td>1.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.C.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>-0.602</td>
<td>1.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.C.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>-0.787</td>
<td>2.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.A.2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>-1.403</td>
<td>1.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.A.3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-0.491</td>
<td>2.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.B.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>-1.032</td>
<td>2.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.C.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>-0.651</td>
<td>1.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.C.4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-0.629</td>
<td>1.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.A.2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-1.124</td>
<td>2.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.A.3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>2.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.B.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>-0.548</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-1.136</td>
<td>1.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>3.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-1.540</td>
<td>1.776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N_{final} = number of items in the final item pool; \%_{excl} = percentage of excluded items from the original item pool; Mdn/IQR = median and interquartile range of number of observations per item.*
verification of results”). As indicated in Table 5.5, the items related to competency MA.3.C.2 also had the highest mean difficulty ($M_\beta = -0.022$), the largest variation in difficulty ($SD_\beta = 3.564$), and the largest mean standard error of item difficulty ($M_{SE(\beta)} = 0.320$) of all 18 competencies.

In sum, a satisfying number of items (i.e., 472) fit well into the established vertical Rasch scale, and the scale covered all relevant domains and competencies within the mathematics curriculum’s two target cycles.

5.3.1.2 Comparison of two calibration procedures
To investigate scale stability, we applied both concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures to establish the vertical Rasch scale. Figure 5.4 shows the estimated population means and related 95% confidence intervals based on the final calibration run for the concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration for each of the seven school grades. In both calibration procedures, the sixth-grade population mean was constrained to 0. Both procedures resulted in similar trends for the development of the mean ability from third to ninth grades and showed a steep increase in mathematics ability throughout primary school, followed by a decreased ability progression throughout secondary school. Differences in the groups’ mean ability between the two procedures were largest for third grade (i.e., $M_{conc} = -3.439; SE_{conc} = 0.060$, $M_{grade} = -3.557, SE_{grade} = 0.059$), decreased from fourth to sixth grade (i.e., both calibrations’ reference grade), and were very small for all secondary-school grades (i.e., seventh to ninth grades). None of the differences was statistically significant as the overlapping confidence intervals indicate in Figure 5.4.

![Figure 5.4. Estimated population means based on the final calibration run for the concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration, including the 95% confidence interval.](image)
Figure 5.5. Comparison of item-difficulty parameters from the concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration for the total item pool and per grade. Gray circles = original $\hat{\beta}$ per grade; black circles = transformed $\hat{\beta}$ per grade, with averaged parameters for linking items.

Furthermore, Figure 5.5 compares the item-difficulty parameters from the two calibration procedures for the overall item pool, as well as separately for each grade. For the grade-by-grade calibration on the y-axis, the graphs per grade include two different item-difficulty parameters for each item, namely, the original grade-specific, item-difficulty parameter (in gray) and the parameter after the Stocking and Lord transformation, including the averaging of linking items (in black). The gray and red lines refer to the grade-specific identity
lines for the original and transformed item parameters, respectively. In line with Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 indicates that the item-difficulty parameters from the grade-by-grade calibration corresponded very much to the parameters from the concurrent calibration. The match between the parameters from the two procedures was especially high after transforming and averaging the linking items’ grade-specific item parameters over two school grades.

In sum, the two calibration procedures’ results were very similar and didn’t indicate any technical problems regarding item calibration. We concluded from these findings, in combination with the results from the item analysis, that the established unidimensional vertical Rasch scale showed a good fit and referred to a stable scale from a psychometric perspective. Therefore, we used only the parameters from the concurrent calibration in our analyses for validating the vertical scale from a content perspective.

5.3.2 Content-Related Validation of the Vertical Scale

5.3.2.1 Overall relationship between item difficulty and CRD

To address our second research question, regarding the validation of the vertical scale from a content perspective, we investigated the correlation between the empirical item-difficulty estimates from the concurrent calibration and the CRD as defined based on the matrix in Table 5.1 on different curriculum levels. Table 5.6 summarizes the numbers of items $N$ per analysis, the estimates for the Pearson correlation coefficients $r^*$, and the related standard errors $SE(r^*)$ based on the simulation, as well as the estimated $p$-values $p^*$ for the correlation coefficients and their standard errors $SE(p^*)$.

In line with our hypothesis, we found a strong, significant positive correlation of $r^*(472) = .672$ with $p^* < .001$ between the CRD and the difficulty parameters from the concurrent calibration over the whole item pool ($SE(r^*) = .004$; $SE(p^*) = .000$). Overall, items related to more advanced competence levels of the curriculum had higher difficulty estimates than items related to more basic competence levels. This finding also is supported in Figure 5.6, which illustrates the difficulty parameters’ distribution within each CRD category over all competencies through boxplots. On top of Figure 5.6, the different colors represent the three curriculum cycles. The boxplots show considerable overlap of difficulties between the different CRD categories. Nevertheless, boxplots generally are located lower on the difficulty scale for low than for high CRD categories, reflecting the positive correlation between the empirical and theoretical difficulties reported in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6. Estimated Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between CRD and Difficulty Estimates from Concurrent Calibration over all Items, per Cycle, per Domain, and per Competency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum level</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>SE($r^*$)</th>
<th>$p^*$</th>
<th>SE($p^*$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 &amp; C2</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per domain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per competency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.A.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.B.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.B.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.C.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.1.C.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.A.2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.A.3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.B.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.C.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.2.C.4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.A.2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.A.3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.B.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA.3.C.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $r^*$ significant at the 5% level under consideration of SE($p^*$) are printed in bold.
5.3.2.2 Relationship between item difficulty and CRD per curriculum cycle

Besides general correlation, we also were interested in the correlation between item difficulty and CRD within the curriculum’s different cycles, domains, and competencies (see third research question). Contrary to our hypothesis, Figure 5.6 indicates that the correlation between the difficulty estimates and CRD was significantly stronger for cycles 1 and 2 (i.e., primary school) than for cycle 3 (i.e., secondary school). The estimated correlation coefficients per curriculum cycle reported in the top part of Table 5.6 confirmed this assumption: The estimated correlation coefficients were $r^*(304) = .622$ ($p^* < .001$) and $r^*(168) = .220$ ($p^* < .01$) for the first two cycles and for cycle 3, respectively. The standard errors of $r^*$ and $p^*$, estimated based on the simulations, were small and, thus, didn’t affect the interpretation of the results (see Table 5.6). Further analysis indicated that the correlation between the difficulty estimates and CRD within cycles 1 and 2 was significantly stronger than those within cycle 3 ($X^2_{C(F)} = 26.157, p > .001$; cf. Paul, 1989). In line with this finding, the regression lines of the difficulty estimates and each cycle’s CRD indicate an interaction effect from CRD and curriculum cycle on the estimated item-difficulty parameters (see left graph of Figure 5.7). The results of the multiple regression analysis presented in Table 5.7 also strengthened this finding. We found a significant regression equation (adjusted $R^2* = .461, F^*(3,468) = 135.064, p^* < .001$), which included a significant negative interaction effect from CRD and curriculum cycle on item difficulty ($B^* = -0.357, p^* < .01$). In addition, we found significant positive main effects from CRD ($B^* = 0.697, p^* < .001$) and curriculum cycle$^8$ ($B^*_{C3} = 2.204, p^* < .05$). Taken together, we concluded from

$^8$ The combination of cycles 1 and 2 served as a base level for the dummy coding.
these results that the vertical scale represented the competencies stated in the curriculum better for cycles 1 and 2 than for cycle 3.

Figure 5.7. Relationship between difficulty estimates and CRD and related regression lines per cycle (left) and per domain (right).

5.3.2.3 Relationship between item difficulty and CRD per curriculum domain

In the middle part, Table 5.6 includes the correlation between CRD and item difficulty for each of the three curriculum domains. All three correlations were statistically significant ($p^* < .001$), and the related estimated standard errors $SE(r^*)$ and $SE(p^*)$ were negligibly small (see Table 5.6). The correlation was slightly weaker for the domain MA.2 (i.e., “form and space”) with $r^*(126) = .603$ than for the other two domains MA.1 (i.e., “number and variable”) and MA.3 (i.e., “measures, functions, data, and probability”) with $r^*(188) = .706$ and $r^*(158) = .707$, respectively. However, in line with our hypothesis, the differences between the correlation coefficients were not statistically significant ($\chi^2_{(2)} = 3.040, p = .219$). Similarly, the right graph in Figure 5.7 shows that the three domains’ regression lines are rather parallel and, thus, don’t indicate any interaction effect from CRD and domain on item difficulty. Moreover, a significant regression equation was found for the multiple regression analysis of CRD and domain on item difficulty (adjusted $R^2^* = .462$, $F^*(5,466) = 82.059, p^* < .001$), which indicated that neither the interaction effects of CRD and the domains$^9$ ($B^*_{CRDxMA.2} = -0.079, p^* = .283; B^*_{CRDxMA.3} = 0.043, p^* = .521$) nor the domains’ main effects were statistically significant ($B^*_{MA.2} = 0.823, p^* = .061; B^*_{MA.3} = 0.367, p^* = .362; see Table 5.7$). CRD was the only significant predictor of item

---

$^9$ MA.1 served as a base level for the dummy coding.
Table 5.7. Results from Multiple Linear Regression Analyses for Predicting Empirical Item Difficulty by CRD and by the Curriculum Levels Cycle, Domain, and Competencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model for cycles</th>
<th>Main effects</th>
<th>Interaction effects with CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est*</td>
<td>SE(Est*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>135.064</td>
<td>3.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-4.372</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle(C3)</td>
<td>2.204</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model for domains</th>
<th>Main effects</th>
<th>Interaction effects with CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est*</td>
<td>SE(Est*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>82.059</td>
<td>1.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-4.307</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain(MA.2)</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain(MA.3)</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model for comp.</th>
<th>Main effects</th>
<th>Interaction effects with CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est*</td>
<td>SE(Est*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>16.033</td>
<td>0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.717</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRD</td>
<td>0.510</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.A.2)</td>
<td>-1.558</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.A.3)</td>
<td>-1.155</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.A.4)</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.B.2)</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.C.1)</td>
<td>-1.268</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.1.C.2)</td>
<td>-1.006</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.2.A.2)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.2.A.3)</td>
<td>-2.508</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.2.B.1)</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.2.C.3)</td>
<td>2.258</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.2.C.4)</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.A.2)</td>
<td>-0.606</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.A.3)</td>
<td>-0.460</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.B.2)</td>
<td>1.789</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.C.1)</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
<td>0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.C.2)</td>
<td>-2.517</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp(MA.3.C.3)</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 472; Est* = estimate, representing R²*, F*-statistic and B*-values, comp = competency; Est* significant at the 5% level under consideration of SE(p*) are printed in bold; base level for dummy coding: cycle = C1 & C2, domain = MA.1, competency = MA.1.B.1.
difficulty in this model \( (B^* = 0.581, p^* < .01) \). Thus, we concluded from these findings that the vertical scale represented all three domains of the curriculum equally well.

5.3.2.4 Relationship between item difficulty and CRD per competency

Finally, as a third aspect within our third research question, we investigated the correlation between CRD and item difficulty for each of the 18 competencies represented by the vertical scale. The correlation coefficients, which we estimated based on our simulations, are displayed at the bottom of Table 5.6. The correlations varied between \( r^*(22) = .179 \quad (p^* = .430) \) for competency MA.2.C.3, referring to “geometric figures and objects in different positions,” and \( r^*(24) = .894 \quad (p^* < .001) \) for competency MA.3.C.2, referring to “mathematization of situations and verification of results.” In total, 15 of the 18 correlation coefficients were statistically significant at the 5% level when considering the standard errors of the estimated p-values \( SE(p^*) \) (i.e., \( p^* + 1.96 \times SE(p^*) < .05 \)). Besides the competency MA.2.C.3, we found insignificant correlations for the competencies MA.2.B.1, referring to “exploration of lengths, surfaces, and volumes” \( (r^*(19) = .433, p^* = .066) \), and MA.3.B.2, referring to “statistics, combinatorics, and probability” \( (r^*(29) = .402, p^* = .033, SE(p^*) = .014) \). The omnibus test for correlations’ equality indicated that significant differences existed between the different competencies’ correlation coefficients \( (\chi^2_{16} = 31.261, p < .05) \). Subsequent range tests (Levy, 1976) showed that the correlation within competency MA.2.C.3 was significantly lower than all 15 significant correlations \( (p < .05) \). The other two insignificant correlations of competencies MA.2.B.1 and MA.3.B.2 were significantly lower than all correlations corresponding to \( r > .701 \) and \( r > .670 \), respectively \( (p < .05; \text{i.e., 10 and 11 competencies, respectively, of the 18 competencies}) \). On the other hand, the correlation of competency MA.3.C.2 (i.e., the highest of all correlations) was significantly higher than correlations corresponding to \( r < .746 \) \( (p < .05) \), which applied to 13 of the 18 competencies. Furthermore, the range tests showed that the correlation of competency MA.1.B.1 (i.e., “numbers and operations”), which showed an average correlation between item difficulty and CRD \( (r^*(24) = .670, p^* < .001) \), significantly differed only from the correlations of competencies MA.2.C.3 and MA.3.C.2 (i.e., the competencies with the lowest and highest correlations; \( p < .05 \)).

Furthermore, we regressed CRD and the competencies on item difficulty. To facilitate the interpretation of the results from this multiple regression analysis, we specified the competency MA.1.B.1 (i.e., the competency with an average correlation coefficient) as the base level for the competencies’ dummy coding. This specification allowed us to detect competencies that deviated from the general pattern. As reported in Table 5.7, the regression equation was significant \( (\text{adjusted } R^2 = .528, F(35,436) = 16.033, p^* < .001) \), including significant negative main effects, as well as significant positive interaction effects with CRD on item difficulty for competencies MA.2.A.3, referring to “computation of lengths, surfaces, and volumes” \( (B^*_{MA.2A.3} = -2.508, p^* < .05, SE[p^*] = .007; \quad B^*_{CRD*MA.2A.3} = 0.412, p^* < .05, SE[p^*] = .005) \) and MA.3.C.2, referring to “mathematization of situations and verification of results” (i.e., the competency with the strongest correlation between item difficulty and CRD;
$B_{MA.3.C.2}^\ast = -2.517, p^\ast < .05, SE[p^\ast] = .005; B_{CRD \times MA.3.C.2}^\ast = 0.743, p^\ast < .001$). In addition, we found a significant main effect from CRD ($B^\ast = 0.510, p^\ast < .001$). All other competencies’ main and interaction effects were not significant.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.8.png}
\caption{Relationship between difficulty estimates and CRD and related regression lines by competency. Bold blue lines = regression lines, gray lines = regression line of competencies MA.1.B.1, white background = competencies with insignificant correlations, and gray background = competencies with significant interaction effects.}
\end{figure}

Figure 5.8 visualizes the relationship between item difficulty and CRD within the different competencies of the curriculum. As a reference, each of the 18 scatterplots includes the regression line of the “average” competency MA.1.B.1 (gray line) beside the competency-specific regression line (blue line). The three competencies’ scatterplots with insignificant correlations (i.e., MA.2.B.1, MA.2.C.3, and MA.3.B.2) are highlighted with purely white backgrounds. All three plots showed considerable overlap in item-difficulty estimates between the different CRD categories, and the related regression lines had lower slopes than the other 15 competencies’ regression lines. The plots related to competencies MA.2.B.1 and MA.2.C.3 indicate, in addition, that these two competencies were poorly represented within cycle 3. In the curriculum (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016a), these two
competencies’ level descriptions—and especially those related to cycle 3—are very abstract and complex (e.g., “students can formulate hypotheses while exploring geometrical relationships”), and partly refer to additional tools, such as dedicated computer software (e.g., “students can use dynamic geometry software to explore geometrical relationships”). Therefore, content experts only could develop a very limited number of items representing these levels. Furthermore, the curriculum only states five very broad competence levels for MA.2.C.3 and only seven competence levels, including one very broad one within cycle 2 for competency MA.3.B.2 (see Table 5.1). The low number of CRD categories might not map the variation in item difficulty sufficiently and, thus, probably also doesn’t reflect the development of students’ competence levels within these categories.

The scatterplots of the two competencies with significant main and interaction effects according to the regression analysis (i.e., MA.2.A.3 and MA.3.C.2) are highlighted in gray in Figure 5.8. These two competencies’ regression lines differed from the general pattern in their steep slopes. On one hand, these two competencies showed the highest variation in item difficulty among all competencies, as indicated by the standard deviations of $\beta$ in Table 5.5. On the other hand, compared with most of the other competencies, higher CRD and, thus, more advanced competence levels were related to clearly higher empirical item difficulties than lower CRD within these two competencies. This especially was true for competency MA.3.C.2, in which all items related to the highest competence level in the item pool (i.e., level f) had higher item-difficulty parameters than the remaining items. At the same time, the items related to level MA.3.C.2.f were among the most difficult items of the whole item pool, which, in turn, explains the high mean and large standard deviation in item difficulty within this competency compared with the other competencies (see Table 5.5).

The slopes of the remaining 13 competencies’ regression lines were comparable with the slope of the reference competency MA.1.B.1’s regression line. In conclusion, our findings indicate that 15 of the 18 mathematics competencies were well-reflected by our vertical scale, whereas we found a particularly strong connection between theoretical and empirical item difficulty for two of these 15 competencies.

5.4 Discussion

To assess students’ abilities over the course of compulsory school and to evaluate their progress over time, a vertical measurement scale is essential, which allows for comparing scores from different measurement occasions (Briggs, 2013; Harris, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Young, 2006). At the same time, a vertical scale is an important feature for identifying the most informative items from an item bank to assess students over a broad ability range (Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Tomasik et al., 2018), independent of whether the items are selected by a CAT algorithm or manually filtered based on difficulty by teachers or students. However, the development of a vertical scale is psychometrically challenging. Several extant studies point to the complex interactions between the practical context in which the scale is used and the
decisions that researchers need to make during the development of a vertical scale, e.g., the selection of the calibration procedure, data-collection design, or linking items (Béguin et al., 2000; Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Dadéy & Briggs, 2012; Harris, 2007; Keller & Hambleton, 2013; Tong & Kolen, 2007). Given these complex interactions, no clear general recommendations exist for most of the scaling decisions (e.g., Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Harris, 2007; Tong & Kolen, 2007).

In this study, we described the development of a vertical scale for formative assessment of students’ mathematics abilities from third through ninth grade based on IRT methods, and we evaluated this scale from a psychometric perspective regarding item and model fit, as well as from a content-related perspective regarding the underlying content framework, i.e., the curriculum, Lehrplan 21 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014, 2016a, 2016b). Hence, compared with most previous studies investigating the development of vertical scales, we not only looked at the scale’s psychometric properties, but also considered the scale’s validity for measuring the target construct, i.e., students’ ability in mathematics as described by the curriculum. For this purpose, we compared the empirical item difficulties as estimated on the vertical scale with content-related item difficulties based on content experts’ ratings. Thanks to our theory-based external validation criterion (i.e., the items’ content-related difficulty regarding the curriculum), we were able to validate the specific combination of scaling decisions that we took during the development of the vertical scale within our specific application and context.

Results from item analysis indicated a satisfactory fit for more than 90% of the items from the initial item pool to the final unidimensional vertical Rasch scale. Given the Rasch model’s strong assumptions, it isn’t surprising that we had to exclude some items during the calibration process for establishing the scale. Nevertheless, we didn’t find any systematic patterns of item exclusion across curriculum cycles or domains, and the final scale included items from all relevant competencies. Furthermore, we found strong correlations between item-difficulty parameters from adjacent school grades, as well as between the item-difficulty parameters from concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures. These findings confirm the scale’s unidimensionality and, thus, its stability across grades from a psychometric perspective (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen & Brennan, 2014).

From a content perspective, we found a strong positive correlation between the empirical item-difficulty parameters on our vertical Rasch scale and the content-related item difficulties based on the mapping of the items to the curriculum’s competence levels by the content experts, who developed the items. As intended, items related to more advanced competence levels generally were represented by higher item difficulties on the vertical scale. However, we also found large variations in item difficulty within each content-related item-difficulty category and, therefore, a strong overlap in item-difficulty variation across the different content-related difficulty categories. At the same time, the large variation in item difficulty within the categories corresponds to the large variation in student ability within
grades. In their longitudinal study investigating the development of mathematics and German abilities during compulsory school, Angelone, Keller, and Moser (2013, p. 35) found that the standard deviation of student ability in mathematics within one grade corresponded to more than twice the average learning progress per school year (see also Stevens, Schulte, Elliott, Nese, & Tindal, 2015). Item developers might have mirrored this wide variation in abilities within a grade by creating items of different difficulty for single competence levels. However, further studies are needed to get to the bottom of this assumption.

Further analyses demonstrated a stronger correlation between empirical and content-related item difficulty for primary school (i.e., third through sixth grade, covered in the curriculum by the end of cycle 1 and the entire cycle 2) than for secondary school (i.e., cycle 3), which contradicted our hypothesis and the vertical scale’s objective. The significant difference in the two correlation coefficients’ strength implies that the vertical scale is more representative of the competencies described for primary school than those related to secondary school. However, we didn’t find any indication of multidimensionality in our psychometric analyses, nor in our item analysis, nor in the comparison of the two calibration procedures, which were both in favor of a unidimensional stable vertical scale. One possible conclusion could be that the competence levels stated for cycle 3 differ less in difficulty than those stated for cycles 1 and 2. This assumption is in line with our finding of a steeper increase in mathematics ability throughout primary school, followed by a stagnation in ability progression throughout secondary school. Extant studies have reported similar learning trajectories (e.g., Angelone et al., 2013; Bloom, Hill, Black, & Lipsey, 2008; Moser, Oostlander, & Tomasik, 2017; Stevens et al., 2015). In particular, competence levels from cycles 1 and 2 within one competency might reflect competence development, strictly speaking, whereas competence levels of cycle 3 might differ in terms of content and complexity, rather than in pure difficulty (Angelone et al., 2013; Moser et al., 2017; Yen, 1985). Apart from that, it also might be more difficult to describe the competencies’ more complex development on secondary-school levels by means of concrete competence descriptions and to differentiate clearly between distinct levels. Furthermore, it might be more challenging to create items targeted at higher competence levels and to predict their true difficulty (cf. Sydorenko, 2011). Further studies with a stronger focus on mathematics didactics and competence development are required to evaluate these hypotheses and investigate whether the competence levels described for secondary school fulfill the basic precondition for a unidimensional vertical scale of a continuous increase in the target competence over time (Young, 2006).

More detailed analyses related to the curriculum domains showed no significant differences in the correlation between empirical and content-related item difficulty across the three domains. The correlations within the domains were similar and corresponded to the general overall correlation. We concluded from these results that the vertical scale satisfactorily represented all three domains. Similar conclusions also could be drawn for most of the 18 competencies in our study, which revealed comparable correlations between empirical and content-related item difficulty. On the other hand, some findings provided interesting input for
further research. Three selected, rather abstract and complex curriculum competencies were represented poorly on the general vertical mathematics scale. At the same time, two of the 18 competencies showed remarkably strong relationships between empirical and content-related item difficulty. For one thing, these results might be related to the various competencies’ content-specific characteristics. However, they also could be related to our finding that the vertical scale was less representative in measuring mathematics ability in secondary-than primary-level students. Creating difficult items related to higher-level competencies might be especially difficult for selected competencies, while other competencies might provide better foundations. Unfortunately, we are unable to investigate these interactions further based on our data set, which certainly included a large item pool, but still contained only a limited number of items representing each competency and, especially, each of the numerous competence levels. Therefore, further studies are needed to replicate our results with a larger item pool, including larger samples of items for each competence level, thereby allowing for drawing final conclusions about the causes of differences between competencies.

5.4.1 Limitations

Besides the limited size of the sample of items, other limitations in the present study should be noted. First, we included only one variation of a particular scaling decision in our analyses. Namely, we exemplarily contrasted concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures’ outcomes to detect possible calibration problems (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). The two procedures’ outcomes turned out to be comparable, which verified our scale’s stability. In addition, it also would be possible to vary the IRT model, data-collection design (i.e., equivalent group designs, common item designs, or scaling test designs), or number of linking items. However, the latter two variations would require a much more complicated study design, as well as larger student samples, which went beyond our study’s scope. Nevertheless, in case of contradicting outcomes, an external content-related validation criterion like the one we used in our analyses could help identify those scaling decisions, which best fit a particular practical context.

Second, our study’s focus lied in the validation of the empirical, vertical Rasch scale, while we didn’t question the validity of the competence levels stated in the curriculum or the representativeness of the items for their assigned competence levels. Curricula or content standards, which serve as a theoretical basis for test-content specifications, often lack empirical validation of the stated domains, competencies, and competence levels and, especially, of their development over time (Fleischer, Koeppen, Kenk, Klieme, & Leutner, 2013). Thus, studies with a design like ours also could contribute to the validation of theoretical assumptions about competence development and the quality of assessment items. For example, the comparison of empirical and content-related item difficulty could be used to detect competence descriptions, which do not follow a continuous increase in difficulty over time, or test items, which do not reach the expected empirical difficulty (i.e., items deviating from the general regression line
between empirical and content-related difficulty) because they do not fit the underlying content specifications or suffer from technical problems. Even though it limits interpretation of the results to some extent that neither the theoretical framework nor the empirical vertical scale is completely bias-free, it also refers to a huge opportunity to connect the two dimensions for reciprocal validation and for gradually improving both dimensions.

A third limitation of our study is that we used only limited item formats (i.e., simple dichotomous items suitable for automated scoring). More advanced item formats allowing for assessing cognitive processes or interactions might contribute to better representing more complex competencies or competence levels. However, the question arises of whether such complex competencies are still representable by a unidimensional vertical scale or whether they would require more complex measurement models. Further studies are required to answer these questions.

Finally, it is also important to note that we developed a unidimensional vertical scale for assessing general mathematics ability. By excluding items with large drift between two age groups, we also might have excluded selected content areas that develop differently over the years in school than the average competencies (Taherbhai & Seo, 2013). Therefore, in practice, it is important to complement formative assessments based on such a general scale by additional diagnostic assessments that allow for detecting growth in very specific competencies, as well as differences in growth between competencies (e.g., Betebenner, 2009).

5.4.2 Conclusion

In sum, our study emphasizes the benefits of combining psychometric and, thus, technical verification with content-related and, thus, theoretical validation when developing a vertical scale for measuring students’ abilities across multiple school grades. Studies related to other subjects might result in different correlation patterns across different curriculum levels (i.e., cycles, domains, and competencies). However, the procedure that we suggested for validating the vertical scale can be transferred to all subjects for which the curriculum states a continuous increase in ability or content difficulty. Technical procedures such as item analysis and the comparison of different calibration procedures helped us identify items with misfit and underpin the scale’s stability. However, only contrasting the empirical item difficulties with content-related ones provided information about the adequacy of our decisions during the scaling process for a particular practical context and the scale’s validity in representing the underlying content framework (i.e., the curriculum). Therefore, our study points out the importance of a close collaboration and discussion between psychometricians and content experts to develop valid and, thus, meaningful vertical scales.
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Chapter 6. Epilogue

This thesis reflects on vertical scaling based on item response theory (IRT; e.g., de Ayala, 2009), within the practical context of implementing and validating a vertical Rasch scale for mathematics. IRT offers powerful techniques for implementing a vertical scale, since different item sets can be representative of the same unidimensional latent ability (e.g., Rost, 2004; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000). A vertical scale is particularly relevant for the data-based decision making approach to formative assessment (Schildkamp, Lai, & Earl, 2013; van der Kleij, Vermeulen, Schildkamp, & Eggen, 2015) because it serves as a foundation for monitoring students’ progress over time (Young, 2006). Thus, the scale allows both students and teachers to evaluate students’ progress toward their learning goals; to adapt learning goals, learning strategies, or teaching methods, if necessary; and to define new learning goals that are appropriate for each student’s learning path (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Hattie, 2009; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). This thesis contributes to the existing literature about IRT, vertical scaling, and formative assessment by proposing and evaluating practical solutions for practical challenges. In particular, this thesis elaborates on the challenges related to implementing and validating a vertical mathematics scale based on IRT methods to assess third through ninth grade students from Northwestern Switzerland using two different assessment instruments: a set of four standardized tests and an online item bank for formative assessment (Bildungsraum Nordwestschweiz, 2012; Tomasik, Berger, & Moser, 2018). This chapter reviews the research questions of the four studies presented in this thesis (see Chapter 1 for an overview), summarizes the related theoretical and empirical findings, and discusses their implications for future research.

6.1 Insights into Implementing a Vertical Scale for Mathematics in Northwestern Switzerland

Linking different assessments to a common vertical IRT scale can only be justified when the assessments share enough similarities, and when the measured ability or competency is continuously stimulated and increased over time (Young, 2006). To investigate whether the four standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment share enough similarities for a common vertical scale (research question Q2.1; see Chapter 1), Chapter 2 compared the two instruments using four assessment feature categories (Kolen, 2007; Kolen & Brennan, 2014). This comparison revealed substantial similarities between the two assessment instruments in three of the four categories; specifically, both instruments (1) are dedicated to the same population of third through ninth grade students in Northwestern Switzerland, (2) intend to provide objective reports reflecting the current ability levels of individual students, and (3) are based on the same content specification, namely the curriculum, Lehrplan 21 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2014). Differences were identified in the
instruments’ measurement conditions; specifically, the compulsory standardized tests are administered following strict rules, while students and teachers can voluntarily and flexibly engage with the online item bank for formative assessment. Overall, it was concluded that a common vertical scale is justified. However, the final decision regarding calibration and linking procedures requires careful validation, not only from a psychometric perspective, through item analysis or the investigation of parameter invariance, but also from a content perspective, by means of external content-related validation criteria.

Taking into account the distinct characteristics of the two instruments, as well as several practical constraints, Chapter 2 addressed how a common vertical scale might be realized in practice (Q2.2) by proposing a concept for the scale’s practical implementation. The most relevant constraint addressed in the concept was the ratio between the 10,000 items, which needed to be calibrated for the two instruments, and the limited sample of students who were willing to participate in calibration studies. A four-step calibration procedure was suggested: (1) developing a horizontal scale for the standardized third-grade test; (2) extending the third-grade scale to a vertical scale by means of dedicated calibration assessments; (3) linking the standardized tests for sixth, eighth, and ninth grade to the vertical scale; and (4) calibrating and linking additional items to the scale through online calibration. Only one of these four steps (step 2) referred to a classical calibration study in the sense that dedicated calibration assessments were proposed. The remaining three calibration steps combined item calibration with the administration of actual assessments, which provide student reports. The concept suggested assembling the first version of each standardized test without empirical pre-testing, based on the expertise of content experts (steps 1 and 3). This approach benefits from the large student sample and the homogenous administration conditions of the compulsory standardized tests. However, this approach also requires in-depth item analysis prior to releasing the reports to students and teachers in order to ensure reliability and fairness of the test results. The fourth calibration step was based on an algorithm for online calibration, with the goal of estimating item difficulty while students engage with the online item bank for formative assessment (Verschoor & Berger, 2015). To justify this approach, further studies should investigate the mechanisms for ensuring estimates of students’ abilities are reliable during the early stages of the online item bank, when only a limited number of calibrated items are available. Furthermore, online calibration should be thoroughly monitored through offline calibration to verify the accuracy of the item difficulty parameters and to exclude potentially dysfunctional items.

6.2 Insights into Efficient Item Calibration Under Practical Constraints

To further address the limited resources available for item calibration, common-item nonequivalent group designs and common item designs were suggested for horizontal and vertical scaling, respectively (Kolen & Brennan, 2014), in steps 1, 2, and 3 of the calibration procedure described in Chapter 2. Given that, under the Rasch model, item calibration is most
efficient if an item’s difficulty corresponds to the student’s ability (Berger, 1991; Rost, 2004; Stocking, 1988; van der Linden, 1988), the question arose of whether the efficiency of targeted test forms within the common item designs could be further increased by means of performance-based routing (Q3.1). To this end, Chapter 3 extended the previous research into the efficiency of calibration designs (Berger, 1991; Stocking, 1988) by introducing targeted multistage calibration designs as a new design type, combining features of both traditional targeted calibration designs (Eggen & Verhelst, 2006; Mislevy & Wu, 1996) and multistage calibration designs (Eggen & Verhelst, 2006; Yan, von Davier, & Lewis, 2014; Zenisky, Hambleton, & Luecht, 2010; Zwitser & Maris, 2015). Targeted multistage calibration designs consider ability-related background variables and performance to optimize the match between item difficulty and student ability. The results of the simulation study presented in Chapter 3 indicated that targeted multistage calibration designs are more efficient than targeted designs for calibrating a given item pool, under the condition that the items are optimally located within each design. The reported efficiency gain was also relevant in practice. The student sample would have to be increased considerably to calibrate items through traditional targeted design in order to compensate for the efficiency gain of the targeted multistage calibration design. Furthermore, the multistage procedure improved the match between item difficulty and student ability, especially for easy and difficult items. Accurate estimates of item difficulty for these groups of items are highly relevant for the item bank for formative assessment and the related adaptive assessments, in which each student is assessed based on a different subset of items from the overall item pool (van der Linden & Glas, 2010).

The theoretically superior targeted multistage calibration designs, however, come at a certain price, if a priori knowledge about item difficulty is limited. In practice, empirical item difficulties are usually missing during the assembly stage of calibration assessments. Furthermore, content experts might under- or overestimate the difficulty of some items (e.g., Bejar, 1983; Hambleton & Jirka, 2006; Sydorenko, 2011; Wauters, Desmet, & van den Noortgate, 2012). In contrast to the previous research into efficient item calibration designs (e.g., Berger, 1991; Stocking, 1988), Chapter 3 addressed this practical constraint by investigating how limited a priori knowledge about item difficulty can affect the efficiency of both targeted calibration designs and targeted multistage calibration designs (Q3.2). The results of the simulation study showed that limited knowledge was related to a considerable decrease in efficiency for both the traditional targeted and targeted multistage calibration designs. Moreover, the results indicated that limited knowledge about item difficulties could result in inaccurate routing rules for targeted multistage calibration designs, which, in turn, may severely decrease the efficiency of a targeted multistage calibration design by unevenly distributing students over the modules. Targeted calibration designs, however, provide full control over the assignment of students to test booklets, independent of the expert’s knowledge of the items’ difficulties. Further studies are required to analyze the factors that contribute to the stability of targeted multistage calibration designs. In particular, future studies should investigate whether step-by-step adaptation of the routing rules or of the composition of modules during calibration
(cf. Ali & Chang, 2014; Kingsbury, 2009) might reduce the risk of efficiency loss due to imbalanced distribution of the number of observations per item. Furthermore, it would be interesting to extend the research into targeted multistage calibration designs to include more complex IRT models. In sum, targeted multistage calibration designs are a good option for enhancing calibration efficiency under the condition that accurate knowledge about item difficulty is available; however, targeted designs are still the safer choice for calibration studies whenever there are doubts about the accuracy of predicted item difficulty.

### 6.3 Insights into Relative Efficiency of Targeted and Multistage Testing

Chapter 4 continued the research into targeted multistage designs by addressing the fact that neither targeted testing based on ability-related background variables nor adaptive testing by means of multistage test (MST) designs can ensure that all students receive items that completely match their true abilities. Specifically, Chapter 4 extended the previous research into the efficiency of different test designs (e.g., Hendrickson, 2007; Kim & Plake, 1993; Yan, Lewis, & von Davier, 2014; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2014) by analyzing the efficiency of targeted multistage test (TMST) designs to estimate students’ abilities under the Rasch model, and by providing insights into the relative efficiency of targeted and MST designs. The efficiency of targeted test designs had not been systematically studied in the past. The main research question in Chapter 4 was whether TMST designs achieve more efficient estimates of students’ abilities than traditional targeted test designs or MST designs with one starting module (Q4.1). The results of the related simulation study showed that the performance-based module assignment used by the MST and TMST designs could substantially increase measurement efficiency, compared with targeted module assignment based on ability-related background variables. In addition, TMST designs were generally more efficient than MST designs.

Three specific factors that might influence the efficiency of TMST designs were explored in this chapter: (1) the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true abilities (Q4.2), (2) students’ ability levels and categorization into ability groups (Q4.3), and (3) the length of the starting module in relation to the total test length (Q4.4). In the simulation study, the MST and TMST designs achieved comparable measurement efficiency when the target population spanned a narrow ability range, and the ability-related background variable was a poor indicator of students’ true abilities. However, if the target population spanned a wide ability range and an accurate ability-related background variable was available, the TMST design was more efficient because it considered both low and high abilities from the first stage onward. The TMST design was particularly efficient for estimating the abilities of both low- and high-ability students, and might also protect these students from underload and overload caused by test items that are too easy or too difficult (Asseburg & Frey, 2013; Wise, 2014). Finally, the study showed that the length of the starting module is much more relevant for MST than for TMST designs.
It is important to note that the findings reported in Chapter 4 were limited to the Rasch model, a fixed test length, and a particular set of design conditions. Therefore, further studies should explore whether the use of more complex IRT models, different test lengths, more adaptive MST and TMST designs, or different variations in item difficulty within the modules (i.e., flat vs. peaked module information) could affect the efficiency of the TMST design, regarding estimation of students’ abilities, compared to the efficiency of the MST and the traditional targeted designs (cf. Dallas, 2014; Verschoor & Eggen, 2014).

Chapter 4 demonstrated that MST designs might be a better choice to assess a population with a narrow ability range because these designs require fewer items in the first test stage than do TMST designs to achieve a comparable accuracy (i.e., one general instead of several targeted modules), making MST designs easier and cheaper to implement. TMST designs are a good option when the target population spans a wide ability range and an accurate ability-related background variable is available. However, the ability-related background variable must be perceived as a fair criterion by the test takers. Within the context of a vertical scale, school grade might be an especially well-accepted criterion for both low-stakes and high-stakes TMSTs. Within a school grade, exam grades or performance-related school types might be more difficult to justify in a high-stakes context and, thus, are rather recommended for low-stakes formative assessments. Consequently, TMST designs are particularly suitable for formative assessments.

6.4 Insights into the Vertical Scale’s Validation from a Content Perspective

Chapter 5 directed attention toward content-related validation of the vertical mathematics scale, which was pointed out, in Chapter 2, as an essential step in the implementation of a vertical scale. The combined consideration of the scale’s psychometric properties and content validity differentiates the study presented in Chapter 5 from previous studies of vertical scaling (e.g., Briggs & Weeks, 2009; Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Keller & Hambleton, 2013; Tong & Kolen, 2007). From a psychometric perspective, and based on empirical cross-sectional data gathered from 520 mathematics items and 2,733 third through ninth grade students, Chapters 5 investigated whether the items that were developed on the basis of the curriculum, Lehrplan 21 (Deutschschweizer Erziehungsdirektoren-Konferenz, 2016), fit a unidimensional vertical Rasch scale (Q5.1). The results of the item analysis indicated a satisfactory fit between the majority of the items and the final unidimensional vertical Rasch scale. Furthermore, item difficulty parameters from adjacent school grades, as well as item difficulty parameters from concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures, were strongly correlated. These findings confirm the scale’s unidimensionality and, thus, its stability across grades from a psychometric perspective (Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kolen & Brennan, 2014).

From a content perspective, Chapter 5 examined whether the item difficulty estimates gathered from calibration matched the theoretical, content-related difficulties reflected in the
curriculum’s underlying competence levels (Q5.1). To this end, the empirical item difficulty parameters on the final scale were compared with content-related item difficulties, which were based on the content experts’ mapping of the items to the curriculum’s competence levels. The strong positive correlation found between these two difficulties supported the content validity of the vertical mathematics scale. Chapter 5 further investigated whether the match between empirical and content-related item difficulties differed for items related to different curriculum cycles (i.e., primary vs. secondary school), domains, or competencies (Q5.2). The analysis demonstrated a stronger correlation between empirical and content-related item difficulty for primary school (i.e., third through sixth grade) than for secondary school (i.e., seventh through ninth grade), contradicting the psychometric evidence for the vertical scale’s unidimensionality, and its objective of measuring the same mathematics ability throughout compulsory school. The vertical scale appears to be more representative of the competencies described for primary school than for secondary school. Further studies with a stronger focus on mathematics didactics and competence development are required to evaluate the potential cause of this result. In contrast, the comparable correlations within the mathematics domains and competencies indicated that the vertical scale satisfactorily represents the mathematics domains and competencies as stated in the curriculum, *Lehrplan 21* (Deutschschweizer Erziehungs-direktoren-Konferenz, 2016). However, further studies should replicate the results using a larger item pool and including larger samples of items for each competence level, thereby allowing for drawing conclusions about the possible differences between particular competencies. Future studies might also contribute to the validation of theoretical assumptions regarding competence development, as stated in the curriculum (Fleischer, Koeppen, Kenk, Klieme, & Leutner, 2013), especially for secondary school, as well as quality inspection of the items.

### 6.5 Conclusion and Outlook

Within the practical context of implementing a vertical mathematics scale for formative assessment in Northwestern Switzerland, this thesis introduced targeted multistage designs as a new design type with the aim of achieving as accurate estimates of item difficulty and student ability as possible, based on limited item and student samples. The research presented in this thesis shows that targeted multistage designs are promising for item calibration and testing under the condition that the practical context fulfills certain criteria; specifically, efficient targeted multistage calibration designs require accurate knowledge about the items’ difficulties in order to assemble functional designs. Similarly, TMST designs rely on accurate and fair ability-related background variables. Given that the standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment are based on newly developed items, without empirical difficulties, the risks related to targeted multistage calibration designs are too high to justify their implementation in this particular practical context. Nevertheless, the practical constraint of a limited calibration sample, as described in Chapter 2, emphasizes the relevance of efficient calibration designs and, thus, underlines the need for further research in this area. Further
studies should evaluate whether more complex and adaptive targeted multistage calibration designs can overcome the limitations of the basic designs that were introduced in this thesis, and whether they may be a valid alternative to the fully adaptive online calibration algorithms (e.g., Ban, Hanson, Wang, Yi, & Harris, 2001; Fink, Born, Spoden, & Frey, 2018; Makransky & Glas, 2010; Stocking, 1988; Verschoor & Berger, 2015).

TMST designs are free of comparable risks and might be a good option for increasing measurement efficiency of the standardized eighth and ninth grade MSTs in Northwestern Switzerland. In these school grades, students are categorized into three performance-related school types, which might serve as a basis for assigning students to targeted starting modules at the beginning of the MSTs. Low- and high-ability students, in particular, could profit from such a design, as they would receive more appropriate items at the beginning of their tests. As a result, the tests would not only be more efficient, but would also prevent these students from experiencing underload or overload caused by test items that are too easy or too difficult. However, given the reported overlap of ability distributions among the three school types (e.g., Angelone, Keller, & Moser, 2013; Baumert, Stanat, & Watermann, 2006), whether such an approach is perceived as fair by the tested students, their teachers, and their parents should be carefully evaluated.

The validation study presented in Chapter 5 provided empirical evidence to justify implementing a common vertical scale to assess third through ninth grade students’ mathematics abilities, according to the curriculum, Lehrplan 21. However, this study focused on the calibration assessments as one of four calibration steps, which are required in order to link the four standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment to a common vertical scale. Further studies are needed to validate the link between the two assessment instruments and ensure that both instruments measure the same mathematics ability even though they differ in their primary assessment purpose and measurement conditions. The differences between the two instruments might affect students’ motivation during test-taking and, thus, might affect the outcome of item calibration (Mittelhaëuser, Béguin, & Sijtsma, 2011, 2013, 2015). Possible effects of the test mode should also be evaluated, as two of the four standardized tests are administered on paper. The transformation of the linking items between the paper-based and the computer-based modes might distort the scale if one mode facilitates or hinders students to correctly answer an item (e.g., Flaugher, 2000; Kröhne & Martens, 2011; Robitzsch et al., 2017; Wainer & Mislevy, 2000).

In conclusion, this thesis established a basis for implementing and validating a common vertical measurement scale for four standardized tests and an online item bank for formative assessment to evaluate seven school grades. This thesis underpinned the justification of an assessment system, which will enhance the validity of assessment results by facilitating interpretation of the results for students, teachers, and other stakeholders, and by offering a unique opportunity to monitor students’ learning trajectories throughout compulsory school.
6.7 References


Summary

A vertical measurement scale is the basis for repeatedly assessing and monitoring students’ abilities throughout their school years. Advanced computer technology serves as a foundation for implementing vertical scales and related complex measurement models, such as item response theory (IRT) models, within computer-based assessment systems. Such innovative assessment systems have immense potential for formative assessment because they can assist students and teachers to evaluate students’ progress toward their learning goals; to adapt learning goals, learning strategies, or teaching; and to define new learning goals that are appropriate for each student’s learning path. This thesis was motivated by practical challenges related to implementing and validating a vertical Rasch scale to measure students’ mathematics abilities throughout compulsory school in Northwestern Switzerland. The goal of this vertical scale is to provide third through ninth grade students with objective, reliable, and valid assessment reports based on two different assessment instruments: (1) a set of four standardized tests and (2) an online item bank for formative assessment. This thesis contributes to the existing literature about IRT, vertical scaling, and formative assessment by evaluating practical solutions for practical challenges, which can complicate the implementation and validation of a vertical Rasch scale. This thesis elaborated on practical constraints, including time and financial resources; willingness of schools, teachers, and students to participate in calibration studies; and the number of new items that need to be calibrated as a basis for repeatedly assessing students over multiple school years.

Chapter 1, the general introduction, provided an overview of educational assessment in Northwestern Switzerland as the practical context for this thesis, and introduced vertical scaling and efficient testing based on IRT methods as the common theoretical themes of the studies presented in this thesis. Chapter 1 also outlined the research objectives and research questions.

In Chapter 2, a theoretical concept was proposed to implement IRT-related calibration procedures and data-collection designs in order to establish the vertical mathematics scale for Northwestern Switzerland. Specifically, Chapter 2 described the four standardized tests and the online item bank for formative assessment in more detail, evaluating their similarities and differences regarding target population, assessment types and purposes, content specifications, and measurement conditions. Chapter 2 also provided an overview of different IRT-related calibration procedures and data-collection designs for both horizontal and vertical scaling. This chapter elaborated on the idea of targeted and adaptive testing based on the Rasch model to increase measurement efficiency under the practical constraints of a limited student or item samples. By integrating the two instruments’ similarities and differences with the theoretical background on data-collection designs and item calibration within a Rasch framework, a four-step item calibration process was proposed to establish a vertical scale and link the two instruments. The concluding discussion pointed out a need for empirical research into efficient
calibration and test designs under practical contexts and constraints, and stressed the need to validate the final scale from a psychometric, as well as a content, perspective.

Chapter 3 directed focus toward the fact that calibration of an item bank for computerized adaptive testing, such as the online item bank for formative assessment, requires substantial resources, and addressed the need for empirical research into efficient calibration designs. This chapter presented a study that investigated whether calibration efficiency under the Rasch model could be enhanced through targeted multistage calibration designs, which consider ability-related background variables and performance for assigning students with suitable items. This chapter also investigated whether uncertainty about item difficulty could impair assembly of an efficient design. The results indicated that targeted multistage calibration designs were more efficient than ordinary targeted designs under optimal conditions. Limited knowledge about item difficulty reduced the efficiency of one of the two investigated targeted multistage calibration designs, whereas the targeted design was more robust.

Chapter 4 further investigated the idea of combining targeted and multistage testing and addressed the fact that neither targeted testing by means of ability-related background variables nor adaptive testing through multistage tests (MSTs) can ensure that all students receive items that completely match their abilities. Targeted designs do not consider that student abilities might significantly differ within each group. MST designs usually include a starting module of moderate difficulty, which does not account for differences in student abilities. This chapter investigated whether measurement efficiency can be improved through targeted multistage test (TMST) designs that consider ability-related background information for a targeted assignment at the beginning of the test, as well as performance during test-taking, for selecting matching test modules. Through simulations, the efficiency of the TMST design for estimating student ability was compared to that of the traditional targeted test design and the MST design. Chapter 4 further analyzed the extent to which each design’s efficiency depends on the correlation between the ability-related background variable and students’ true abilities, each student’s ability level and categorization into an ability group, and the length of the starting module compared to the total test length. The results indicated that TMST designs were generally more efficient than targeted and MST designs, especially if the ability-related background variable was highly correlated with students’ true abilities. TMST designs were also particularly efficient for estimating the abilities of low- and high-ability students within a given population. Finally, longer starting modules resulted in a less efficient estimation of low and high abilities than did shorter starting modules. However, this finding was more prominent for MST than for TMST designs. This chapter concluded by recommending TMST designs to assess students with a wide range of abilities when a reliable ability-related background variable is available.

Chapter 5 resumed and expanded upon the conclusion provided in Chapter 2, that vertical scales require validation from a psychometric, as well as a content, perspective. Specifically, this chapter described the actual implementation of the calibration assessments,
proposed in Chapter 2, as one of four calibration steps to establish a vertical Rasch scale for assessing the mathematics abilities of students in third through ninth grade. The psychometric properties of the vertical scale were examined through item analysis, as well as by comparing two different calibration procedures: concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration. The content-related validity of the scale was evaluated by contrasting the empirical item difficulty estimates with the theoretical, content-related item difficulties reflected in the underlying competence levels of the curriculum. Through correlation and multiple regression analyses, this chapter explored whether the match between empirical and content-related item difficulty differed for items related to different curriculum cycles (i.e., primary vs. secondary school), domains, or competencies within mathematics. The results indicated a satisfying item fit and a close match between the outcomes of the concurrent and grade-by-grade calibration procedures, supporting the scale’s unidimensionality and stability from a psychometric perspective. In addition, strong correlations between the empirical and content-related item difficulties were found, emphasizing the scale’s content validity. Further analysis showed a higher correlation between empirical and content-related item difficulty at the primary level when compared with the secondary school level. Correlations were comparable across the different curriculum domains and competencies, implying that the scale is a good indicator of students’ math abilities, as outlined in the curriculum.

The Epilogue, Chapter 6, reviewed the primary research questions answered by the four studies presented in this thesis, summarized the related theoretical and empirical findings, and discussed their implications for future research.
Samenvatting

Aan herhaaldelijk meten van vaardigheden en het volgen van leerlingen tijdens hun jaren op school ligt een verticale vaardigheidsschaal ten grondslag. Geavanceerde computertechnologie vormt een basis voor het implementeren van verticale schalen en daarvoor benodigde complexe meetmodellen zoals itemresponstheorie (IRT) modellen in computergestuurde toetsystemen. Zulke innovatieve systemen kunnen een grote bijdrage leveren aan formatieve toetsing aangezien ze leerlingen en docenten kunnen ondersteunen in het evalueren van de voortgang, in het bereiken en in het aanpassen van leerdoelen van leerlingen, leerstrategieën of lesgeven, en in het definiëren van nieuwe leerdoelen die geschikt zijn voor de individuele leerwegen van leerlingen. De praktische uitdagingen bij het implementeren en valideren van een verticale Raschschaal voor het meten van wiskundevaardigheden voor leerlingen uit noordwest Zwitserland gedurende hun leerplichtige periode zijn de basis voor deze dissertatie. Het doel is het objectief, betrouwbaar en valide rapporteren van vaardigheden aan de hand van twee meetinstrumenten: (1) een serie van vier gestandaardiseerde toetsen en (2) een online itembank voor formatieve toetsing. Dit proefschrift levert een bijdrage aan literatuur over IRT, verticale schalen en formatieve toetsing door het vinden van praktische oplossingen voor praktische vragen bij het ontwikkelen van deze verticale schalen. Specifiek wordt er uitgeweid over de context van beperkte beschikbare middelen, van lage bereidheid van docenten en leerlingen om mee te werken aan grootschalige proefonderzoeken, en van de noodzaak om grote hoeveelheden nieuwe items te ontwikkelen en te kalibreren.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht over de context van de toetspraktijk in noordwest Zwitserland en introduceert verticale schalen als een efficiënte methode, gebaseerd op IRT-modellen, als het centrale thema in dit proefschrift. Daarnaast beschrijft het de onderzoeksdoelen en -vragen voor de rest van de studie.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een theoretische basis geïntroduceerd voor dataverzameling en kalibratieprocedures voor het ontwikkelen van de verticale schaal voor wiskunde. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de vier gestandaardiseerde toetsen en de online itembank in detail door in te gaan op overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen de twee instrumenten: doelpopulatie, doel en vorm van de toetsen, toetspecificaties en -omstandigheden. Verder komen procedures en designs voor het linken van horizontale en verticale IRT schalen aan bod. Dit hoofdstuk werkt ook het idee uit van targeted en adaptieve toetsing om de meetefficiëntie te verhogen onder praktische randvoorwaarden van een beperkte inzetbaarheid van leerlingen en items. Door de overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen de beide instrumenten te combineren met het theoretische kader van designs en kalibratie, wordt een procedure voorgesteld die voorziet om in vier kalibratiestappen een schaal te ontwikkelen die beide instrumenten met elkaar verbindt. De noodzaak voor onderzoek naar efficiënte toetsdesigns wordt duidelijk, evenals de noodzaak tot validering van de schaal vanuit psychometrisch en inhoudelijk perspectief.
In hoofdstuk 3 ligt de focus op het feit dat kalibreren van een itembank voor adaptieve toetsing een groot beroep doet op resources, en daarom werd er aandacht besteed aan empirisch onderzoek naar efficiënte kalibratiedesigns. Onderzocht werd of de efficiëntie van kalibratie onder het Raschmodel verhoogd kon worden door middel van targeted multistage kalibratiedesigns. Deze designs gebruiken zowel achtergrondvariabelen als de vaardigheid om leerlingen aan geschikte items toe te wijzen. Verder werd onderzocht wat de impact is van onzekerheid over de moeilijkheid van de items op de efficiëntie. Het resultaat was dat targeted multistage kalibratiedesigns efficiënter zijn dan gewone targeted kalibratiedesigns onder optimale omstandigheden. Inschattingsfouten van itemmoeilijkhedenreduceerden de efficiëntie van targeted multistage designs terwijl de gewone targeted designs robuuster bleken te zijn.

De combinatie van targeted testing en multistage testing wordt verder uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 4. Hier wordt ingegaan op de situatie dat zowel targeting aan de hand van achtergrondvariabelen als multistage tests (MSTs) niet kunnen garanderen dat items aan leerlingen worden aangeboden die geheel bij hun vaardigheid aansluit. Targeted designs negeren het feit dat er grote spreiding in de subgroepen, waaraan toegewezen wordt in de designs, blijft. Daarentegen gebruiken MSTs doorgaans één startmodule van gemiddelde moeilijkheid, waarbij geen rekening wordt gehouden met verschillen in vaardigheid. In dit kader werd onderzocht of targeted multistage tests (TMST), die achtergrondvariabelen gebruiken voor de toewijzing van leerlingen aan een geschikte startmodule en waarbij aan de hand van de vaardigheid de overige modulen worden gekozen, de efficiëntie kunnen verhogen. Door middel van simulaties is de efficiëntie van TMSTs vergeleken met traditionele targeted tests en MSTs. In hoofdstuk 4 is verder onderzocht in hoeverre de efficiëntie van TMSTs afhangt van de correlatie tussen de achtergrondvariabele en de vaardigheid, van de toewijzing van leerlingen in groepen en van de lengte van de startmodules relatief ten opzichte van de totale toetslengte. In het algemeen bleek dat TMSTs efficiënter waren dan MSTs en targeted tests, en des te beter waren indien de achtergrondvariabele hoger correleerde met de vaardigheid. In het bijzonder bleek dat TMSTs efficiënter bleken om laag- en hoogvaardige leerlingen te schatten. Tenslotte bleek dat lange startmodulen minder efficiënt waren voor deze extreemere leerlingen dan korte startmodulen. Dit effect was echter groter voor MSTs dan voor TMSTs. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met de aanbeveling TMSTs te gebruiken indien de vaardigheden in de groep een grote spreiding vertonen en er een betrouwbare, met de vaardigheid correlerende, achtergrondvariabele beschikbaar is.

Hoofdstuk 5 gaat verder met de conclusie van hoofdstuk 2 dat verticale schalen, zowel vanuit psychometrisch als vanuit inhoudelijk perspectief, gevalideerd dienen te worden. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft de kalibratietoetsen die in hoofdstuk 2 werden voorgesteld als een van de stappen om een verticale schaal te ontwikkelen voor wiskundeleerlingen van leerjaar 3 tot en met 9 in noordwest Zwitserland. De psychometrische eigenschappen van de verticale schaal werden onderzocht door itemanalyses, en door het vergelijken van twee kalibratieprocedures: gelijktijdige en groep-voor-groep kalibratie. Verder werd de schaal inhoudelijk gevalideerd.
door de empirisch vastgestelde moeilijkheden te vergelijken met de ingeschatte moeilijkheden aan de hand van de competentieniveaus van het curriculum. Door middel van multiple regressie werd onderzocht of de niveaus overeenkwamen met de empirische moeilijkheden. De resultaten lieten zien dat de itemfit redelijk goed was en dat er een duidelijke overeenkomst was tussen de verschillende kalibratieprocedures, zodat bewijs werd geleverd voor een unidimensionele, stabiele schaal. Verder werd er een hoge correlatie gevonden tussen de empirische moeilijkheden en de moeilijkheden gebaseerd op de inhoud van de curriculumonderdelen, waarmee inhoudelijke validiteit werd aangetoond. Nadere analyses lieten een hogere correlatie zien in het primair onderwijs dan in het secundair onderwijs. In de meeste curriculumonderdelen en competentieniveaus waren de correlaties met elkaar vergelijkbaar, waarmee de schaal een goede indicator vormt voor de wiskundevaardigheden zoals in het curriculum is beschreven.

Tot slot komt hoofdstuk 6, de epiloog, terug op de onderzoeksvragen die in de voorgaande hoofdstukken zijn gesteld, verbindt het de theoretische en empirische resultaten en behandelt hun implicatie voor vervolgonderzoek.
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